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Preface

A suitable summary of the' archaeological work and personalities 

influencing this dissertation might well entail a' lengthy discourse into 

the history of archaeological thaught', especially as it has been formu

lated in- the American Southwest. Instead, I shall briefly describe 

- the-circumstances surrounding my involvement in Kalinga ethnoarchaeology : 

that has resulted in this contribution to American archaeology.

Symbolically, this work represents the intersection of three 

individuals with whom I ,have had the-opportunity to work. As an under

graduate student at the University of Washington my•notions'about V  

archaeological theory and systematics were shaped by Robert C. Bunnell, 

who emphasized the construction of paradigmatic intensionally defined 

classifications as one means to improve the reliability and replication . 

of archaeological studies. Later, as a graduate student at the Univer

sity of Arizona, I enrolled in two courses taught by Otis Dudley Duncan 

in which .analyses of multidimensional cross-classified data were ex

plored. : Thus, both my theoretical, and statistical training revolved - 

around similar (and, I believe, powerful) ways1 of looking at. the rela

tionships among observations.

The., final historical dimension of my research is represented 

. by.the archaeological and•ethnographic- data analyzed here. I owe a 

debt of gratitude to William A. Longacre for his willingness to let me 

: '. impose- ■perspectiveon ::bhê  Kalinga pottery collected, during ethno- 

.. archaediogical f ieIdwork: in " the Phi 1 ippihes-. v Yet,' even this would have - .:



been impossible had not Longacre recorded a large sample of well- 

documented data, .covering a wide- range of information. Consequently,

I was provided the opportunity•to examine a set of unanticpated hypo

theses . Furthermore, Longacre generously allowed me t o . reanalyze 

designs on pottery from the Carter Ranch Site and sites.in the Hay 

. Hollow Valley.

Most importantly, perhaps for its effect on this study, Longacre. 

has resisted imposing a set of archaeological dogma during my graduate 

training. At the same time he has always supported the.various direc- 

tions my interests have taken, allowing me to explore different and 

sometimes antithetical approaches to archaeological data.. As a result,

I suspect I am somewhat less doctrinaire, but no less curious, than 

when I began. /

Although the writing of this document is mine, alone to acknowl

edge, many individuals have been.instrumental in assisting me. Longacre, 

Emil W. Haury, Michael B . Schiffer > and J. Jefferson Reid have read and .

: commented on most that is here; Gwinn -Vivian, Merrilee Salmon, Otis 

Duncan, and.Arthur Jelinek. have also read versions of several chapters.

.My thoughts, about agricultural intensification among the Kalinga have 

. benefitted from several discussions with Robert Netting, and through 

- the excellent work among the Kalinga by Michiko Takaki. Whatever 

statistical sophistication I may possess, can be attributed, to Duncan, ' :

whose courses serve as a model of clarity and practicality.

W ' S e v e r a l  individuals- are less easily classified according to: their 

'.contribution,although, .they were ho less efficacious.• These include.



Keith .Basso, David Braun, Carol Eastman-, Sally Holbrook,. Steve Plog, 

and Raymond•Thompson.

•Financial support for the Kalinga fieldwork carried out by • 

Longacfe came from the National Science Foundation (SOC-75-19006). I. 

received assistance from the Department of Anthropology, University 

of Arizona, E. Blois du Bois Foundation, the University of Arizona 

Gradute Student Program Development Fund, and my family. I would like 

to thank all the persons who have helped me,,- and hope this study may, '• 

in some way, repay their generosity.

During the analyses of both the prehistoric material from the 

Upper Little Colorado River area of Arizona and the ethnoarchaeological 

data from the Philippines, Kim Rossbach. performed many' of the computer 

; programing■chores. Figure 26 was originally drawn by Brian Byrd; 

Figures 15, 53, and 54 were composed by. Brigid Sullivan, and Figures 

20, 21> 22, 23, 24 were drawn by Francisco Boado. The remaining illus

trations were, artfully done by .Amy Marcum Henderson." • The text, was- typed 

by Christine Coronado. . ,

I owe a large measure of my successful completion of this dis

sertation to several individuals at the University'of Arizona who have

succored and encouraged me in various ways and at different times.

..These,include,• Dorothy Cafanchini, Barbara Fregoso, Stan Gentry, 'Barbara 

Harvey, K ..B. McKinney, and Doris Sample. And finally, this study 

- • would not have been possible without the courtesy and helpfulness of the

1 Kalinga of thelPasil River area. My special thanks go. to Roberto and

Christina' Tima and Rosalina Bala-is", native Kalinga consultants, for all



' ' '  " vi:

they, have done to enlarge our understanding of the dynamics of ceramic . 

.. design variation.
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Abstract

Ceramic design variation has. been the subject of intense 

study by archaeologists, especially, in the American Southwest. Yet," 

a number of incongruities exist with respect to: (1) what should be

labeled ceramic design, (2) how design should be classified, (3) appro- . 

priate.procedures, for analyzing and measuring design variability, and.

(4) the .adequacy of different .theoretical frameworks for explaining 

design variation through time and space,'

To resolve .some of these issues, the. historical context of 

studies of ceramic design are examined, showing how a*common perspective 

underlies- both 1 New' and 1 Old.1 archaeological approaches. Both use 

similar implicit concepts about what design is, and how it is best per- 

: ceived.. Procedural errors are documented that mar the interpretations 

offered by archaeologists who have studied pottery collections from east 

central Arizona.

- . These analyses do not permit unambiguous•testing of hypotheses 

about ceramic design variation, providing the rationale for examining 

the efficacy of ethnoarchaeological studies. Philosophical issues 

affecting the use of •ethnoarchaeological results.are resolved,, and the 

boundary conditions specified for an ethnoarchaeological/study of a 

pottery-making society, the Kalinga of northern Luzon, the Philippines.,

: To document the dynamic socio-cultural processes'"'that" may affect ' 

- ceramic design variation, the history of Luzon since Spanish contact is 

reviewed. Through time, intensive rice cultivation was introduced into.
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. the highlands , in part, , the" result; of. increasing population" density" .

. induced; by blood-feuds which artificially localized Kaiinga settlements,

A set of territorial entities have emerged among the'Kalinga charac

terized by regional endogamy and close kinship ties.

Data.from over 1,000 ceramic vessels were collected from four 

. Kalinga.settlements. Multi-dimensional contingency tables were formed 

by the intersection of one or more design classes by intra-settlement 

Information about: (1) date of vessel■production, (2) size.of the vessel,

(3) birth cohort of the potter, and. (.4\ potter 's kin or work group 

.affiliation. These tables were analyzed using log linear hierarchical 

models that enabled a suitable representation of the data to be selected.

Within one settlement, potter, birth cohort had a systematic 

effe'ct on the design system. Although only one design class changed _ 

through time within categories of birth cohorts, it was possible to model 

" design change. Because designs used by birth cohorts usually differed 

in a linear fashion, and since'the contribution of vessels by older and 

younger potters varied over time, the frequency of designs changed as 

younger birth cohorts replaced older potters.

. . Other .factors were less consistently expressed across the design 

system. Vessel size affected the extent of design coverage;-- the larger 

the .vessel the greater the- area-covered by incised design. Work groups 

showed no clear effect on Kalinga design. Kin groups Were identified 

on two similar classes of design, features easily disembedded for substi- 

; tution. -

. Ceramic design was also analyzed by region or settlement.of 

. potter residence. Settlements.of the Dangtalan region show greater
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similarity to each other than, a settlement in a second region. • Regional 

differences are expressed.across all features of design/ Only two design 

classes vary through time by region, and in only one case do potters 

from the two regions diverge in the' use of design.

The intra-settlement and inter-regional Kalinga ceramic design 

analyses suggest that.competing archaeological theories of design can be 

synthesized. , The concept of interaction .provides" the mechanism for . 

ceramic design transfer through time and space... The functional value . 

of design affects interaction-based transfer, and this is a product of 

the social matrix of design production and observation, and the visi

bility of design;on pottery.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

In this study I examine ceramic design variation from an 

ethnoarchaeological perspective, focusing on the general methodological 

question: what, if any, systematic relationships exist between human

behavior and organization and ceramic design. To appreciate the signi- • 

ficance of this question, it is first necessary to step back from the 

particular set of analyses performed, and to review the problem in its 

historical context, especially as it has been formulated by several 

generations of American archaeologists.

The first objective, then, is to understand what is signified 

by the notion of ceramic design. What do archaeologists and other 

investigators mean when they say x. is a form o f •ceramic design? What 

• conventions have been adopted, and furthermore, what implications do 

these have for the study of ceramic design? But the conceptual problems: 

surrounding ceramic design are not simply limited to understanding what 

it denotes.

The classificatory systems imposed on ceramic design have often 

. been inappropriate and of\little use towards solving the problem; of

interest to the investigator. ' Two sets of analyses.that have provided ,

; much v of the recent impetus for studying ceramic design are reviewed, ;it 

. ,is hoped, for the. final time< Although both studies are flawed in v 

• certain ' respects, it is- pbssible ' to identify •. those topics within which , - ;



there is analytical consensus, as well as illustrate: procedural errors 

that -have, hampered subsequent interpretive effortsi •

- My initial, inquiries demonstrate the role of archaeological 

theory, as an explanatory device, employed to account; for the distribu

tion of ceramic design through time and space. Unfortunately, this 

theory consists of a set of poorly enunciated propositions, often 

contradictory, and which have resulted in confusion and misstatement. 

These issues must first be clarified before an appropriate theory can 

be established. In addition, by examining these theoretical problems 

we may better grasp the interaction between theory and analysis., and • 

their impact, not only on our view of ceramic design, but also, on our 

comprehension of the prehistoric past.

There are many ways in which ceramic design may be studied. I 

have chosen to analyze a set of ethnoarchaeological data for a- variety 

of reasons. By working with contemporary materials, I can control or 

estimate the effect of variables that often create 1 noiseT for 

archaeologists working with prehistoric ceramics. Thus, propositions ■ 

which must be employed as. assumptions by archaeologists- may be tested 

or evaluated using ethnographic data. The potential exists, then, that 

ethnoarchaeological research may help resolve'archaeological problems . 

at the level of theory.

Factors, which heretofore have not been considered in archae

ological .research can be tested on•ethnoarchaeological data. In this 

manner, I believe ,• it is possible to expand our knowledge- concerning " 

the potential sources .of ceramic design variability, some of which may - 

be\re.letahh to:-the "past. - This-highlights, yet • another f eature, of



ethnoarchaeological study:. it can .represent a relatively efficient way 

to test hypotheses that is often denied in analyses of data recovered 

from the archaeological record.

This is not to suggest that ethnoarchaeology is without dis

advantages . Obviously, it may suffer from the same set of inadequacies 

that plague traditional, forms of research, including sampling error or 

bias, inappropriate statistical analyses, and poorly conceived research 

strategies. But offsetting these difficulties, ethnoarchaeological 

research offers archaeologists the-means to examine empirically some of 

their most cherished assumptions *

. I describe the rationale for selecting the Kalinga, a tribal 

.society of northern Luzon, the: Philipines. -Not only do the Kalinga 

satisfy the1 minimal requirements set out for study, but, in addition, 

they present several interesting socio-cultural features, which may- have 

relevant analogs among various prehistoric societies. Kalinga society 

and culture as they are currently constituted are briefly detailed. 

Because the. social processes, of interest to the ceramic analyses are 

rooted in the historical past of northern- Luzon, Kalinga history is 

documented insofar as it is known. Thus, I establish the-relevant ■ 

parameters of Kalinga society as they may affect ceramic design.

Perhaps one of the areas in which•ethnoarchaeological research 

has contributed little, if any, refinement is in data collection and 

sampling procedures.. Rarely are. ethnoarchaeological sampling strategies 

described, or sources of bias or error, assessed. Accordingly, by 

characterizing how various'classes of-information-were"collected among /



' ■ the Kalinga, we may be better able, to pinpoint. areas- of weakness - that

may assist future investigators.

The Kalinga ceramic design analyses that, serve as the focus of 

this study are- introduced by describing how design is produced .xm 

Kalinga pottery. This provides a means to partition design into rela

tively 1 natural1 classes based on the order and hierarchy of design 

placement. The analyses that follow are separated into two parts:

(1) intra-settlement, and (2) inter-settlement and inter-regional..

First, within the main settlement of Dangtalan, pottery design 

is subjected to a series of multiway contingency table analyses to 

determine which factors affect design vafiatibn. Among the variables 

• introduced, I include: (1) the year the vessel was made, (.2) the birth

year of the potter, (3) the size of the pot, (4) the work group the 

potter belongs to,- and (5) the most inclusive kin grouping to which the 

potter can be assigned.

' Various design attributes are analyzed, first singly, and then 

in a number of combinations to determine how designs-may be linked 

together, and how these, attributes are influenced by socio-cultural ' 

factors." Within the settlement of Dangtalan birth cohort design 

differences are revealed across all classes of design. From this find-. 

ing, coupled.with: the concept of cohort replacement,.I am able to model 

design change through time. Finally, the effects of kin groups as 

measures of learning frameworks and intra-cohort design variation are 

•described.



Second, pottery data".are aggregated at the level of the settle

ment and the. territorial unit of integration, the region. Two regions 

are compared to discover if the sets of designs employed in each region 

are dissimilar, and, if" so, what factors affect regionally-based design 

variability. Dramatic-design differences across all decorative classes 

set the potters of the two regions apart. In addition, changes through 

time in the inventory of designs within each region- are inspected, and 

linked to internal developments and possible external interaction.

Completing these analyses, I consider their implications'for 

interpreting socio-cultural processes among the Kaiinga. These pro

cesses include increasing social differentiation and social complexity, 

the development of regionally-based social or political units, and 

stochastic change within small sampling populations.. ■

Such inquiries are but part of the more general question posed 

at the beginning of this chapter, how can we know the past? It is to 

this problem, especially as it applies to ceramic design and the system

atic relations design entails, that I turn to in the final chapter.

Thus, we return to theory, and attempt to modify current theory with 

regard' tip ceramic design. This is designed to incorporate, inasmuch - 

. as it is possible, conflicting theoretical frameworks,.-as well as the 

. findings:of the present.ethnoarchaeological study. My goal, of course, 

is to construct general propositions which may be used to know the

• past more completely , and which' at the same time may be more adequately

• verified. '



The significance of this study, then, can be. measured along 

several dimensions. It provides a historical perspective on a 

theoretical problem of some importance to archaeologists,. Furthermore, 

this view departs somewhat from the current or accepted wisdom on how 

ceramic design theory has been composed at various points in-time, and 

how and why changes in the theoretical framework were achieved.

I also attempt to provide new viewpoints on: the history of 

northern Luzon, and the ethnolinguistic group known as the Kalinga.

Only.by examining the historic processes operating- in the mountains 

northern Luzon,. can we begin to understand- the structural relationships 

among Kalinga society, culture, and ceramic design. The various.design 

analyses- document how those relationships are.currently organized, and 

suggest: in what ways they may be expressed through time.

My objective, though, is not simply to highlight patterns of 

socio-cultural and material expression, in Insular- Southeast Asia, but 

to amplify these findings both methodologically and theoretically. To 

achieve this, the ethnoarchaeological results are re-expressed within 

a general explanatory.framework that potentially"has implications for 

.the study of prehistoric ceramics around•the world. This, then, 

represents- the ultimate goal, to transcend the particulars of Kalinga 

society and pottery-making, and to expand the means, both theoretical 

and practical, by.which "archaeologists can come to know the, past. Only 

in this manner may we attempt to extend our area of consensus, and 

identify new areas:of concern.



CHAPTER TWO

REVIEWING CERAMIC DESIGN ANALYSES

The precise, historical and theoretical contexts within which 

.reseateh is.generated, may he difficult to delineate. Yet, such an: 

analysis can be useful', for it illustrates the development (of lack 

thereof) .of significant archaeological problems, identifies those areas 

in which consensus.has been reached, and addresses issues that continue 

to concern archaeologists-. Therefore, I describe the historical impetus 

for the ethnoarchaeological study of ceramic design which is the focus 

of this research..

Although.the impulse for this study grew out of; the 'New. 

Archaeology1 of the previous two decades, many of the theoretical 

themes underlying work on ceramic, design may be traced back to tradi

tional .archaeological inquiries. Topics to be explored, then, include: 

(1) how the concept of ceramic design has been formulated, (2) ways in 

which ceramic design has .been systematized, and (3) several crucial • 

analyses of ceramic design. No doubt, a consensus on the nature of 

ceramic design may still be a distant goal, but his examination should 

provoke a series of questions which presage the scope and direction of 

the ethnoarchaeological study to follow.

7
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Genesis

To begin this discussion, I turn to. a suggestion made by

Longacre (1964:158) that features of social organization may influence

prehistoric pottery design behavior:

If ••.in general, terms - a matriliheal. clan system made up of 
matrilineages practicing matrilocal residence {characterized 
the prehistoric population of the Carter Ranch Site, and}... 
if pottery-making'was-a. female occupation-..then we may be able 
to delimit still another and finer ceramic tradition within 
the village level. This would be the lineage style of decora
tion • The.localized matrilineage would form the pottery-making, 
units. This tradition would therefore be kin-based.

Longacre concluded (1964, 1970) that this hypothesis seemed to account •

for patterns of ceramic design variation within the prehistoric pueblo

•at the Carter Ranch Site.

An understanding of the. historic and theoretical significance 

of this proposition can best be achieved by briefly exploring, first,. 

the theoretical antecedents.structuring inquiry into ceramic design,% 

and Secon d t h e  response Longacre-s study evoked from the archaeological 

community.

. Longacre. employed a traditional theoretical concept that enjoyed 

wide currency in archaeology:in a very untraditional manner to interpret 

intra-village design variation. In agreement with most other archaeol

ogists, Longacre assumed that interaction differences.among social units 

(i.e., the extent and duration of social contacts) would affect the 

similarity of design employed on vessels made by members of different 

social units.

The theoretical'basis for the argument that different inter- ,

• action rates between groups of potters would •have-material effects on



the ceramic assemblage associated with each- group, -had been, developed 

earlier, and implicitly employed•by a generation of archaeologists.

Similarities between prehistoric cultures and regions had long 

been attributed to diffusion, • migration, and contact or influence, all 

forms of interaction (Flannery 1976:252-253). Generally, ceramic 

designs were employed as evidence to support such inferences at the 

scale of the region or culture area. It was presumed that the major 

spatial discontinuity affecting ceramic design occurred between regional 

and area-wide settlement groups. . This led, in turn, to designations 

such as the Red-on-buff Culture of the Salt-Gila Basin (Gladwin and 

Gladwin"1929) and the Salado Culture (Gladwin and Gladwin 1930:3), both 

constructed, in part, on the basis of ceramic differences.

Rarely, however,- was\this theoretical concept .(i.e. , interaction 

rate)■applied to relatively contemporaneous•phenomena within a prehis

toric settlement. Roberts discussed (1932:163^164) ■intra-village 

architectural and ceramic' variability at the Village of the Great Kivas. 

And in cases in which sufficient time had elapsed during the occupation 

of a settlement, different site components were identified (see, for 

example, Haury and Hargrave 1931) based, in part, on ceramic design 

differences linked implicitly to the interaction concept. Ordinarily 

intra-site analyses were not undertaken, except when the duration of 

occupation was sufficiently lengthy or when site intrusions were indi

cated.

Binford has argued (1965) that traditional archaeologists were 

normative theorists who could not conceive of intra-village synchronic .
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behavioral variability. Alternatively, it might be argued traditional: 

archaeologists- adopted a conservative or skeptical point of view about 

■ the identification of intra-village ceramic variability. Roberts 

attributed (1932:163-164) intra-village variability to in migration of 

groups associated with different socio-cultural backgrounds. Apparently, 

;. then, synchronic variation within a settlement did not develop .in situ.

Longacre (and independently, at an earlier date., Deetz 1965) 

.applied a well established theoretical tenet on a smaller scale:

. interaction.within a single or multiple component village. Logically, 

rejection of this argument on theoretical grounds implied that the con

cept of interaction might not be appropriate to explain design variation 

between regions or cultural groups.

Yet, the context in which the interaction concept was employed 

; by Longacre differed from earlier-usage. :• Individuals, were the locus 

of design variation, and thus"it was argued, they should share design 

repertoires in proportion to the number, of connections or interactions 

between individuals.

To bolster the argument, Longacre (1964:163-165, 1970:28) reached 

back to Bunzel (1929:64-65) to support his "claim that individuals were . 

the source of design variation, and that fairly predictable patterns of 

interaction had been observed among puebloan potters, localized among 

- females of the matrilineal line. From this•supposition, a strong argu

ment could be made that interaction-differences within a settlement 

reflecting the organization of matrilineal- pottery production should be 

: :;observ^Te; with rebpecf- to ceramic-design, -v.



The' historical significance of- the link from Bunzel to Longacre. 

(and a number of contemporaries) is worthy of further comment. Longacre 

could not have chosen a more appropriate person or study to support 

.his contention. Bunzel, a student of Franz Boas at Columbia University/ 

was sent, to the Southwest to study puebloan ceramic design, especially 

painting.

By selecting Bunzel (and indirectly Boas, .as well) to bolster 

his theoretic model, Longacre effectively defended his position from 

attack by traditional archaeologists working in the Southwest. Bunzel 

and other archaeologists working in the American Southwest at this time. 

were influenced by Boas or his students who dominated anthropology up 

. to the mid-point of the century. Longacre’s selection of Bunzel!s 

interpretation of individual design transmission, however inadvertent, ' 

blunted criticism from more conservative archaeological theorists.

The interaction hypothesis developed by.Longacre was also in

fluenced by Binford1s polemical statements (1965) contrasting normative 

theorists and new archaeological'theory. Binford asserted that,‘ to•the 

former, culture"was shared, and thus intra-assemblage variability was 

unimportant. In contrast, Binford argued culture.was participatory a n d . 

adaptive.. (cf. White 1959) . Furthermore, individuals' participated dif-" 

ferentiallyas'a result, fine grain behavioral differences - should exist 

- among-individuals, even within a single settlement that would affect • ;

their adaptation. Longacre modified this argument to suit his own 

purposes since.he was less interested in adaptation, than in demonstrat

ing how.kin .groups \iifferehtially;partlcpate in the use of ceramic 

designs, (1964 :157-158) .
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Reaction•from the archaeological.community to Longacre1s research • 

at the Carter Ranch Site has been ambivalent. Although favorable 

responses have been elicited (e.g., Shepard 1976:xvii), and the results 

of Longacre1s work have begun to appear in introductory textbooks (Hole . 

and Heizer 1973; Knudson 1978). , considerable debate, has arisen over the 

Carter Ranch Site study and other efforts to infer prehistoric social 

organization from ceramic design (e.g. , Hill 1966, 1.970) .

Initially, the. focus -of criticism was on potential sources of 

design variation that, had not been considered in the original analyses. 

These included various types of cultural and natural formation processes 

that may have biased or altered the percentage or frequency of .pottery 

recovered from different areas of a site. Differential scavenging of 

room floors as a result of sequential room abandonment (Schiffer 1976) , 

mixing of floor context and fill context sherds (Burgh 1959), or use of 

decorated sherds in room wall construction (Stanislawski 1969b) are 

possible sources of error. Both temporal variation (Dumond 1977) and 

other aspects of social organization (Baldwin 1975; Friedrich 1970; ■ 

Johnson 1972; Stanislawski 1969a, 1973, 1974,1975/ 1978) have been 

■ introduced -to;account for the pattern of intra-site design variation - 

observed at these;sites.

More;recently, S. Plog has re-evaluated (1976a, 1976b, 1977,

1978, 1980) the evidence for the patterns of design similarity isolated 

by Longacre at; the Carter Ranch Site and the Hay Hollow Valley. In. 

addition, • data derived from Broken K Pueblo (Hill 1966, 1970), four sets 

of prehistoric pueblo sites' in eastern Arizona (Cronin 1962; Martin, 

Rinaldo, and;:Lohgacre ;1960/: 1961;:; Martin ;et al., -19.64;. S . Plog 1976b,.
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1977; Tuggle 1970)', and the Valley of Oaxaca, Mexico (S. Plog 1976b) 

were studied by S. Plog. Both Plog and Lischka (1975) were unable to 

replicate patterns of design variation at Broken K Pueblo, Carter Ranch 

Site, the Hay Hollow Valley, or the Vernon area, which originally 

supported the hypothesis that ceramic design element similarity varied ■ 

spatially as a function of some measure of social interaction. Further

more, several of the analytic and statistical procedures used to generate 

or test the significance of those patterns have been questioned (S. Plog 

1976a, 1977, 1978; Washburn 1977).

Partly as a result of these studies, archaeologists have ex

pressed some misgivings about the theoretical framework employed by 

Longacre and others to explain design variation . (see Hodder 1979a, 1979b; 

S. Plog 1977,. 1978; "Wobst- 1977) . For instancer the effects of scale - 

differences "(regions- versus residential units within a settlement) on 

interaction rates and interaction complexity were never closely reviewed. 

Predictably , interaction .between populations of two regions occurs less 

frequently, would tend to be. more highly regulated (Wobst 1978 :305)., and 

hence, is more likely to exhibit fairly.unambiguous patterns of varia

tion when expressed stylistically, than interaction between groups with

in the same settlement. In the latter case > although .interaction may 

well account, for a large portion of ceramic design variation, interaction, 

may be expressed in different forms and is probably not so closely 

channeled by cultural convention. With respect to regional ceramic 

design- variation, the possibility, exists that the concept of interaction 

may not adequately describe or account for design patterning (cf. Cordell 

and Plog 1979) . / \ : V"
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Of the problems , surrounding Longacre' s study., some are not 

directly amenable to correction.or resolution (for instance, sample 

size). Others, may be evaluated or remedied by additional analyses, 

through theoretical modification and refinement, or by designing new 

research to test adequately various hypotheses linking ceramic design 

to factors of social, organization. In the remainder of this study 

I attempt to work through all these possibilities. 1/begin, however, 

with those problems which may be resolved with-the analytical and • 

conceptual tools at hand. This protracted discussion should make 

evident' what, as archaeologists, we can agree on, and thus, which 

assumptions are tenable and pose the least risk. At the same time, . 

such,analyses direct:our attention to those issues least, agreed upon, 

and that may be resolved or clarified during the ethhoarchaeological 

analyses.

The Concept of Ceramic Design

Ceramic design, like many traditional concepts in archaeology 

has been conceptualized in an intuitive and colloquial manner, and these 

conceptions of what exactly it is that design pertains to have been 

communicated informally between generations o f .archaeologists through 

observation, imitation, and a shared socio-cultural.context (cf. D. . 

Clarke 1968:21).. Among most archaeologists there is remarkable agree

ment on what is and is not a design feature, despite the fact that many 

'may be unable•to describe the criteria employed in their decision-making 

processes. .



Traditionally, ceramic design.referred to painted units applied 

to the surface of pottery (see Amsden 1936; Beals, Brainerd f and Smith 

1945; Colton and Hargrave 1937; Shepard 1976; W. Smith 1971 for.South

western examples). Patterns of incisions and indentations found on 

utilitarian pottery around the world have also been treated as design,, 

although they have received substantially less attention (work in the 

Plains by Deetz 1965, and the. East, by Whallon 1968 and Ehglebrecht 1978 . 

exemplify this approach). Yet, other attributes have been.encompassed 

by the nominal designation of design, including: vessel shape and

proportion, and attributes of vessel aperture (Deetz 1965:46-47; Ellis 

1953; Linne 1965.: 35) . Is this trend towards greater inclusiveness 

under the rubric of design a .result of our intuitive conceptualization, 

or are some of these attributes simply mi si dent i ffed? The.answer to 

this question is not inconsequential; however, we must sharpen the con

ceptual focus of ceramic design.

Although it may contribute neither to the physical integrity nor 

to.the effectiveness of use, design is an essential component of pottery 

making and use that-is culturally imposed and socially transmitted bet

ween individuals, Design behavior is intentional and purposive,

. constrained by socio-cuTutural conditions, and because it results in .

public expression/- may serve a symbolic role as well, The term 

• decoration is often used synonymously for ceramic design. This, however 

conveys just one aspect of the meaning of design; decoration'generally 

denotes design behavior in which the surface of a vessel is modified or . 

.altered (e.g., .painted or incised). But this is not sufficiently
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inclusive, for design may involve embellishment or elaboration, proper

ties which may lead to configurations; o.f vessel proportion or aperture 

morphology unrelated to functional constraints.

Underlying the meaning of terms such as decoration or elabora

tion is a commonality, an aesthetic intent, which I argue; enables most 

archaeologists of similar background to select identical, features of 

pottery and call those expressions T design1. I use the term aesthetic 

in a broader sense than its- gloss,, beautiful; here it represents

satisfying or • suitable material: expressions....

- Despite the possibility, that a sense of aesthetic appropriate

ness may be universally shared by all human populations (cf. Boas 1927;

9), we do not all necessarily share common conceptions about the partic

ular forms aesthetic properties may take on different media. What this 

suggests, and I believe is documented by the range of ceramic design 

denotata/ is a relative concept of design form,>. relative:ho.• particular ' 

socio-cultural contexts. Thus, attributes of design may vary considera

bly from, place to place and through time. For instance, unslipped or 

unpaihted pottery design may. be expressed by subtle elaboration of 

vessel, shape or by firing pots within a certain range of colors. Surface, 

treatments (including painting) introduce more complex.sets of decora- 

.tions even,as shaping designs are•retained. ' Instances of ceramic design, 

then,'may not always b e 'intuitively obvious; on occasion design identi- ; 

fication must be demons tated through argument and analysis (cf. Haury 

1945:83-84). ;



Ceramic design, whatever form it may take, shares a common 

role-^it is a visual phenomenon. It attracts the: eye (another feature 

which may account for our intuitive ability to identify and agree upon 

particular design forms). .Thus, design reflects outward or public 

behavior, its function, apparently, is. to express the conception of 

the maker, and, perhaps, not inadvertently be seen and noticed. As a. 

result, it transcends the aesthetic conceptions of an individual, 

potentially reinforcing as.well as reflecting the cultural conditions 

which give rise to its variation.

Given this perspective it is not possible nor would it be 

particularly useful, to enumerate.the potential set of ceramic design 

properties out of. the even more numerous set of ceramic;attributes. . 

This is less a problem than it might at first appear; we usually focus 

on a selected subset of material properties to study and these often 

• represent the. most obvious, unambiguous, design features.. It is impor

tant, nontheless, to understand the underlying rationale -for selecting 

certain attributes for design study in order that the range of design 

forms is properly appreciated, and to insure that roughly comparable 

and suitably relevant sets of action will be designated as design. 

Furthermore, having isolated some of the.general characteristics of 

•design, we can begin to identify material attributes which should, be • 

encompassed- by a theory of design. The concept of- design formulated 

‘ here makes explicit what., most archaeologists have.internalized in an 

intuitive-, fashion. Consequently, it should be amenable to evaluation 

and modification in terms of archaeological method- and theory.



Ceramic Design Systematics 

. As the:number o.f- ceramic design studies has increased, so too 

have the classificatory systems which have been imposed on design phe

nomena. Often these dissimilar.systems reflect different forms of 

ceramic design, the content of particular design media, or the problems 

of interest. Yet, widely.divergent design systems have emerged even • 

though similar sets of ceramics have; been analyzed with a- similar prob

lem orientation. As a consequence, the:same phenomena are described in 

a number of different and uncomparable ways, leading to contradictory, 

or at best, ambiguous results. Because we are unable either to reject 

or accept hypotheses tested in this. manner, impartial evaluation of 

more general explanatory theories is precluded.

This situation occurs as a result of classificatory problems, 

or to be more precise, because often.archaeologists fail to create 

suitable, coherent, and replicable design classifications. Archaeol-. 

ogists require a systematic framework in.which a classificatory system 

is imposed, yet reflects the underlying design process, and which is 

useful for a specified set of research, tasks..

This kind of procedure may eliminate the proliferation of 

intuitively based classifications in which design 1 classes1 are created ' 

by 1 gestalt grouping1 of similar• geometric forms (a. g . ,, Cronin 1962: 

110-111; Longacre 1964:160-161). Not surprisingly, these kinds of 

typologies exhibit little internal consistency since a wide range of 

criteria were employed in' an’unsystematic" manner (S . Plog 1977:46) .

This, in turn, affects the replication of these analyses; different ;
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individuals group design - occurrences differently (Tuggle 1970: 71). The 

object, here, is.to suggest how, in general terms, ceramic design may 

be unraveled and systematized.

Concentrating as.we do on the. end product of a behavioral 

sequence, the vessel or part thereof, it is easy to lose sight of the 

fact that ceramic vessels are built. Nor is ceramic design executed 

by a set of simultaneous enactments; an order or sequence of steps is 

imposed on these actions (cf.•Jernigan 1980).

.Specific domains of design, such as painting, are sequenced as 

well; brushstrokes.are arranged sequentially across the surface of a 

vessel. Decisions made by potters determine the location and extent 

of each stroke, and thus, the amount and dimension of pigment applied.. 

By observing properties of painted areas, individual strokes may be 

identified, (cf. Seaberg 19(54:241) , and the temporal relations between 

strokes may be inferred: from areas of overlap.

This suggests that for particular decorative domains individual 

enactments may be linked to. distinct design units, which then may be 

employed to construct a classificatory system that represents a 

relatively natural partition of. behavior and material output. Further

more, these units can be combined by a series of relational statements 

. (i.e., intersection of lines or symmetry of units) t o •construct more 

complex design forms.■ But rather than the intuitively-based design 

elements of the past, brushstrokes may be combined to form fairly 

■ unarbitrary units, as for instance, when the beginning and. ending point 

of a painted design converge (e^g., a closed triangle or a circle).
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Decorating"a pot does not consist simply.of an ordered set of 

behaviors;. these actions are often hierarchically arranged as well. By 

this r I mean, that designs produced early in the pottery-making sequence 

affect the occurrence and placement of subsequent designs (cf. Watson 

1979 :283): . If the interior of a bowl is divided into, two halves (bi

sected) , that area becomes the focus for subsequent designs which are 

usually-placed in some dependent relationship to each subdivided area.

At least two sets of hierarchically differentiated •surface 

modified designs may be distinguished: structural classes and composi

tional, classes. Structural designs are made during initial stages of . 

decoration and create or partition design space on a vessel (Friedrich 

1970; Washburn 1977). Distinctive morphological treatments,the field 

of painted - or incised decoration (e.g. , interior , exterior, bottom,, • 

side)',: design ' layout or symmetry ■ (e. g.bisected or reflected. symmetry)", 

and the !size or length of major framing; lines or design areas are 

examples of structural design. Design units that fill space, either 

appended to or placed within structural areas (and thus, produced later = 

in time than these areas), represent compositional design. The deci

sions.., behaviors, and output of composition are embedded in, and, may 

be, to some extent, constrained by the size.and shape of "structural 

"design.

Structural and compositional designs are also differentiated by 

their respective design variation. Rarely are- alternative categories 

of "a structural class included on the same vessel (e.g., two kinds of
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design layout). Composition designs do not.vary in this manner, and . .

although-they may be constrained by structural design, on a given . 

vessel,, composition design manifests greater' diversity.

In certain respects homogeneous design structures are. imposed,

■ because, of the informational limits to a potter1s, ability to recall • 

and recreate a large number of combinations of serially ordered designs. 

This would quickly tax.the memory and efficiency of•individuals. By 

limiting the number of alternative designs imposed initially, a potter 

can then place a relatively large number of smaller designs in struc

tural spaces. Thus/ relative design homogeneity at one level is 

coupled with diversity (and individuality) at" another level..

Not only should ceramic design systernatics, reflect•the process 

of creating design, but in addition, classification must take into 

account the recovery conditions and circumstances of ceramic material. 

Whole vessels and fragments thereof, sherds, make up the bulk of - ceramic 

artifacts. Yet,"these two ceramic-states represent divergent sources 

of design information. Possessing physical" contiguity , designs on 

complete vessels may be partitioned into a larger,.more exhaustive set 

'' of•• classes V ,.:;Uhfoftunately.,. except., in- fare instances, potsherds are the 

most common form of ceramic material recovered, but the.number and .

. extent of design classes which can be identified on sherds is limited by 

: their fragmentary condition. Thus, these two states of the same medium

/; pose quite; different sets of classificatory problems.

A large number of.design obsefyations made on a small:number of 

:whole; pots = may:-'obscure - underlying: similarities- and relations . . Tradi- •

;’ " tionally, different aspects of .design hierarchical arrangement have been



unsystematically" selected and:" merged ■ by -the classificatory. procedure 

for whole pots (e>g;«.z the Southwest design style., oil Colton and 

Hargrave 1937 :15-18) , rendering identification, comparisonand 

interpretation more difficult. .

Furthermorez it" has been suggested .that-a universal set of 

symmetry or relational classes, is sufficient to study .design on whole 

vessels (Washburn 1977:7)» ;Relational classificatory^systems, however,

must operate on properties or entities./ Both, the properties or. 

entities and the set of -relations- which obtain between them, are, to 

some extent, mutually dependenti The adequacy of relational classifica

tions, then,, is- dependent,, in part.,: on the suitability of the properties 

of design isolated for study . . . Otherwise-," the symmetry of design layout 

on a vessel could and should be comparable t o .the -symmetry of; filler 

design elements,: yet clearly,, different, levels of behavior and design ■ 

organizations are represented. . If a general set of standardized rela

tional classes is employed to study ceramic design, it is still necessary 

to isolate comparable units'of design. .

Classification of,design oh sherd material faces two related. 

obstacles.- First, because structural design partitions, relatively large, 

portions of a vessel^ s surface, it is difficult to.observe coherent 

se^ents. of ̂ hierai^hically arranged design on individual" sherds (Shepard 

1976:304). In addition, composition or filler designs may not be 

reliably identified on sherds, especially if single painted geometric 

element s. are the -"unit of: analysis, (cf .■ : S . Plog _ 1977 :54) . ,
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The same geometric "unit, for examplez a. stepped.figuref partially 

represented on two sherds may be counted twice. Design: units composed 

of several brushstrokes that.are incompletely contained on a sherd may 

be misidentified if the complete design is extrapolated from the partial 

• occurrence* The size of a design unit may.affect the likelihood of mis- 

identification and over-counting. Large designs are- less likely to be 

completely contained.within a sherd than small designs. Thus, comparing 

the frequencies of geometric forms may be inappropriate, if some forms 

are typically much, larger"than.others.

Second, certain kinds of design are. regularly repeated on the 

surface of a pot (e.g. > incised .bands •)". Counting each repetition : (such 

' as an.incision) as an indepedent event would be nonsensical. ' However, 

this type of procedure-is routihely employed with sherd material on. 

which 'repeated designs- occur: (e.g. , Deetz 1965 ; Whallon 1968):. As a 

result , patterns of design variability may be measuring, processes which . 

transform whole vessels into sherds- (such: as vessel size or the effect 

. of subsequent trampling) , rather . than . aspects of.:social organization-. .

. To: resolve these problems, sherds from the same, vessel should be 

- Identified, or , . if possible , reconstructed prior to classification - 

(see Engelbrecht 1$.78 :142) . The idehtification .procedure employed 

:during classification should be described, and units of design formed 

.. by a level of design, (e.g. , the brushstroke) identifiable on all sherds 

with a miniinum of ‘ extrapolation. ; -

:: These issues7 . design hierarchical arrangement and comparability,

 ̂ ^-the -.r.eplicati6n df - 'des of design ;

classes y- will ̂ continue} to rW^cern archaeb^ Ultimately., what 'we ::
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can reliably know, about the past is dependent on our ability to con- 

struct adequate classificatozy systems. The concepts introduced here 

illuminate some of the general goals and specific methods archaeologists 

should regularly employ, if we are to evaluate or confirm hypothesized 

relationships between aspects of past behavior and ceramic design.

Interpreting Ceramic Design 

Traditionally, ceramic design or stylistic phenomena were thought 

to represent the-, material" manif estation by individuals. of the mental 

template mediating tradition and artistic expression.within particular 

socio-cultural contexts (cf. Colton 1953:43; Deetz 1965:46, 1967:45^46.; 

Shepard " 1976:256; W.; Smith 1971:75) , This concept, probably. derived 

from the Western European art-historical, tradition shared by most 

archaeologists,. provided cultural significance to design observed on 

an array of prehistoric objects in the New World-

Given'this conception, it was possible to organize.the diversity 

of prehistoric ceramic design in time and space. Perhaps the most 

notable example of this organizational tendency occurred in the American 

Southwest where prehistoric pottery displayed an enormous range of design 

features:(see Colton and Hargrave 1937; Kidder 1962 {1924}:158-322). The 

similarity of ceramic design from two assemblages was accounted for•by 

the overlap or proximity in time and space of the artisans who produced 

the. potso. As indicated previously, intrinsic to this view of ceramic 

design similarity is the concept interaction. Interaction is the mechan- . 

ism-through which design information, and ultimately, design behavior., 

and,material outputs are - or were transmitted "from one person to another,
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from one group to another> and from one. area to another.. Thus f when we .

speak of design similarity between two regions, interaction, provides .

the social nexus for transmitting or sharing design.

Until recently, archaeologists have not given much thought to 

the concept of interaction. This, is understandable, since their research . 

focused on estimating the temporal, and spatial dimensions of archaeol--. 

ogical constructs. .The theory provided a relatively reliable -means, to 

estimate these dimensions, yet at the■same time it constrained further 

study of processes that affected such archaeological units through time . 

and space <

Longacre1 s. research at the Carter Ranch Site is significant, if. 

only because, it refocused attention on the concept of interaction as a 

theoretical device and on the processes which may contribute to the 

structure of the archaeological record. But as I have indicated,

Longacre1s data have been.reanalyzed, usually with conflicting results..

As-a consequence, the adequacy of the interaction concept has been 

questioned. (S. Plog 1976b:256). If archaeologists are to continue to. 

employ interaction as a pivotal explanatory concept, Plog's.analyses 

must be examined more closely.•

I will focus on two analyses that S. Plog undertook of pre

viously collected data. These include Cronin's study (1962) of design 

on three black-on-white types from sites: near Vernon, Arizona, and 

Longacre1 s analysis (1964; Martin et al.. 1964) of design variability on 

black-on-white ceramics at the Carter Ranch Site and among sites within 

the Hay Hollow Valley. These studies were chosen for their historical



importance and data availability, and are. fairly representative of 

■interaction-based studies in terms of analyses performed.

S. Plog's reanalyses of ceramic design data employed two 

measures of similarity: (1) the - product-moment coefficient, or

Pearson’s r_, a correlation, coefficient (see Hays 1973:616-622) , and 

(2) the Brainerd-Robinson similarity coefficient (Brainerd.1951;

Robinson 1951)» These two measures are described more fully in subse

quent. sections-

The original design, classifications were utilized by S. Plog . 

for his analyses.. This is unfortunate, given the classificatory prob

lems .associated with'each study. The classifications represent intui

tive categories and. are not directly,comparable- From 45 to over 175 

.design elements were identified. Design categories- include a. mixture ' 

of.isolated, composite, and complex combinations of geometric forms.

To reanalyze these data using the original analytic units, it is .necessary. 

to assume that each classification is neutral with respect to the.-, 

similarity measures' employed.

Cronin’s Study

The analysis of design variation on black-on-white ceramics by 

Cronin (1962) has taken on historical importance because it represented 

the first effort to test an interaction hypothesis between sites in 

a single region. Furthermore, the results were used by Longacre (1964:

156) to structure the analysis of black-on-white ceramics from the 

Carter Ranch Site./' Design elements on three types.' of black-on-rwhite - 

potte^- .(Kiatuthlana Black-dn-white > Red Mesa Black-ori^white, and ■ .
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Snowflake Black-on-white)• were compared-within and between sites.

Brainerd-Robinson, coefficients computed by Cronin on design element ■ 

percentages indicated greater similarity, between different black-on- . 

white types at: the same site than between the. same.type recovered at 

different sites of different time periods (Cronin 1962:109). Assuming 

the types present at each prehistoric village were locally made, this 

conclusion suggests that design usage crosscuts types from the same. 

village. Shared learning frameworks,among individuals producing ceram

ics , as well as the relative contemporaneity of pottery production at 

each village might account for this finding.

S. Plog: reanalyzed - Cronin1 s datar first using the. Brainerd- 

Robinson coefficients published in her report (1962:114), and. then 

computing both;Brainerd-Robinson and product^moment coefficients on ;- 

data :he corrected^; Cbefficients were calculated for all possible type • ■ ■ 

combinations within and between sites. 1

Cronin designated a miscellaneous design category in the original: 

study/ and treated.occurrences within this category as identical designs 

when Brainerd-Robinson coefficients were computed (i.e., the lumped 

percentage for this category was used). Criteria employed to identify • 

miscellaneous design sherds were not described. For that reason, it is 

unclear if the miscellaneous.category includes designs•that did not fit 

into the other 44 categories, or if it'represents unidentified designs.

S. Plog argues. (1976a:22) that in all likelihood the designs‘within the 

miscellaneous category are not identical. As a resultz in the.reanalysis 

each occurrence within this category for each pottery type at each site 

was. treated:- separately ;.::li ̂ e.", as a ■.different- design category) „ This



assumes, however, that.all design occurrences within a miscellaneous 

category were■different, .and. that there was no. similarity between 

.miscellaneous design occurrences among.different.black-dn^white types: 

from the same site or among miscellaneous design occurrences, of. the 

same pottery type from different sites.,

; . Such, a procedure has little effect on the. similarity.coefficient 

computed between types with relatively small portions of the sample • . 

in the .miscellaneous, category . ,■ This would include Kiatuthlana Black-on- 

white at' the Goes ling, site, Red Mesa. Black-on-white at ' the ■Goesling and 

Bhoton sitesand. Snowflake Black-on-white at the Thode. site... However, 

for most types;at most sites, more, than 10 per.cent.of,the sample was 

included in the. miscellaneous - category, Plog 's. decision.; to - treat each 

occurrence within the. miscellaneous c ate go ry.sepa rately, although under

standable/ decreases the similarity coefficient, differentially,." It may 

have been mbre appropriate and involved fewer assumptions, to; eliminate . 

this category from the reanalysis, since it is not possible- to estimate 

design variability, within the. original category.

. S. Plog suggests (1976a: 22-24).-. that neither Gronin's orginial 

data nor the corrected data support the cohcliislpn . that design on . 

different, types of .black^on-white: pottery, .are more similar, at one site 1 

than among the same type from different sites (cf>; •LOngacre'1964:156). 

Nearly"' half of the ..Brainerd-Roblnson ■ coefficients - computed ,on " Cronin vs -, 

data ■ were higher ;for inter-sitethan for intratsite comparisons: " A..

;similar^patternvof coeffieienta-was- observed for.the. corrected data . .



This interpretive disparity between S . Plog and Cronin cannot 

be- Entirely resolved. Both Cronin and S. Plog treat each Brainerd- 

Robinson and product-moment coefficient as an. accurate and error-free 

measure of similarity. ' Each measurez nontheless, is based on a sample 

of observations and. is subject to sampling and measurement errors. Thus, 

comparing, individual coefficients may not adequately describe the pat

tern of design variation.

I calculated the mean-corrected Brainerd-Robinson coefficient 

for comparisons within and between types from intra-site and inter-site 

data (see S . Plog 1976a:Table 4). The mean Brainerd-Robinson coeffi

cient for intra-site comparisons across types was 63.24, compared with . 

a value of 46.45 for all inter-site calculations (Table 1) . O n ' the, 

average, then, designs on different types of pottery within a site are 

more similar than designs on types from different sites across all time 

periods.

Inter-site comparisons were- separated into six.categories-(Table 

2). The mean Brainerd-Robinson,coefficient was similar in value among 

the three inter-site comparisons of different black-on-white types 

(Table 2bj . The mean coefficients / however , were quite .low. Mean 

coefficients computed between sites for.the: same black-on-white types 

varied-considerably (Table 2a.) . Showf lake'.Blackmon-white was most 

similar between sites (exceeding the mean.‘Brainerd-Robinson coefficient 

of intra-site comparisons), and Kiatuthlana Black-on-white was least 

similar.. ". . -
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Table 1- Mean Brainerd-Robinson Coefficients among Comparisons of 

Black-on-white Bottery Designs from Sites in the Vernon 
&rea, Arizona. . (Compiled from S. Plog 1976a:Tab!e 4)

Between different black-on-white types at the same.site: 

X = 63.24, EX.= 695.7, h = 11 

Between all black-on-white types at different sites:

X = 46.45, EX = 5,062.6, n = 109
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Table 2. Mean Inter-^site Brainerd-Robinson Coefficients for Comparisons 

within and between Types of Black-on-white'Pottery at Differ
ent Sites Near Vernon, Arizona (Compiled from S. Plog 1976a: 
Table 4).

a. Between Kiatuthlana Black-on-white at different sites:

X = 31.13, IX = 93.4, n = 3 

Between Red Mesa•Black-on-white at different sites:

X = 53.06, IX = 1,114.2, n = 21 

Between Snowflake Black-on-white at different sites:

X = 68.57, IX = 1,028.6, n = 15 - -• - \

b. Between Kiathuthlana and Red Mesa Black-on-white at different sites:

X = 43.76, IX = 751.4, n = 18

Between Kiatuthlana and Snowflake Black-on-white at different sites: 

X = 43.18, IX = 690.9, n = 16

Between Red Mesa and Snowflake Black-on-white at different sites:

X = 39.37, IX = 1,383.4, n = 36
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Because, the three black-on-white. types occurv predominantly dur-

. ing overlapping./ yet distinct time intervals, the different similarity

coefficients may reflect temporal effects. Kiatuthiana Black-on-white

occurs at only three sites but two of these represent the earliest and

latest dated occupations.. Red Mesa Biack-on-white occurs at all sites.

but the majority, of sites (Chilcott.T., 2, .and 3 f. Thode, and Photon) were.

occupied during the. same time period (Freeman 1962:93). Snowflake

Black-on-white.occurs at all but the earliest: site, which may, in part,

•account for the higher mean similarity coefficient.

In addition, the higher mean value may represent the effects

of typological sorting. Cronin states (1962:107) that type sorting

employed,

. ..generally accepted criteria ,for pottery' type recognition: 
presence or absence of slip; whiteness of slip; intensity of 

. paint; temper; proportion of black to white; fineness and
blockines.s of element; positioning of design on pot; and the

, general 1 feel1 of the.total design and technique of manufacture
on each sherd., (emphasis mine)

Decoration traditionally plays, an important role in type identification.

The four decorative criteria.used by Cronih to.identify types were.

designed•to exclude design element categories as diagnostic attributes

(1962:106). Yet, two of these criteria would tend to discriminate

.Snowflake Black-on-white from the other.types. The proportion of black

to white areas and the blockiness of the decoration are attributes

included in the classic Snowflake Black-on-white definition. Colton

(1941:63) described the decoration of Snowflake Black-on-white as

" . . .large triangles, steppted elements, massed black areas . ’• (emphasis

: mine). The higher mean coefficient associated with the inter^site
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Snowflake comparisons, then./ may be the result of the typological 

criteria used to sort sherds into types.

The seven sites included in Cronin1s study were temporally 

ordered by Freeman (.1962) on the basis of pottery type serration.

His analysis indicated that the Goesling site was occupied', earliest 

and. is separated in time from Thode, Chilcott 1, 2, and 3, and the 

Photon sites. Rim Valley Pueblo was the latest occupied- site in the 

series. " The five site's occupied during the same time period (Chilcott 

1, 2, 3, Thode, Photon) are located in the same geographical area 

between Vernon and Concho, Arizona. Rim Valley Pueblo and the Goesling 

site are located on terraces above the Upper Little Colorado River 

between Springervilie and St. Johns, Arizona.

The mean inter*site Brainerd: Robinson, coef ficients-, were computed 

between temporally and spatially distinct sites, and within the five 

nearly contemporaneous sites (Table.3). As expected, the mean similarity 

coefficient for the five.sites located near Vernon and occupied during 

the same period was highest. The mean coefficient between sites located 

in either different areas or occupied during different, time periods was 

much lower. These differences illustrate the effects of time and "dis

tance on the "similarity coefficients regardless of the type of pottery , V 

compared.

The mean coef f icient between the early and middle period sites - 

and the late and middle period sites is similar to the mean value 

computed between, the late and early occupied" sites". The early and late 

sites are located in the same area, whereas the middle period sites are
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Table 3. Mean Brainerd-Robinson Coefficients-between Sets of Sites 

Near Vernon, Arizona (Adapted' from S. Flog 1976a:Table 4).

Same' time period and1 geographic area:.

Comparisons: Thode - Chilcott 1 -Chilcott 2
Chilcott 3 - Rhoton

X = 76.80, EX = 3,254.3, n = 4 8

Contiguous time periods and different.geographic areas:

. Comparisons: Rim Valley - Thode, Chilcott 1
Chilcott 2, Chilcott 3, Rhoton

X >  37.71, EX = 1,018.2, n = 27

Comparisons: Goesling - Thode, Chilcott 1, 
Chilcott 2, Chilcott.3, Rhoton

, X =• 36 .67., EX = 660.0 , n = 18 •

Non-contiguous•time periods and the same geographic area: 

. : Comparisons: Rim Valley - Goes ling-

X = 37.83, EX =227.0, n = 6 .
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located together in a different region. Thus,'at the. scale employed 

here design similarity between sets of sites does decrease in direct 

proportion to distance in time and space.

To test the interaction hypothesis on a smaller scale, S. Plog 

reanalyzed designs.from the five relatively contemporaneous and geo

graphically restricted sites (1976a:Table 6). He writes (1976a:26) ,

Considering the similarity coefficients for the Photon, Thode, 
and Chilcott sites, the comparisons show that coefficients 
between designs on the same pottery type at different sites 
tend to be higher than the coefficients between designs oil
different pottery types at the same site...This is* shown in
Table 6 (here reproduced as Table 4).

There are several problems associated; with this:- •reanalysis. First , he 

assumes (as did Cronin) that traditional Southwest black-on-white types 

represent relevant social and behavioral- phenomena. However, no evi

dence has been adduced to support this assumption. Typological assign

ment may or may not be relevant to the study of design variation in this 

region of the Southwest. Secondly, Plogrs analyses of Cronin1s original 

data and the corrected data (see, for instance,. Table 4) are based upon 

the comparison of one intra-site coefficient to a number of inter-site

coefficients * 1 -Random sampling error may affect the values of both intra

site and inter-site coefficients with the same likelihood, but it will 

tend to have a noticeably greater effect on the single intra-site coeffi 

cient than on the larger number of inter^site coefficients. " A single 

'low intra-site coefficient produced solely by sampling error will tend 

to increase.the" number o f •inter-site coefficients larger in value than 

it. The converse is not true. .
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Table 4. Number of Xnter^site. Similarity Coefficients:which are Higher 

than the. intra^site Coefficients among Relatively Contempora
neous Sites from the Same Region. Coefficients are based on 
corrected data (from S. Plog 1976a,:27) »

Number of Inter-site 
Similarity Coefficients Higher 
Than Intra-site Coefficients

Intra-site
Pottery

■ Brainerd- 
RM-RM

Robinson 
.SF-SF

. Product-
_ . ;RM-RM

-Moment
SF-SF

Chilcott 1 ' K-RM 0-4 ■ — . ■ 0-4 -
Chilcott 1 K-SF: - 1-4 - 1-4
Chilcott 1 RM-SF 1-4 3-4 3—4 4-4
Chilcott 2 RM-SF 3-4 4-4 - 4-4 .. 4-4
Chilcott 3 RM-SF 0-4 2—4 ; 0-4 1-4

Thode RM-SF 4-4 4-4 4-4 4-4

Rhoton RM-SF 3-4 4—4- ■ : : : 4-4 . 4-4

: 11-24 18-24 15-24 18-24

Total 29-48 (60.2%) % 33-48 (68.8%)

2X for Brainerd-Robinson total = 1.69, p =• .10.
2  ■ '■ . •

X for product-moment total = 6.02, p == . 05.. .

K = Kiatuthlana Black-on-white, RM = Red Mesa Black-on-white, 

SF = Snowflake Biack-on-white...
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' If we assume that the-traditional pottery typology is relevant.

to the matter at hand, and the comparisons-of single intra-site 

coefficients to multiple inter-site coefficients has not significantly 

affected the . results,.the distribution of coefficient comparisons sug

gests, some interesting trends and differences among the pottery types 

(Table 5). For comparisons among sites.in different time periods or 

different geographic regions, designs on Kiatuthlana Black-on-white• 

and -Sndw.flake Black-on-white are more likely to be similar to other . 

types at the same site than the same type, at different sites. When 

comparisons, are- restricted to sites of the same time period and area, 

intra-site coefficients are lower than inter-site coefficients for 

Snowflake Black-on-white (no comparisons can be made for. Kiatuthlana 

Black-on-white for this category). Red Mesa Black-on-white, however, 

shows no. change and no trend for- larger or smaller coefficients, regard

less of time period or geographic area.

These findings suggest that the relationship"between design 

variation and pottery types at the same and different sites may be more 

complex than imagined.. Both Snowflake Black-on-white and Kiatuthlana 

Black-on-white designs respond to changes in time period and geographic 

area, indicative, perhaps , • of regional, or temporal- design variants 

within each type. Red Mesa Black-on-white does not■vary, by-time period, 

geographic area, between, or within sites., whereas Snowflake Black-on- 

white is more, similar to".Snowflake Black-on-white at other sites than 

to Kiatuthlana Black-on-white or RedMesa- Black-on-white"at the-same - 

site when,thd sample of sites'is relatively coeval and spatially 

restricted. •: / :



Table 5. Number- of Inter-site Brainerd-Robinson Coefficients Larger 
than Intra-site Coefficients by Black-on-white Pottery Type 
• and Time Period-Geographic Area.

Time Period or Geographic. Area
.Pottery. Type Inter-site to 

Intra-site ■ Same Different
Coefficients: ' . Larger Smaller Larger " Smaller

Kiatuthlana Black-on-white. No Occurrences 0 10 10

Red Mesa Black-on-white 11 -13 15 15 54

Snowflake Black-on-white 18 6 3 13 40

29 19 18 38 104

(cell counts, derived from S. Plog. 19.76a:Table 5) .
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This pattern may indicate local production of Snowflake Black-

on-white'at one village and exchange to other villages within, the 

region. Red Mesa Black-on-white, in contrast, may have been produced 

indigenously in small, quantities at most villages. This might account 

for the indistinct pattern of design,variation within and between sites 

for Red Mesa Black-on-white. as opposed'to the highly patterned varia- . 

bility exhibited by Snowflake Black-on-white design, synchronically 

within a •region, and over time or between regions.

Under this model, if there is a .temporal sequence of occupation 

. from.the Goesling Site to Rim Valley Pueblo, and if the development of 

ceramic design is accurately reflected in this analysis, then it 

appears that black-on-white pottery design variability diverged • through 

time. Where initially design on black-on-white pottery was shared with

in a village (as exemplified by the intra-site comparisons.- of Kiatuthlana

• Black-on-white with the other types).,. through time one class of pottery . 

(Snowflake Black-on-white) was produced at a small number of villages

• and exchanged to other villages within the region, and a second class of 

pottery (Red Mesa Black-on-white) continued to be•made in small quanti- . 

ties by potters in most villages.

The use of the Brainerd-Robinson coefficient to measure similar

ity between sites and different pottery types at the same site may be 

inappropriate for these data. First,,consider how the coefficient is 

computed. The equation may be written:

-• • n :
B-R: Coefficient = 200 . Z
■ ;• I. '■ . i=l

-  Y .
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where:. X. represents the percentage of category L.

in collection or assemblage X;; .

represents the percentage of category i_

in collection.or assemblage Y;

represents the absolute value.
n
t

i=l

of the differences of all categories of X^

and Y,; and x
200 represents the maximum shared percentage 

that can\occur between two .collections. ;

The higher the coefficient, the smaller the percentage differences 

between- two collections, and the more similar the designs represented 

in both • collections. . The.'percentage value for each category is a function 

of the.number of items assigned to a category and the total sample size.

Since the Brainerd-Robinson coefficient is the sum of the dif

ferences between all categories minus 200, only categories with the 

presence of at least one. element in either collection will enter into 

the computation. Thus, the Brainer-Robinson coefficient may be affected 

by sampling error (i.e., -whether or not a particular design is recovered 

from a site when in fact it; occurs there)

• This is .different from sampling bias. Sampling error is a ran

dom process associated with all enumerations in which the sample of 

events'bbserved is not identical to the total population of events 

available for observation\■In this•situation,:and despite efforts : to 

:ensure-that each event is equally likely to be-observed, the sample.of
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observed events departs from the universe in certain respects (e.g., 

central tendencyz dispersion). The magnitude of this departure is 

affected by sample,- size. Small samples, simply as a result of random 

events, are less likely to approximate the underlying population than 

large samples,. ■ When, as in the case of Cronin1 s data, sample size 

(i.e., the number of sherds) is less than, the number of categories 

imposed, certain categories must remain empty although such categories 

may well have occurred at the site from which the sample was.drawn.

And as sample size decreases, more and more, categories are unfilled, not 

always in relation to their relative, proportion at the site. With a 

sample size as small as seven, there is little guarantee: that the cate- 

: gories filled or the proportion of occurrences within a category in any 

way reflect the population of designs present at the site.

The number- of design categories represented for a-type of pottery 

at a site is a function of sample size (Figure 1). The larger the sam

ple size, the more categories that occur. - The effect, of this is to 

concentrate relatively larger percentage, values within categories among 

.assemblages with small sample sizes. With a sample of seven, the.

: smallest percentage value that can occur in any category'is 14.26‘ per 

cent.. With a sample of 100, the smallest percentage value drops to one 

per cent. '

Thus, the occurrence'-of a relatively rare category in assemblages 

of different sample sizes may lead, to relatively greater percentage ,

."differences than are warranted. " The proportion of categories for each 

assemblage - with values greater than 5 per cent was plotted against "sample
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size. (Figure 2). An inverse relationship appears to exist, i.e., the .

smaller the sample size the greater the percentage of. categories over

five per cent-- Units with small sample size are associated with

relatively few design element categories. As a result, each category

exhibits a higher percentage value..

The effect of differences in sample size on Brainerd-Robinson 

coefficients was investigated. The combined sample size of all possi

ble comparisons was plotted against the average percentage difference 

between two- assemblages. The average percentage difference is equal to

n-
Z

i=T
x. - Y,:i i. divided, by the total number - of categories in

assemblages. X and Y in which, a t .least one design element was recorded. 

Plog1s corrected percentages were used for this calculation.

Although a linear correlation model provides an _r value of 

-.628, the relationship between joint sample size and the average per

centage difference is more closely approximated by a non-linear effects 

model (_r = -.862, Figure 3) . This suggests that the effect of. combined 

sample size on the average percentage difference varies across the range 

. of the sample values.

A very large sample size leads to a quite small percentage dif- 

f erence,. and conversely, a., small combined sample size is associated with 

a large percentage difference. More importantly, sample size effects 

are not proportional across the range.of average percentage, differences. 

There are .thresholds at which sample size effects on the average, percent

age difference change. • These occur when the conjoint •sample size is
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less than 50 or- greater than 300. (Figure 3) . This analysis suggests, 

then, that Braine.rd-Robinson rcoef ficients should be computed on assem- 

blages of approximately the same sample size, in which the presence or 

absence of any given design category is not likely to be the result of 

sampling error.

Cronin’s analysis, S. Plog’s reanalysis, and this work serve to 

highlignt several points. Interpreting ceramic design is dependent on 

the analytical tools employed. The ability of those tools to identify 

relationships, among variables:is enhanced to the extent that extraneous 

factors are controlled or not,present. In this case, it is somewhat 

more difficult to delineate the specific effects of interaction on 

ceramic design, given the probable effects of sample size, differences:, 

the classification employed (which further exacerbates the sample size 

. problem) ■ and the differential sorting of black-on-white • types (which is 

not necessarily relevant to the problem at hand).

- If none of these factors has significantly distorted, the 

Brainerd-Robinson coefficientsit is possible to suggest that Cronin's 

(but not Longacre1s) interpretation is essentially correct for Kiatuth- 

lana Black-on-white and Snowflake Black-on-white., but not for Red Mesa- 

Black-on-white... And at a regional level, design similarity does 

decrease across all:types prdportionately through time and space (Table 

3) as predicted by the interaction model. Although, on average,

- ceramics,.recoyered-,from the same site were more similar in design than

• ceramics, from different sites, when the sample is restricted to rela-

• tively contemporaneous regionally specific sites, the pattern of design
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similarity becomes more complex. Village ceramic specialization- and 

exchange is suggested for Snowflake Black-on-white within the Vernon. . 

area, in contrast.to continued low level production.and local use of 

Kiatuthlana Black-on-white and Red Mesa Black-on-white at most villages.

Longacre1s Study, .

S. Plog has also reanalyzed ceramic data collected by Longacre 

from rooms at the Carter Ranch Site and from.the Hay Hollow Valley, 

Arizona (Martin et al. 1964). Assuming that design similarity increased 

as - a function of social interaction (Longacre 1964:157-158), two groups 

of interacting sites were identified in the Hay Hollow Valley, and two 

groups of design-linked rooms were identified at.the Carter Ranch Site 

(Longacre 1964 : 1 6 6 - 1 6 7 ) ; .

Design frequencies.on black-on-white sherds were employed by S. , 

Plog to compute both product-moment and Brainerd-^Robinson coefficients 

between rooms at the Carter Ranch Site and between.sites in the Hay 

Hollow Valley. Histograms of the product-moment coefficients were 

plotted for the two sets of comparisons' (S. Plog 1977:7). The distri

bution of the coefficients as well .as the mean coefficient for each set 

of comparisons suggested that design elements between sites were more ' 

similar than ceramic design between rooms at the Carter Ranch Site.

S. Plog argued that if the intensity interaction assumption is true, 

designs on sherds at one site should be, more similar than designs at 

different sites since.social interaction should decrease with spatial - 

distance (S. Plog 1977:5-6) .̂ Because design similarity - did not decrease



with-spatial distance as expected, Sv Flog suggests, (1977:6) that 

interaction is not. the major factor- affecting design similarity.

A cluster analysis, of product-moment coefficients between rooms' 

at the Carter Ranch Site•did not replicate the two groups of rooms 

originally identified by Lpngacre (S.- Blog 1976a:31-33) . Product- 

moment and Brainerd-Robinson coefficients calculated between sites in . 

the Hay Hollow Valley did not confirm Longacre1s original interpretation 

(S. Blog 1976a:28-30). Thus, these analyses cast considerable doubt on 

Longacre1s findings.

There are four issues which may affect the accuracy.of S. Blog1s 

reanalysis and "his conclusions : • (.1) functional,'differentiation.,..

(2) ceramic exchange, (.3) sampling variation and bias, and; (4) the use 

6 of the product-moment coefficient as a measure of design similarity. . 

These topics will be examined in the following section.

. Black-on-white painted pottery occurs primarily in two forms in 

the Hay Hollow. Valley, as bowls and jars: (including olias.) . The surface 

area suitable for decoration on these.;two forms and generally employed 

by prehistoric potters in the Southwest differs markedly (Amsden 1936;

S. Blog 1977). Jars typically are decorated from the rim to.the neck of 

the vessel, and then on the exterior body of the vessel..Bowls, however, 

rarely receive extensive'-, exterior design treatments y -• instead, decoration • 

focuses upon interior walls and,the bottom of the vessel. Furthermore, 

jars provide a convex surface:for decoration, whereas, a concave surface : 

occurs on/bowls. As a result of these surface area differences, the 

layout and organization,.as well as design units employed, may vary 

between, bowl and. jar forms (S , Blog 1977. :127-129) .
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Vessel forms also.differ in functional capacities as containers . 

which appear to reflect differences in access to the interior of the 

vessel (Braun''1974:!);v Lacking a marked aperture constriction, the 

interior.of bowls may be relatively easily reached. Access to the 

interior of jars, however., is. limited by a constriction near the aper

ture of the vessel or the relatively greater height.of jars, or both. 

Although the nature of functional differences -between vessel forms is 

only suggestive, and despite the possibility of some overlap in usage, 

it seems likely that, formal.characteristics affect, (as well as reflect) 

behavioral differences • (cf. Braun 1974 :1-2)..

The occurrence of different ceramic forms; (each.associated with 

a different set and range of painted designs) within rooms in a village

or across an entire village may be affected•by the organization and.'

extent of activities within * rooms or across the village. Different 

activities, for instance, may. lead to different proportions of jars to 

bowls at sites, as documented by S. Plog (1977:124). Similarly, the" 

occurrence of different vessel forms in rooms, even if. undifferentiated 

by function, may be affected by household size, differential- pottery- 

making. and stockpiling^, length of room occupation, and the dynamics of 

household growth.) Longacre suggests (1970:51-52j th although each 

- room: at' Carter Ranch was multi-functional, the same set -of activities'

was. not represented in all rooms. " Different sets of room activities
, .■■■ ■ . ^ ;;

■ requiring different proportions of painted to unpainted pots or jars to

• bowls may have affected the occurrence of design.categories within

rooms. ' Thus, • room activity differentiation may obscure the relationship

of - ceramic design variation to interaction'fates between potters.
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If similarity coefficients are employed as. measures of social 

linkage, not only should behaviorally similar sets of design be repre

sented but the provenience units should include roughly comparable, sets 

of activities'. Comparisons among rooms may not ipso facto reflect _ 

similar sets of behavior. Nor. is "it likely that comparisons between 

prehistoric rooms and between prehistoric villages will reflect- similar 

levels of behavior. Consequently, the effect of activity variation on 

pottery use may be more pronounced, between rooms, than between villages. 

Rooms are more likely to exhibit a wide range, of household differences 

(cf. Ciolek-Torrello 1978) . reflected, in pottery composition (and indi

cated by low similarity measures), whereas comparisons between villages 

may sum or aggregate those differences. As a result, it is not altogether 

surprising that S. Plog found lower similarity coefficients between - 

rooms in the same village than between villages; in the same valley.

Most investigators of design variability have assumed that the 

sample of pottery collected from a site was produced at the. settlement 

during its . occupation. If, however, only a few villages within a region 

or locality produce, pottery and trade to non-producing villages-, this 

would result in considerable movement- of ceramics (and their- associated 

design features) to different villages.

■ Shepard suggests (1942 :196) that inter-regional ceramic exchange . 

was an important and established source of vessels for prehistoric 

communities along the Middle and Upper Rio-Grande. - Warren's analysis 

(1969) has substantiated Shepardf s view, and indicated that during the 

fifteenth century the pueblo of Tongue traded painted pottery'. to nearby 

communities. Ethnographically, 'such a practice exists among villages of -
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northern Luzon z the Philippines. Certain villages specialize in the 

production, of pottery , and exchange it to many of the surrounding 

villages .• Petrographic analyses of Little Colorado Whiteware sherds 

from the Purcell-Larson area of eastern Arizona document inclusions of 

igneous rock not locally available (S. Plog 1977:81-82), signifying, 

perhaps, inter-regional ceramic exchange. Thus, as- S. Plog, himself, 

notes (1977:65) not all of the black-on-white pottery from the Carter 

Ranch Site may have been made by locally, resident potters.

The rooms at Carter Ranch and the sites, in the Hay Hollow 

Valley were characterized by different, recovery, techniquessampling, 

strategies and intensities, and sample sizes. Rooms at Carter Ranch 

were completely excavated, and. it is possible to assume that most of 

• the black-on-white pottery with at least one complete" design element 

present was recovered. In contrast, all of the sites included in the 

analyses (with the exception of the Carter Ranch Site and: LS-211}:; 

involved surf ace, collections. "Longacre states (1964:159-160) "... a

large and random coilection o f .artifacts and pottery was taken from . 

each site,.." Random, in this, case, means 1haphazard1 judgment sampling 

•(•Longacre,. personal communication) .

The effects of the different.sampling, strategies are apparent 

in many forms. 'Rooms at Carter Ranch are less variable than surface 

collected sites in the Hay/Hollow Valley as measured by the average ' 

standard deviation of design elements in each category of the assemblages 

(Table 6) . More design element categories were filled by /room samples . 

than- for site samples, •even -when sample size is taken into consideration
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■Table. 6> Standard Deviations of the Number, of Elements- in Design Cate^ 

gories from Sites in the • Hay Hollow Valley and Rooms at Carter 
' Ranch (derived from Martin et al. 1964)„

Hay Hollow Valley ..Carter Ranch.Site.

Site Standard
Deviation Room Standard

Deviation

Carter- Ranch* 72.8737 . 11 .6556
LS-211* ■ 6.0956 . 10 1.2087
LS-208 7.3596 ■ 16 .2684
LS-209 7.1661 . 3 1.7645
LS-212 2.1109 5 2.7376
LS-230 2.3925 12 3.-6734
LS-229 3.9654 15 2.8007
LS-217 4.6470 . 17 . 3165
LS—216 5.7550 13 . .7795
LS-176 - - 1.9831 ' ■■■ 8 .9298
LS-228 , 3.2588 2 1.0275
LS-177 1.7747 7 4.9443
LS-173 1.1146 6' .3717
LS-231 ' 1.3298 4 .8553
LS-224 2.0540 9 .3320
LS—101 1.8700
LS-175 .9558
LS-108 1.3002
LS-109 ; 2.1940
LS-28 3.1438
LS-29 - . 1.1010
LS-182 3.5507
LS-27 •' 2.9235
LS-43: ■ - . 3.6544

65.6049 ■ 20.6655
X = 2.9820 ' - X :=.1.5110" s.d. v - s.d.

*excavated sites not included in computation
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(Table 7) . Sherd material., .recovered through surface collection is also 

concentrated iu greater proportion into fewer categories. Of the 22 

sites, 18 have over 50 per cent of the assemblage within three design 

categories (Table 8 ) The distribution of sherds across design cate

gories varies between, assemblages recovered through excavation and 

surface collection. As a result, the similarity coefficients are not 

directly comparable.

• S , Plog argues (1976a:31). that Longacre‘s use of multiple 

linear regression to analyze ceramic design elements at the Carter. 

Ranch Site was inappropriate. Citing Blalock (1963) , S,. Plog identifies 

two. factors which may have affected the multiple; regression analysis.

To understand the significance of these factors.it•is necessary to 

describe in general terms how the regression equation, was solved. Of 

the fifteen.excavated rooms.at Carter .Ranch, each (with sufficient 

sample size) was treated as a dependent variable (Longacre 1970:39). 

Although the specific fitting procedure is not described, each of the 

remaining 14 rooms.was entered into or deleted fromVthe regression 

equation, The final equation with from one to 14 rooms as independent 

variables accounted for a significant amount of the variation in design 

category frequencies for. the particular- room"seiected as- the dependent 

variable• The addition•or deletion of other rooms as independent 

variables did not significantly improve on the fit of the model,. This 

procedure was carried out successively for. each room treated as a .. de

pendent factor. By this method Longacre was able to identify•sets of 

rooms consistently.correlated in the regression analysis (1970:39).
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Table 7. Ratio, of .Number of Design Categories with at Least One Occur
rence to Total Sample- Size for Sites in the Hay Hollow Valley 
and Rooms at Carter Ranch (derived-from Martin et al. 1964).

Hay Hollow Valley . .. .Carter.Ranch Site

Site ' Ratio Room . Ratio

Carter Ranch* 174. 4,133 =" 23.7529 :-. 11 18: 33 1.8333
LS-211* . ' 47 - 301 = 6.4043 : . 10 ' 29: 71 2.4482
LS-208 21 159 = 7.5714 16 7: 9 1.2857
LS—209 18 141 = 7.8333,. . 3 ' 44:120 2.7273
LS-212 ; 1.6 67 4.1875 5 46:113 2.4565
LS-230 . 13 - 70 5.3846 / . : ' 6 53:221 4.1698
LS-229 29 140 4.8276 . 15 39:135 = 3.4615
LS-217 23 . 134 5.8261 17 , 7: 10 = 1.4286
LS-216 37 202 = 5.4595 13 6: 20 = 3.3333
LS.-176 15 63 4.2000 8 . 27: 57 = 2.1111
LS-228 12 " 69 = 5.7500 : 2 20: 50 ■.= 2.5000
LS-177 18 62 - 3.4444 . ' 7 41:243 = 5.9263
LS-173 11 32. 2.9091 6 8: 13 = 1.6250
LS-231 . 16 50. = 3.1250 4.: -. 24: 49 2.0417
LS—224 16 56 3.5000 : - 9 8:12 = 1.5000
LS—101 . ' 9 43 4.7778
LS-175 27 - 53 = 1.9630
LS—108 . 21. 51 = 2.4286
LS-109 19 82 = '4.3158
LS—28 22 89 — 4.0455
LS-29 , " 17 ■ 44 2.5882
LS-182 ' 27 137 5.0741
LS-27 20 ' 109 5.4500
LS-43 ' 12 , 89 7.4167

102.0785 - 38.8488

X = 4.6399 X = 2.5899-.ratio.- . ratio

*excavated sites not included in computation
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Table 8. Percentage of Site Ceramic Assemblage in Three Design Cate
gories (from Martin et al. 1964).

Site Element 
No, 74.

Element 
No. 163

Element 
.No, 174 Total

Carter Ranch* 
LS-211*
LS-208
LS-209 .
LS-212
LS-230
LS-229
LS-217 .
LS-216
LS-176
LS-228
LS.-177
LS-173
LS-231 .
LS—224 
LS-101 
LS-175 , 
LS-108 ..
LS-109 
LS-28:
LS-29
LS-182
LS-27
LS-43

19.42%
19.14 
58.75 
65.49
34.33 
28.17 
18.37 
39.55 
26.73
33.33 
60.87 
22.58
9.09
6.00

32.15 
53.44 
12.96 
28.85 
19.51 
43.82
6.67 

27.06 
6.42 

' .00

7.013
4.95

15.00 
9.86

19.40 
16.90 
17.69 
10.45 
24.75 
9.52 

10.14 
27.42 
39.39
24.00 
35.71 
18.60 
12.96 
; 7.69 
17.07 
■ 8.99
26.67 
15.79 
24.77
56.68

5.95% 
13.20 
1.88 
.00 

2.99 
29.58 
24.49 
: 20.15
2.97 

20.64
1.45-
9.68

15.15
12.00
1,78
6.97 
3.70 
5.77

21.95 
. 00 

2.22 ' 

7.52 
22.02 
: 3.37

33.38%
37.29
75.63 
72.35 
56.72 
74.65
60.55 
70.15
54.45 
63.49
72.46 
59.68
63.63 
42.00
69.64 
79.06 
29.62 
42,31 
58.53 
52.81
35.56 
50.37 
53.21 
55.05

*excavated - sites.
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It is possible to analyze the correlation among- the independent . 

variables in a regression equation (i.e., the rooms remaining in the 

equation) in order to determine their relative- effect on the dependent 

variable. Unfortunately, when these partial correlation coefficients 

(as they are called) are high, sampling error and measurement, error are 

introduced. The regression procedure fits a model which accounts for 

the most variance. Yet, when the independent variables are themselves 

correlated (as we would hope to find among related rooms), the occurrence 

of random measurement errors may increase the effect of certain varia- . 

bles in the regression equation (Blalock 1972:449). Furthermore, rooms 

which are not highly correlated with the dependent variable may be 

included in the final equation simply because they'are.correlated with 

the remaining design variation not accounted for by previously entered 

rooms.

Multiple regression, then, is not an appropriate statistical 

method to isolate clusters of rooms with similar design category fre

quencies. To measure design similarity, Plog employed the product- 

moment correlation coefficient.

.It is possible to compute a product-moment coefficient between 

two: samples of counted data such-as' the number of sherds in each of 175 

design categories. The product-moment correlation coefficient (as: Well 

as 1 the linear.regression coefficient) is based.upon a linear rule (see 

Blalock 1972:376-377; Hays 1973:619-620)v  It measures the departure of 

• .a set of paired •e^erimentalA ‘or: test - values/ yfromv the. "linear:: least- ;

• squares' equatidh (B'lalodk'1972;: 376) ; The equation is calculated/to :
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minimize variability around a line (hence, the term linear). The 

coefficient" is. a • measure of the variability, of all. data points from 

the line.

The use of produci-moment. coefficients to measure design 

similarity between rooms or•sites represents a slight modification of 

the inferential use of the statistic v Generally, investigators infer 

from the product-moment coefficient the strength and direction of a 

relationship between two variables.• A- coefficient of +1.00 represents 

a perfect positive linear relationship (as x increases in value, y 

increases in value, and the rate of increase for both x and y stays the 

same across all possible values of x and y ). . A coefficient of -1.00 

represents a perfect negative linear relationship. A coefficient of 

zero suggests that a linear relationship,does, not„hold for the data.

Archaeologists"use the product-mdment: coefficient to measure 

similarity in the. following" fashion. Rather than indicating strength, 

positive ■coefficients approaching +1.00 indicate increasing similarity, 

and negative coefficients approaching -1.00 indicate decreasing similar

ity. . This interpretation is, however, over-simplified. As coefficients 

■approach either +1.00 or ‘̂1.00,; the linear rule becomes an increasingly 

effective means to describe the degree of similarity between two 

assemblages,

A linear relationship,implies that the proportion of any design 

element from two assemblages is similar.across all design categories in 

both assemblagesThus, as coefficients approach 1.00, the ability of 

the linear"rule to predict.the occurrence o f • any•two values is "increased
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because the. same proportion occurs in most design categories of both 

assemblages.

Given this semantic modification,, it- is clear that'archaeological 

interpretation of product-moment coefficients calculated on design 

frequencies between two units is similar to the inferential model em

ployed by other investigators. However, to employ this model, several . 

assumptions about data distribution must be met: (1) the distribution

of values of each variable separately, and the variable jointly should, 

be approximately.normal, or lacking this, at the very least, mound

shaped;. and.(2) the variance of each variable should be approximately 

equal. -

. Due to the system of classification employed in most design 

analyses, the distribution of design.category, "frequencies will not be 

normal or even slightly mound-shaped. Most of the categories remain 

empty and the number, of categories of a specified value decreases, 

rapidly to zero as the value approaches some number- such :as 20 or 30 

occurrences per category. Rather than a mound^shaped frequency distri

bution , most rooms or sites will be distributed as.illustrated in Figure 

' 4. . The variance of rooms and site design element occurrences differs 

widely as can be seen in Table 6 (the variance is the square of the 

standard deviation).

Longacre employed a design.classification consisting of 175 • 

design elements (1970:29-32). Only three of the 24 sites collected and 

two of the 15 rooms excavated have- sample sizes greater than 175 sherds.. 

As a result, it was physically impossible for all.design .categories to
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be present from all rooms or sites, and hence, the likelihood of sampling 

error is increased. In fact, except for the aggregated sample from 

the Carter Ranch"Site, most design element categories were empty for 

rooms at Carter Ranch and sites in the Hay Hollow Valley. The number 

of design•categories filled from a room or a site increased as the- size 

of the sherd sample increased. (Figure S') . As indicated earlier the 

. number of categories filled from rooms at Carter Ranch was greater than 

the number of categories filled from sites, when sample size was con

trolled. The.relationship between sample size; and number of categories 

present at a site is not due entirely to past behavioral differences 

between sites. Some of the sites collected contained as many rooms as . 

the Carter Ranch Site. Rather,- the■ technique of sherd recovery (surface, 

collection or excavation) determined sample size,, and this, plus the 

. sampling strategy- (purposive collection versus■total excavation) biased 

the proportion of categories filled between rooms and sites.'

It is necessary to. consider the effect, of sample size and number 

of empty categories on the correlation coefficient. Cowgill suggests 

(1968a, 1968b) that as the number of empty categories increases, the 

correlation coefficient decreases. In addition, if one assemblage 

is much larger than all.others, it will tend to correlate positively 

with‘.the' 'others. : Speth, and Johnson argue (1976:36-40)  ̂that increasing 

numbers of empty categories transform negative correlations into'

. positive correlations. As a result, large numbers of empty categories 

lead to: (1) under-represented negative- correlations, (2) increased 

numbers ,bf - low- negative ■ or. low positive correlations,■ and (3) inflated 

' coef ficients -for .positive..correlations
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Sample-; size may also affect the product-moment. coefficient. 

Tuggle noted (1970:80-81) that for samples from sites with fewer than 

75 to 100 element occurrences, both the product-moment and Brainerd- 

Robinson coefficients clustered around zero. S. Plog tested this 

finding for Brainerd-Robinson and product-moment coefficients on 

data from several, areas of the Southwest and Oaxaca, Mexico (1976a: 

1 6 - 1 7 ) His analysis indicated sample size may affect similarity 

coefficients, for certain sets of data, but does not do so universally. 

He suggested (1976a:16) that the relationship between sample size 

and similarity coefficient he investigated prior'to any analysis.

Before examining the possible effects of the number of empty 

categories and sample size on the product-moment coefficient, I 

describe how the coefficient is- calculated, and the expected effects 

associated with sample size and category occurrence. The coefficient 

is computed by the following formula:

- n.
r = . 2,

. i=l
DL . - X) " (Yj, - Y)

,n - n , 2
2 (X. - X) T 2 (Y. - Y)

^  'I i='l 1
(from Blalock 1972:378)

The denominator in the .formula above, represents the product of each 

variable's standard deviation. This ensures that the coefficient will 

range between -l\00 and 4-1.00. The numerator represents the co-variance.

:For each design element category- from, two rooms or sites, the 

mean number of pccufrences. from each roomor site .(X or Y) is substracted



(X. - X) . (Y. - Y)
■i .1
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from the number ..of occurrences within a particular category (X. or Y.).
' ' . ; ‘ . , x ■. 1

The category.differences from both assemblages..are:multiplied together

The sum of all products (the number of

products is equal to the number of design categories), is added together

to form the covariance. This value can take on any positive; or negative

number (Mendenhall and Scheaffer ■1.973:182.)'.

Most design element studies have employed;a large, number of 

categories as a means of measuring design similarity. Longacre utilized 

175 design elements; Tuggle (1970) used 294 categories for black-on- 

white pottery and. 245 categories for Fourmile. polychrome. The mean, 

number of occurrences for a given room or site (X or Y) will be deter

mined by sample size divided by the total number of categories. Table 

9 lists the sample size and mean category size, for rooms at Carter Ranch 

and .sites in the Hay Hollow Valley.

* Site.assemblages are characterized by larger mean values, than, 

room assemblages at Carter Ranch. The. disparity among:room and site 

mean values affects the covariance (the numerator of the product-moment 

coefficient) ...Fewer than one-third of the categories were filled -for - 

. all rooms at Carter Ranch" .and all sites in- the:Hay Hollow•Valley, except 

, the.aggregated; sample from Carter Ranch. Thus, most of the comparisons 

between rooms or sites consisted of zero-zero cells. "When the mean of 

each room or site is subtracted' from zero, a negative number is. 

generated. The product of two negative numbers, as is calculated'for 

the.covariance, 'will be. positive.vdThis product will generally be- larger 

for between site comparisons than between room1 comparisons as a result 

of the .larger mean category values for sites; (due to larger sample'"sizes
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Table 9. _Sample Size and Mean Number of Designs Per-Category 
at Carter Ranch and Sites in the Hay. Hollow Valley ' 
et al. 1964)..

for Rooms 
(.from Martin

Hay Hollow Valley Carter Ranch Site. . .

Site Sample
Size

Mean No. 
Designs , Room Sample 

Size..
. Mean No. 

Designs

Carter Ranch* 4,133 23.6171 ' 11 ' 33 .1886
LS-211* ; 301 1.7200 - io 71 .4057
LS—208 159 .9086 . 16 9 .0514
LS— 209 141 ' .8057 3 120 .6857
LS-212 67 .3829 : - 5 - ■ 113 .6457 '
LS-230 . 70 .4000 : 6 : ■ 221 1.2629
LS-229 140 :.8000 15 ' 135. . .7714
LS-217 134 .7657 ■ 17 ; 10 ' ■' .0541
LS—216 202 1.1543 13 ' 20 .114:3
LS-176 63 , 3600 8 ' 57 . .3257
LS-228 69 .3943 2 - 50 .2857
LS-177 62 .3543 7 243 1.3886
LS-173 32 .1829 6 13 '.0743
LS-231 . : 50 . .2859 - : 4 ' . 49 .2800
LS-224 56 .3200 : 9 12.' .0686
LS-101 : 
LS-175

43
53

.2457

.3029
LS-108 51 .2914
LS-109 82 ,4686
LS—28 89 .5086
LS-29 44 . 2514
LS-182 ' . 137 .7829
LS-27 109 .6229
LS-43. 89 .5029

36.4318 ' 6.6057

X , . = 1.5180 • . v X ■ = .4404sample means. sample means

X' , : =, .5570. sample means

*excavated sites
1 sample means with Carter Ranch aggregate excluded
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larger for sites • than for-rooms w. And thus., the contribution of zero- \ 

zero cell comparisons towards the value of the covariance will lead 

to a larger positive coefficient for sites than rooms.

The covariance for site comparisons will be further enhanced 

- by the distribution of sherds, across design categories. As described 

earlier, the number of categories- filled was greater among.rooms at 

Carter Ranch than sites in the valley. Furthermore, design element 

variance for rooms is less than site variance (of. Table 6). On 

average-, then, for filled categories f the difference between the mean 

value and actual number of design element occurrences will be greater 

. for sites than rooms. ■ For comparisons between filled categories, sites

(X. X) * (Y. - Y)r r contribut- • -will tend to have larger cross.products 

ing to the. covariance than rooms.

: Also, as indicated previously, among 18 of 22 sites.in the Hay 

Hollow Valley over 50 per cent of each - sample f ell into just three 

design categories. Thus, the differences for each, site for these three 

categories will probably be positive, and the cross product will be 

positive. .Given the different sample sizes, sample distributions, and

. . number of .categories filled; between rooms at Carter. Ranch and sites in 

the Hay Hollow Valley ,, differences in similarity coefficients. may be 

/ explicable, in.part, in terms of these factors.■

Both rooms at Carter- Ranch; and sites in the. Hay Hollow Valley 

were inspected to determine the effect,- if any, of sample size on • the 

corfelation: coefficient.' As .the average number .of design occurrences 

between two rooms at. Carter Ranch, increased", .so did the product-moment .
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coefficient (Figure- 6).. Plog's cluster analysis of between room 

similarity coefficients from Carter•Ranch grouped all but one of the 

rooms with the largest sample together (Figure 7)., Three groups of 

rooms at Carter Ranch were isolated on the basis of sample" size- The 

average product-moment coefficient decreased as the sample size of 

the comparisons of the three groups decreased (Table 10, Figure 8).

No direct relationship was noted between the size of-the product- 

moment coefficient and sample, size for sites in the. Hay Hollow Valley. '

The number of joint categories between two rooms or sites is 

a function of the average number of. categories filled for both rooms 

and sites (Figures 9 and 10). The number of categories filled is a 

function of sample size (see Figure 5). T h u s t h e  number of joint 

categories between two rooms or site assemblages is indirectly related • 

to sample.size. The product-moment coefficient for room comparisons 

at Carter Ranch is linearly related to both the number of and percent

age of combined categories between rooms (Figures 11 and.12). As the 

number of joint categories increases, the product-moment coefficient 

increases.

Although it was not possible to specify a linear•effects model 

between the number of joint categories and the similarity, .coefficient . 

for sites in the Hay Hollow Valley, ah association does exist (Table 11). 

Large numbers of combined categories are.associated with higher product- 

moment; coefficients-.' • Comparisons between sites with few numbers of joint • 

categories were associated with relatively iower coefficients than 

. expected- • I have argued"that the :number' of joint categories present
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Table 101. Mean 
Sizes

Product-moment 
from Rooms at

Coefficients 
Carter.' Ranch.

for Samples of
-

Different

Sample Size I . Sample Size II , SXr Xr' n .Rank .

1 —’ 33 1 - 33 2.38 .1587 . 15 . 2

. ' 1 - 33 49 - 71 7.41 .3088 24 3

1 - 33 113 _ 243 8.69 . 2397 30 4

: 49 - 71 . 49 - 71 2.66 .4433 6 4

49 - 71 113 - 243 ■ 9.59 . .4795 20 - 5 .

113 - 243 113 - 243 4.84 .4840 . 10 ’ 6
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Table 11.. Number of Joint Categories by Product^Moment Coefficient Size 
for Sites in the: Hay. Hollow'Valley Excluding the Carter Ranch 

. Site.

. Number of Joint; Categories 
Size: of Coefficient • 1-5 .6^10 . . 11-15 . . 16+

• .81 - 1.00 12 '52. . 13 12 89
(21%) (34%) (31%) (52%)

. .61- , .so ; . . 22 60 .. 20 9 111 '
(38%) (39%) (48%) (39%)

.41 - .60 10 28 7 2 : 47
(17%) (18%) (17%) ( 9%)

. 00 - .40 . 14 : . : i2. - 2 o : 28 .
(24%) ( 8%) ( 5%) ( 0%)

58 152 42 23 275

2X ,= 22.60, 9 d.f., p < .01



between two rooms or sites is a function of their sample size* Similar

ly, since the number of combined categories affects the" similarity 

coefficient, sample size may operate indirectly through the. number of . 

joint categories to. affect the coefficient for comparisons between sites 

in the Hay Hollow Valley.

The average pro due t-moment coefficient was computed for inter

vals of joint categories for both.sites' and rooms (Figure 13). The ■ 

average coefficient increases.as the number of joint categories in

creases (with the exception of the final interval). Yet, the average 

coefficient between sites remains about 0.35 above the average coeffi

cient for rooms within similar joint category intervals.

This analysis of the product-moment coefficient suggests that 

extraneous, factors-. may affect the size and the distribution of the 

measure both for rooms at Carter Ranch and sites- in the Hay Hollow 

Valley. Sample size, the number of zero-zero cells, and the variance 

of filled categories introduce effects on the coefficient that do not 

reflect social interaction.

S. Plog1s re-analysis of a considerable body of. data is 

•important, if only to refocus attention on uncertain substantive claims. . 

made by individuals • studying ceramic design:. ' At. best > . it is uncertain 

if. the pattern of ceramic design variation a t •the Carter.. Ranch Site and 

in the Hay Hollow Valley is as Longacre originally described. S. Plog 

has•been unable to replicate Longacre's analysis, and yet his re- 

analysis suffers from some of the same problems affecting the original 

s t u d y p o o r  classificatory procedure, small sample size, -inappropriate 

• data manipulationand occasionally, •lapse of theoretical consistency. .
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The room samples excavated from Carter Ranch and the site 

samples collected from the Hay Hollow Valley are not comparably 

recovered or constituted, samples. It is not clear if recovery bias is 

due to the surface- collection technique (haphazard, judgment sampling) 

or if it is inherent in surface samples (skewed distribution of designs 

on sherds on the site surface). Regardless, before comparisons are 

made between samples from different recovery, contextsit would be use- ' 

ful to compute simple descriptive measures to estimate comparability.

Whenever small samples are collected and then placed into a 

large number of categories, the distribution of occurrences will probably 

approximate the figure previously illustrated (Figure 4). It is possi

ble, however, to manipulate this circumstance in order to produce - a 

mound-shaped distribution suitable for correlation. To do so, it is 

necessary- to make, trade-offs between sample size and the classification 

employed.

And, although; it is not possible to specify a minimum sample 

size or,number of categories, the difficulties inherent in Longacre1s 

design classification are clear. Lacking intensional definition or 

explicit •criteria for inclusion, it is not possible to collapse design 

categories in an orderly and justifiable'fashion. In addition, the 

sample size selected should be of sufficient number such that the 

absence of a design.category occurrence reflects, with high probability, 

the absence or low. occurrence of that -category from the appropriate 

; provenience unit; . The .probability of most design category occurrences 

: within. ■ assemblage^' should" approach unity.
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Thus, it is necessary to select design classes with high 

occurrence probabilities within rooms or across a site. Before corre

lation analyses- are undertaken, the distribution of the variables, both 

individually and .jointlyz should be inspected. If the distributions are 

not mound-shaped, and if the variances- of. the data are divergent, 

correlation should be contemplated with caution, and with an understand

ing of the possible effects of such biases on similarity coefficients.

The analyses by Cronin and Longacre and the■re-analyses by S. 

Plog and those contained here illustrate some of the difficulties of 

archaeological research and scholarship. Careful inspection inevitably 

identifies conceptual, as well as. procedural errors which may call the : 

results, of nearly any analysis: into" question. In the present case, 

failing to establish the empifically-based patterns of design variation, 

claimed by Cronin and Longacre, S . Plog questions the utility of the 

premise that interaction is the mechanism promoting design transfer 

between individuals in prehistoric villages and between regions in the 

American Southwest (1976b : 256) •.

Clearly, this is a question that can only be answered at a . 

theoretical level. Failure to confirm, hypotheses based on the assump

tion of interaction in no way.logically entail rejection of the premise, 

since other factors may. have obscured anticipated interaction-based 

-effects (cf. M . •Salmon 1975:460). • Plog's skepticism, nonetheless, 

suggests that present conceptions of interaction may be inadequate or 

incomplete. This is.a topic I will return'to in the final'chapter.



First, however, I explore a. different set of data collected 

during ethnoarchaeologicai research to test various hypotheses linking 

ceramic production and use to aspects, of behavior and social organiza

tion. (Longacre 1974).



CHAPTER THREE

BRIDGING THE GAP

Although there are no a priori epistemoldgical grounds to pre

fer evaluation of hypotheses concerning ceramic design in an ethnographic 

over an archaeological context, there;are. several methodological and 

pragmatic advantages to the study of contemporary ceramic design*

As several archaeologists have observed (Binford 1977:l-2, 1978b, 

1980:4;.Fritz 1972:135; Schiffer 1 9 7 2 ) the archaeological record is a 

contemporary phenomenon, and the data recovered from this record consti

tute a set of static facts that we wish to link, to the past. The past,. 

in this case , can be only indirectly perceived : (Fritz 1972) , or, in 

actuality, past events, if they are knowable must be known through an 

inferential process (Schiffer 1976:12). " Alternatively, Binford suggests 

(1975b:5, 1980:4) that our objective.is to assign meaning to patterns 

of .static archaeological variability.

. In an'earlier' discussion of this matter ,. Binford asserted (1977: 

2) that.such; meaning can be assigned.by convention or definition. He 

subsequently has modified this view in order, to embrace ethnoarchaeology 

(1978b:5) ,

It has been my conviction that only through direct exposure to 
dynamics— -the ethnoarchaeological study of living systems— does 
the archaeologist stand the. best chance of gaining. sufficient 
understanding to begin the task of giving .meaning to the archae
ological record^: in short, of"develbping tools or methods for 
accurately, diagnosing patterned variability.
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This view represents a marked change of opinion by Binford. Earlier he 

remarked.-(1968.:268) that process phenomena were not available for direct 

observation by ethnologists. ; What Binford. has realized (and, yet a 

number of archaeologists fail to grasp) is that the-passage of time or 

change are no longer the. sole observational advantages of archaeology.

Thusi it appears that although meaning may be assigned conven- . 

tionally, ethnoarchaeological research offers the best current means 

for understanding the cultural and natural dynamics leading to static 

patterns in the archaeological record which we observe today. The 

justification of this opinion is not. well developed by Binford. It would 

seem, however, that Binford has adopted this point of view' in response 

to criticisms (Schiffer 1976:11) of his contention that the archaeolo

gical record is a 1 fossilized/ remnant of past activities (Binford 1964: 

425). Because the meaning Binford has occasionally assigned to archae

ological variability, (see, for example,• Binford 1972b, Binford and 

Binford 1966) has often been questioned:- (Jelinek T976:30-31) , he has . 

sought to increase the likelihood of such assignments though direct 

observation of modern analogs. What Binford fails' to address, but which• 

I will discuss shortly t are.the means, by which contemporary observations 

of ethnographic situations, may unambiguously inform on the past.

Whether we adopt an inferential or significance model of knowing 

the•unobserved, past, the methodological advantage of ethnoarchaeology . 

as a means to evaluate the adequacy of current'archaeological theories 

is clear,, although not without drawbacks" of - its own.; Perhapsmost 

importantly, ethnoarchaeological. studies have the potential to control



or to measure the effect of extraneous factors on material culture 

patterning. Such control.is not denied' archaeologically recovered' 

material;.it is simply more difficult to attain with the same precision. 

Since, it is often difficult to choose between'conflicting analyses of 

the same data* evaluation of- alternative theoretical frameworks is 

effectively precluded.. Is the concept of interaction inadequate to 

account for design differences between prehistoric settlements > or . . 

have other factors such as ceramic•exchange or temporal differences, 

intervened to produce negative results'? So, if we are to study the 

articulation of behavioral and cultural systems with their material 

outputs .efficiently,"ethnoarchaeology may provide a useful and powerful 

. research tool capable of generating significant and original theoretical 

and" substantive findings (cf. Binford 1978b: 5-11)

The different areas in which, ethnoarchaeological research may 

contribute to archaeological understanding of the past have been 

summarized (Kramer 1979; Yellen 1977:1-12). These include general 

models which link particular.adaptive systems (usually hunter-gatherers) 

to their output of various kinds of residues (e.g., stone tools {Gould 

1978a, 1978b, 1980} z activity areas {Bin.ford 1978a, 1978b}, and camp

sites {Binford 1980; Yelien 1977}). .Models are'constructed explaining

the dynamic relations between units of social organization or classes of 

behavior and .material remainsEthnoarchaeological research has also 

been employed to,describe previously unconsidered• behavioral-material 

.relations:;.: {the /v;spoiler model" , Yellen 1977 :2) , or to . disconf irm pre- 

viously tested . archaeo Ibgi c al hypotheses' * or • assumptions. . (the "cautionary 

tale",•Heider 1967).. ‘ •.
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Both types of.studies serve to refine'our understanding of the 

range and intricacy of factors affecting'material outcomes- Stanislawski 

has documented (1969a, 1969b, 1978) .the potential effects of sherd re

cycling on the distribution of design features within a settlement, and 

described, alternative models of craft learning, manufacture and the 

transmission of design information.. These examples, although ill.ustra-. 

tive in scope,, occasionally fail to establish relevant- parameters between 

ethnographic and archaeological situations (e.g., Stanislawski 1978). 

Furthermore, often'cautionary- tales and spoiler models are not employed 

directly to disconfirm particular hypotheses, or to"suggest alternative. 

theoretical frameworks, but simply raise auras of doubt concerning the 

validity of a theory or the degree' of support for a hypothesis.

While it can b e .argued that knowledge, produced through ethno- 

archaeology has value in and of itself (Rathje 1978:50), most ethnoarchae- 

ological research has been undertaken, to understand the- past.' But if we 

adopt this point of view, we must also acknowledge an epistemological 

dilemma: • how can we overcome or minimize, the:discontinuity between the 

present and the past. Although there has hefen much confusion on this 

topic, archaeologists, whether implicitly or explicitly, employ analogi

cal arguments to link observations of contemporary behavioral-material • 

relations to static patterns apparent in the archaeological record.

Because the role of analogy has generated considerable debate 

and contention in archaeology, I •begin by describing correct analogical 

arguments.. This is followed: by .an examination of 1 the limitations 

ascribed;to analogical: reasoning. ■: The object of this discussion is to
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ascertain the conditions under which analogy may most successfully be 

deployed, and to underscore how ethnoarchaeologicai research may 

contribute to such developments.

Analogical, inference is one form of inductive reasoning (W.

Salmon 1973:97) employed, by.numerous scientific disciplines. Its form

is not complex as Salmon describes (1973:97),

It {analogy} is based upon a comparison between objects of two 
different types'.. . Objects of one kind are known to be similar 
in certain respects, to objects of another kind. Qbjects of the 
first kind - are known to have a certain characteristic; it is not
known whether objects of the second kind have it or not. By,
analogy we conclude that, since objects of the two kinds are 
alike in some respects, they are alike in other respects as 
well. Therefore, objects of the second kind also have the 
additional property which; those of the first kind are already 
known to possess.

For example,;., consider-.a set of. prehistoric pottery which exhibits,, traces 

of pigment on the surface•of the vessels. Archaeologists commonly as

sert or assume that a brush laden with paint was responsible for the 

occurrence of pigment observed on . those, vessels (Schiffer 1976:20).. 

Although this assumption may be correct, it is unlikely that any archae--• 

ologist actually Observed the act of painting a vessel recovered from 

the archaeological record. Rather, ethnographic information or commonly 

held conventional wisdom, whether overtly or .covertly employed, forms 

the. basis of an .analogic argument.‘ Numerous observers in the American 

Southwest have described (Bunzel 1929; Chapman 1936; Guthe 1925;

Tschopik 1941) how various minerals and plant substances added to a 

solution are applied to the surface of a vessel with a;flexible-tipped 

tool, usually desighated"a paint brush. After' firing, the residue of 

this,solution remains permanently affixed to the "vessel. Thus,. these
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instances demonstrate a relationship between a set of behaviors (paint

ing) and"material: output (traces of pigment). Knowing•this and observ

ing traces of pigment on prehistoric vessels, we infer that similar, 

behaviors were,responsible for the occurrence of the. traces in the 

past.\ . '

While this simple example may belabor the obvious, it illustrates 

several important features of correct analogical reasoning. The analogy 

is argued (and derives its support) from observations and evidence

• obtained from contemporary contexts. Deductive certainty is. sacrificed 

for a conclusion that extends the information, contained in the premise. 

This point is extremely important since it has been argued that analogi

cal arguments commonly contain a logical, fallacy, the fallacy of affirm

ing the consequent (Gould 1978a: 832 ,' 1980:29 ; Sta'nislawski 1974:20., 

1975:2; 1978:219) . As inductive arguments,, analogies cannot exhibit 

this fallacy; . the fallacy of; affirming the. consequent* applies only to 

deductive arguments (Morgan 1973:269-270; W. Salmon 1973:27). Further

more , all.archaeological inferences, including the one developed by 

Longacre, contain an inductive component (Morgan 1973:271; M. Salmon 

1976:378). Thus, to state as Stanislawski has (1978:217-219), that

• the argument generated by Longacre. (1970:28) linking premises based, on 

ethnographic observations to anticipated effects, and, then comparing 

archaeological patterning, to these consequences, must-, perforce, be 

logically fallacious/ is incorrect.

In the example above the link between painting and traces of 

V pigment , seems"'so --obvious; it is unnecessary to explore : the": nature of the .

. relatibnship further. But not all analogical arguments are so certain. .
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In these cases, as in the previous•example, the relevant links established 

between behavior and material output increase the acceptability of the 

argument. The strength of the analogy depends upon the relevance of the . 

comparisons with respect to the inferred property (W. Salmon 1973:97) .

How is relevance to be determined? Although this is essentially 

an.archaeological problem, several general criteria have been enumerated. 

(Binford 1967; Carney and Scheer 1964; W. Salmon 1973; B. Smith. 1977).

Most importantly, analogical arguments are strengthened in direct propor

tion to our conviction that the attribute class (material trace) is 

causally related to the reference class (set of relevant behaviors). In 

the: example, we suspect a strong causal link between pigment suspended 

in a solution, a paint brush, and paint stroke, and the resulting mate- 

rial trace, painted design units. Not all analogies, however, are so 

unambiguously linked by causal relations.

/ Where causal relations are less certain other criteria may be 

invoked to evaluate the acceptability of analogy. The greater the 

- number of observable elements shared by two- classes, as well as the 

number of independent classes compared, the stronger the conclusion will 

be (Carney and Scheer 1964). Analogical arguments are.strengthened in 

direct proportion to the weakness of the. conclusion. And as the number 

of relevant dissimilar observable elements between two classes increases 

the.-argument. is ' weakened.. Furthermore, as the variety of comparisons ■ 

increases, the likelihood of the conclusion is increased accordingly 

(Carney and Scheer 1964) ‘ If employed correctly these .criteria -serve to

partition the- set of samples so that •alternative causal relations may -



be tested (M. Salmon 1975:46; Wylie 1980:6) and evaluated. An excellent 

illustration of this-procedure- is provided-by Binford’s analysis of 

sraudge.-. pits and hide smoking (Binford 19.67 , 1972a; Munson 1969}.

Contrary to the belief that archaeological data have no con-- 

firmatory value in analogical arguments or that only ethnographic data 

may serve to confirm an analogical hypothesis (cf. Morwood 1975:115), 

information recovered; from the archaeological record affects our ability 

to confirm analogies. Because archaeological material and its associated 

context do not represent unambiguous•fossilized behavioral patterns, and 

since- both material and its context will have undergone a series of 

structural transformations from the moment of deposition r archaeological 

- analysis serves to define the nature of transformations, and to assign 

contextual relevance to material remains— both of which affect the con

firmation of -the analogical hypothesis. In addition, as the number (or 

variety) of archaeological samples increases and as the number, of shared 

attributes among these samples increases, the stronger the conclusion 

(whether confirmed or not) will be. Thus, archaeological samples may be 

employed contrast!vely'to determine the scope of an analogical inference 

and the potential for confirmation.

: The role of analogy in archaeology has always generated consid

erable . difference of opinion. ' Perhaps the most debilitating aspect of . 

analogical reasoning lies in the manner in which it is employed in- 

■ archaeology (Wylie 1980). Not only do analogies frequently occur im

plicitly ' within hypothesized statements-, in addition, they are generally 

; assumed /hot demonstrated (Gould 1980 :29) . T h u s . without careful - exam- 

' inatioh, ̂  inferences have often been. incorporated as,: fact into
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a corpus of implicitly shared'archaeologlcal knowledge. This procedure •

is clearly illustrated, by: the. manner dn-whichvpainted design units were--, 

assigned behavioral significance .among archaeologists working in the 

Southwest. Both ethnographic accounts.of pottery-making and common, 

sense notions derived from.practical experience seemed sufficient, to 

substantiate a direct causal linkbetween painting behavior and pigment 

on pottery. Almost immediately, then, archaeologists intuitively under

stood what: such marks' on pottery meant, and there seemed little reason 

to question this understanding. But not all analogical inferences are 

as certain under all conditions, and their incorporation as. a system of 

knowledge into archaeological theory has been insufficiently documented 

or justified.

Here archaeologists are faced with a twin procedural. d i l e m m a ;

It would be foolhardy, as well as impossible, to review, restate, and 

retest .all of the assumptions bated on analogical arguments that we take- 

for granted when conducting research. . Yet, at the same time there must 

be some form of review to evaluate the - neutrality and adequacy of assump*^ 

tions on which research is' based. ' What, this suggests, and I believe is 

documented by the development of archaeological theory, is periodic 

•reappraisal O f ■the-assumptions which structure research. . Ethnoarchae- 

ological.. study can serve as one means to solve this dilemma. As issues 

of adequacy are raised, ethnographic research may be employed to test 

competing or alternative hypotheses.

•: If-" proper analogical procedure has /been poorly understood by 

archaeologists./ the . philosophical basis vof :: analogical reasoning has been



only occasionally grasped (Wylie 1978z"1980).. Analogy is, first of all, 

a perfectly appropriate form of inductive reasoning.. It should not and 

cannot be expected to encompass all types of archaeological reasoning, 

brought to bear to solve problems of. interest. It may, nonetheless, play 

an integral role in archaeological endeavors. Yet, it is still suggested 

(Freeman 1968; Gould 1980) that the role of analogical reasoning should 

be distinctly limited. Gould suggests (1980:138-140), instead, that to 

expand our understanding of the past archaeologists should employ 

"arguments from anomaly." He argues that" this type of inference is not - 

constrained by the range of behavioral variability exhibited by contem

porary ethnographic groups. On close examination, however, arguments 

from anomaly are based on ethnographic accounts employed.contrastively 

with utilitarian analogies, as Gould.1 s example •illustrates (198.0.: 156- 

157). The anomalous feature of these inferences is that they are not 

intuitively obvious, and may expand our knowledge of the past.

. More, generally, itis asserted/.that because it is necessary to = 

assume a uniformitarian .relation -between.the reference and attribute 

class, one cannot isolate changing" behavioral-material relations by 

analogy. Furthermore, because analogy operates on the basis of present 

day observations of material and behavior, we cannot know about relation

ships which have no contemporary analogs. Thus, it is concluded (Free- 

main 1968:262) by taking a uniformitarian position coupled with an 

unrepresentative set of modern.observations.., archaeologists, perforce, 

must forever ignore significant evolutionary, events and processes in the 

prehistoric past.
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We need not, however, assume- total uniformity through time and 

space. Initially we may assume uniformity into the past.or the future. . 

The purpose of. testing hypotheses, then, is no't only to confirm proposi

tions, but also to assess the. range and degree of uniformitarianism we. may 

■realistically expect. It may. not hold in all situations or across all 

sets of observations both past and present. Only by increasing the 

variety of observations, is. the specificity of a hypothesis--that is, 

under what conditions it applies-— gradually known and understood. The 

uniformitarian assumption is not a universal given in; analogical reason

ing. We assume.it at first to simplify matters, but then should direct 

our attention to the task of isolating the relevant parameters of appli- 

.cation. That archaeologists have consistently failed to do this should 

not be ignored. It is, however, a procedural or methodological error, 

not an epistemological impasse that cannot be surmounted.

Freeman1s assertion that contemporary hunter-gatherers are un

representative of pristine adaptations found prior to the advent of 

agriculture or the rise of civilization and modern industrial states, 

cannot be refuted. No one would argue that -hon-industf ial- ethnographic 

groups have been unaffected by Western society. But then again, no one 

has argued. that - the -IKung Bushmen, are. alike in all respects to prehis

toric. hunter-gatherers. What is important— and this highlights:the ; 

importance'of ethnographic analogy— it that in certain carefully defined 

respects .there may be regularities in the' IKung.behavioral system which 

may inform on past . behavioral systems. Analogical argument ..does not 

purport to account for' all'aspects- of-behavioral systems; only a . ' -



selected set of observations or comparisons are made. And, as indicated 

previously., the argument is strengthened in direct proportion to causal 

links between reference and attribute, classes. Thus, although modern 

■ hunter-gatherers probably are unrepresentative of prehistoric hunter- 

gatherers when all parameters of behavioral- systems•are compared, poten

tial regularities, may exist for selected features of the behavioral 

systems' of hunter-gatherers which are relatively unaffected by changes 

that have occurred.

. As to the suggestion''that a reliance on analogy limits what we 

may know- about the past, especially those .features without modern 

counterparts, again the conception- of archaeological knowledge and the 

'role of hypothesis testing, are conflated. First, it is necessary to 

reiterate., analogy is not the only means available to archaeologists. 

for. studying the past. It is crucial in many respects because we may 

employ it to assign meaning to archaeological' materials, their distribu

tion and patterning'in the archaeological record, as well as to dynamic 

aspects of past behavioral systems * And while we may eschew analogy as 

means of testing general models, it i s •almost certainly necessary to 

give meaning to.material culture. How else could we realistically 

expect to be11eve that those markings so ubiquitous on pieces of pottery 

represent pigment intentionally applied to whole vessels at some unobser

vable point in the past?

: Once such meaning is partitioned, ’however, other analytical

means/ derived from archaeological theory'' may be employed to test 

.V .particular hypotheses. The use of analogy does not by necessity place

straight-] acket, or guarantee' a : simple trarisfer -.
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of the present to the"past- Observation and.study of modern non- 

industrial societies represent just one source of potential;comparisons,. 

Animal studies or ethology, industrial ethnography’, or biological and 

geographical' models may be. employed as analogies in a manner that may 

illuminate aspects of past behavior without modern counterparts in non- 

industrial. s o c i e t i e s .

It is true that we may never be able to construct analogs for

all aspects of the past, but at the same time analogical arguments

represent a creative pool of potential interpretations, of the past,

most of which are not intuitively obvious, and thus•serve to enlarge .

our understanding of prehistory. As Wylie argues (1980:12-13)f

If, as suggested, the strongest basis for analogical inference 
is relational comparison,;, then the gr contribution ethno-
archaeolqgy can . make (i^ei,; to "enhance the richness, and 
reliability of archaeologists * interpretations of the record)

. would be a body of generalizable knowledge about how (or when) ., 
and why the observed, correlations..hold*

The preceedlng 'discussion should not be inteirpreted; as an un

qualified defense of analogy in archaeology. ’ It will., however, 

continue to play a critical role in archaeology, and as a result, we 

should^ be. acquainted with; its potential and limitations.>'■ as well, as , 

with past.abuses and misconceptions■of analogical, reasoning. "Further- ; 

more., if ethnpar.chaeological..research is; to provide. substantive 

• support for archaeological interpretation, the role of analogy must be - 

understood . For. if ethnoarchaeology is . to’, cohtribute to our under- 

standing of' the past , analogy must be the means. for" -'establishing ■ or = 

refuting . congruences 'between' the. present and' the \past- ■ Comprehension \ ̂ 

of what constitutes successful .analogical reasoning-may , . therefore,.



contribute to some refinement of ethnbarchaeological research 

strategies. ,

For instance, stimulated by', alternative hypotheses proposed to 

account for ceramic design variability at the Garter Ranch Site,

Longacre designed an ethnoarchaeologieal research project (1974, 1981, 

in press).. The• goal of. this study was to- evaluate. the adequacy of the 

interaction intensity assumption by studying the. effect of learning 

frameworks and work groups on ceramic design (Longacre 1974:66). By • 

observing and" recording the' production of pottery in systemic context, 

we would be in a better position to test the effects of alternative - 

indirect factors.

Although a number of pottery-making.societies have been recorded 

by anthropologists, most studies have focused on technical descriptions 

of widely shared production techniques (e.g., Bunzel 1929; Chapman 1936, 

1970; Fontana et jal.. 1962; Guthe 1925 ; Kroeber and Earner 1955; Thompson 

1958; Tschipok 1941). Many of these groups no longer produce pottery 

for local domestic use; instead pottery is marketed in a regional or 

national economy’ for domestic use or for sale to tourists (e.g., Bunzel 

1929; Foster. 1965; Friedrich 1970; Hardin:{Friedrich}:1977,■1979? Reina 

and Hill 1978 ; Scheans 1977 ;. Stanislawski 1974,1978:; Thompson 1958) . 

These studies -of market economy potters, although potentially relevant 

to our" understanding:of the general properties underlying ceramic design, 

are not always unambiguously, suitable, for 'comparative-purposes (Longacre 

1974:61_; S. Plog 1976a: 10) . .i--/ '



For instance, throughout most of the prehistory of the American 

Southwest, ceramics were produced, by'and for local household use. It is 

unlikely that even among wares produced primarily for exchange, such as 

the White Mountain Redwares (Carlson 1970), that market forces of supply 

and demand affected production organization and design variation to the 

extent.observed among contemporary market potters. If these, studies are 

to be employed analogically, it is important to ■'Specify how different 

production parameters affect ceramic design. For unless we do so, it is 

difficult to determine in what relevant ways the ethnographic samples 

differ from one another— that is, how they form contrastive sets.

Once market effects are controlled or estimated, the effects of 

other factors can then.be evaluated, e.g., learning frameworks. Because 

many market, potters employ traditional pottery-making techniques and are 

organized along lines somewhat similar to non-market potters, these 

instances may serve as controls with which to compare prehistoric pottery- 

making contexts. And finally, other areas of the. world were character

ized by market economies' and specialized pottery production during p r e - . 

historic periods (Adams 1966:52-53) and subsequent proto-historic and 

historic periods (see Polanyi, Arensberg, and Pearson 1957). Ethno- 

archaeological study of market potters may illuminate organizational 

features relevant to these past contexts. '

■ ■ Quite clearlythen, these studies may contribute "to the over

arching goal of framing a general model of ceramic design. Yet, the 

■ sample of ethnographic studies of pottery-making.is biased in terms of 

market potters. We lack detailed, analytic accounts of societies in
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which pots are, made-. and used. on . a household • level". ■ . These societies tend 

to share other characteristics which make' them archaeologically interest

ing. For instance, groups making and using pottery on a household level 

are more likely to employ 'traditional',forms of subsistence strategies 

based on agriculture and living in sedentary villages. In general, a 

society's interaction with or absorption by state controlled market 

economies and wage labor.is often associated with change in traditional 

practices, especially the loss of household craft or pottery production. 

As a consequence, if pottery.manufacture persists in an; area absorbed 

by the national economy, individuals or households tend to specialize 

in pottery manufacture for sale to regional markets or tourist outlets 

(of . Foster 1965 :44.) .

This discussion suggests, that although nearly any ethnoarchae- 

ological study of pottery-making may contribute to our understanding of 

the past, we should be actively .seeking societies in which most of the 

relevant parameters documented had some likelihood of. occurring in the 

past at those areas of-dnterest. :I -have been concerned with prehistoric 

puebloan groups occupying parts of the Colorado Plateau and the 

mountainous" Transition Zone in Arizona and New Mexico. Of particular 

concern" were developments • in this area after about A.BY 1000 when pre

historic populations' were characterized by: (1) agriculture based on

the cultivation of corn, beans:and squash, supplemented by gathered wild 

plants and hunted animals; (2) sedentary settlement systems ranging 

from dispersed villages and hamlets' to highly nucleated pueblo towns; 

and (3) extensive use of pottery by'all households. These conditions; ,
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represent an adaptive baseline with which- to construct ethnoarchaeologi-

cal research oh ceramic design. There are no native American Indian

. groups producing and using pottery on a household basis, and engaged in :

traditional subsistence practices. Indeed, when Bunzel studied (1929)

pueblo potters over 50 years ago, these groups had already been unques- .

tionably affected"by 300 years of Spanish, Mexican, and Anglo contact.

At that time pottery-making had virtually disappeared from some pueblos, •

and already pieces' were being sold to traders for purchase by tourists.

Since then, there has-been a resurgence of pottery-making among puebloan

women (assisted:occasionally by men) as the demand for tourist pottery

has increased, as the perception of puebloan pottery as art as emerged,

and as the price per piece of pottery has increased.-. In most respects

we are no longer dealing with a traditional pottery-making.group.

Direct historic continuity, however, is not a prerequisite for 

successful analogical comparison (Ascher 1961). And although selection 

of a pottery-making group in the lush tropical forest area of northern 

Luzon, the Philippines may not, at first, seem appropriate, on close 

examination this society exhibits socio-cultural features which poten

tially may provide intriguing test.possibilities. . Furthermore/’ the 

Kalinga who occupy.a portion of the mountainous country of northern 

Luzon fulfill the three boundary conditions stipulated previously.

The late E. P. Dozier suggested the Kalinga might represent a 

"suitable study group for an ethnoarchaeological project to test alter

native models of interaction bn ceramic design-variability.v Dozier 

. had worked among; the Kalinga (1966) , and although he had not visited
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areas, where, pottery was made, he . thought it might be. produced in the more 

remote mountain villages. • An exploratory trip by Longacre in 1973 

confirmed Dozier1s suggestion. -Several villages were visited at which 

pottery was made for local consumption, as well as traded to nearby 

settlements- and regions. These groups occupied sedentary villages and 

engaged in intensive rice agriculture. Thus, the Kalinga were selected 

for. (and they assented to) further' study. ,



CHAPTER FOUR

NORTHERN LUZON AND THE KALINGA

The ceramic.analyses which are the focus of this study cannot 

be fully understood and wholly appreciated in isolation from the long 

term historical processes,■and ethnographic and. environmental contexts 

surrounding; the Kalinga accommodation to the inountains of northern 

Luzon. Consequently, I examine early Spanish historical accounts of 

northern Luzon and the mountain zones. This information is significant 

because it may be employed to document the emergence or identification 

o f 'socio-cultural patterns present today among the,Kalinga and other 

mountain groups. Moreover, such documentation.will be relevant to 

subsequently argued interpretations of cultural processes in this area 

of the Philippines. '

The line between history and ethnographynever very clear, is 

blurred for.northern - Luzon. The ethnolinguistic groups located there 

and known in some detail by 1900, . remain in their traditional homelands. • 

These groups, however, have not remained unchanged by external conditions 

or internal events. .

Thus, I describe the general features "shared by all Kalinga 

groups who occupy the area around the Middle Chico.River. Aspects of 

the climate and.local environment are presented to provide the"setting 

•for Kalinga society. I 'specify how social groups in this region are 

arranged and maintained over the land.

99
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The ethnographic context of Kalinga society poses several 'ques

tions at both a larger scale and of theoretical importance. To assist 

in elucidating, these issues, I examine studies that attempt to account 

for cultural" diversity in the mountains of northern Luzon. Finally, 1 

return-to questions that pertain to the' dynamics of Kalinga society, 

focusing on the.relationship among: • (1) territorial units, (2) sub-

sistence-settlement systems and demography, and (3) socio-political 

organization.

The History of Northern Luzon

Although the Spaniard, Magellan, arrived in the Philippines 

in 1521, active Spanish exploration of the islands did not begin until 

after 1560. The motivations for the Spanish conquest of the New World 

and the Philippine Islands were similar: a desire to bring Catholicism

to heathens, to extend the sphere of Spanish influence and territory, 

to block the ambitions of Protestant nations, and to enhance the riches 

of the Imperial treasury (Phelan 1959:3-5). And yet, the Philippine 

conquest, coming as it did, after the colonization of Mexico, and carried 

out in a different socio-cultural and natural environment, differed in 

some ways from sanguinary conquests in the New World. From the begin

ning,, the Spanish viewed their efforts in the Philippines as religious 

conversion and less economic expropriation (Cady 1964:234).

These- differences affected,-, and, are themselves reflected, in 

the accounts Spaniards wrote:of their encounters with the native groups 

of the IslandsBecause little systematic archaeological work has been 

conducted ..in- northern Luzon,, -early Spanish accounts illuminate aspects'
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of Phillipine culture and society in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries.

Prior to the colonial effort, the Spanish government of

■Phillip II under.the influence of Dominican theologians hoped to avoid

the bloodshed and social disruption which accompanied the conquest of

Mexico (Phelan 1959:9-10)'. That this policy was relatively successful

may, in part, be explained by :

...the geographical particularism and political decentraliza
tion of Philippine society. Small kinship units known as 
barangays were independent of, if not hostile to, each other.
Hence, armed resistance to the Spaniards on anything but a 
local scale was impossible (Phelan 1959:10) ..

The Spanish conquest of northern Luzon proceeded unevenly. 

Although initial penetration and control of the. area was motivated 

primarily by the lure of gold. (Keesing 1962 :13; Scott 1.974:9) , the 

topography, especially the steep dissected: mountains, prevented effec

tive domination of interior groups. Because lowland groups absorbed the 

brunt of Spanish occupation, were observed in closest detail, and most 

importantly, may have affected socio-cultural developments in the moun

tains, I begin this historical discussion with them.

Juan de Salcedo, grandson of Adelanto Miguel de Legazpi the 

commander of the Philippine expedition, led the exploration and pacifi

cation of the coast of northern Luzon between 15.60 and 1570 (Keesing 

1962:14; Scott.1974:9). His policy was to stop at each community along: 

the coast, subdue the population, and establish a system of tribute and 

'Spanish' sovereignty> As , previously mentioned', because these, groups 

lacked inter-community} integratloh o r : codrperatio.n, rarely wefe they •
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able to defend themselves from Spanish conquest. As. a result, much of 

the coastal area: of "northern Luzon- was rapidly subdued,

- The. late, sixteenth .century coastal groups were not an:, undifferen

tiated population..-. Population density apparently varied considerably 

in the Pangasinan-Ilocos region along the west coast of northern Luzon 

(Keesing 1962:21), and language and other cultural.differences were 

noted,. ■ At the time of contact , however , a general, ethnographic picture . 

emerges for lowland groups residing in northern Luzon.. Communities were ; 

established in close proximity to major streams or rivers, or along the 

coast (Jocano 1967:146, 1975 :161) ... Although villages , operated: autohor-. - 

mously .to conduct their external affairs, there was some variation in - 

population size at different settlements. Those" communities situated so 

as. to take advantage of trading ventures were much-larger than hamlets 

and villages set back from the coast or major ports. Larger communities 

received greater attention from Spanish soldiers,and missionaries > and . 

since the Spanish•colonial, objective was to "reduce" or aggregate 

villages or hamlets into large towns, we know relatively little about •; 

the differences,between large and small settlements.

■ What is ■.known; about the mbre. prominent communities: suggests a . 

fairly complex econdmic;pattern, even.before the Spanish; period. Trade 

fueled economic, .activity between highland groups, lowland coastal. 

settlements, and'foreign merchants - or traders from China and Japan. Gold 

was mined: in the southern and western portions- of the Cbrdillera and 

was. exchanged - to: coastal.>;5roups fdr :f bpd and clothing (Blair and ■ Robert

son. 1903-1909 V: 81^1511. V -Elsewhere:,̂ large ' numbers- of ■deer" hides . were \ 

traded^-.from- the: highland: :tO; lbwlands^>:CPhelanAl9;S9::"140)
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Much of the market for goods in the lowlands was'not based on 

local consumption, but was procured for exchange to the Japanese or 

Chinese (Jocano 1975:136). Gold was the major commodity,of exportz 

although other goods were purchased as well. In exchange, these mer

chants brought Chinese and Japanese porcelain and fabrics. Thus, despite 

lacking a developed hierarchical political structure linking communities, 

groups in northern Luzon were involved in a fairly complex system of 

exchange relationsV -This type of arrangement persists up through the 

present.■

This is . not to say that there was no differentiation of.- social 

. statuses within. lowland communities at the time of contact. . Although 

Spanish.reports•on social organization;were not'always.consistent, it 

seems certain that by 1565 individuals within villages were differen

tiated by dimensions other than sex and age. Four status groups have 

been recognized: (1) chieftains and their'families, (2) nobles or

leading families, (3) freemen, and (4) a dependent class (Phelan 1959:

15). Because the Spanish attempted to impose their set of expectations 

about status differences on these communities, it is necessary to 

describe the personnel within each class in further detail.

In actuality, these classes (except, for.perhaps., the dependent 

class for reasons I discuss'shortly) probably were not rigidly maintained 

through inheritance.'"Social differentiation among these groups can be - 

viewed in terms * of-wealth and f inancial obligations. At the apex of the . 

hierarchy were, families who controlled .a number>of rice - fields, who 

acted as middle men in exchange transactions, or who had surplus' "
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resources- that, could- be drawn upon; for ' loans . Beneath: this class were \

families who had averted financial obligations, to wealthier households ; . 

and who managed to produce sufficient rice from their fields to feed the: 

immediate domestic group. The dependent group actually, represent a 

subclass of freemen. Through poor luck,, bad, judgment, or the imposition 

of large fines, these families became indebted to wealthier households. 

Loans were obtained only when accompanied by large interest rates, of as 

much as 100 per cent per year (Phelan 1959:16-17). So, although theore

tically it was.possible for these families to pay off the debt and escape 

peonage, in practice this seldom, if ever, occurred. In addition, the 

debts of parents were inherited by their children so that, again, in 

practice, dependency was continued from one generation to another.

By the.time of Spanish contact, dependency relations had been 

codified regulating the obligations and rights of both parties. And yet 

as Phelan notes (1959 :2.2) , kinship' relations , remained strong within. • 

communities so differentiated. This suggests that dependent status was. 

not unduly coercive. Given the relatively small size and autonomous 

relations of most settlements, wealthy individuals were ultimately 

constrained by traditional norms and values.

■ It "is unlikely, as well, that wealthy families, always managed 

to remain so. Inheritance.of property between generations of bilateral 

kin would tend to disperse.wealth to an ever increasing number of 

descendants. It would not be surprising, therefore, to find social 

mobility between, generations of the free classes, based,'in part, on 

the diligence and hard .work of prosperous'individuals«and the;accidents -. 

of less successful.persons,.
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Before the Spanish conquest, land was owned on a communal basis 

by each .community or barangay (Keesing 1962; Phelan 1959:20). Unfor

tunately, little more is known about, this, form of landholding, except 

that the extent of land farmed by various households differed. Wealth

ier individuals who'could.call upon the support of numerous dependents 

cultivated;more land,. and■ hence,.produced'greater quantities of food

stuffs than.needier persons.

What is unclear, however, are the ways in which wealthier 

individuals could, acquire such control over the means of production in 

a communally based agricultural, society. Individuals of the community 

were alienated from: their rights to farm communal plots.. This may have 

occurred.during years of poor yield when food loans would have been 

necessary. If this was the case, then it would imply that kinship obli

gations were no longer sufficient to support households during unfavora-’ 

ble years or seasons. . This, in turn, suggests that population increase 

in these villages coupled with a finite productive capacity may have led 

to unequal" apportionment of.farm land or the goods produced therein. 

Under these conditions," and, perhaps, randomly occurring crop, failures, 

poor households, .may have instituted dependency relations with more 

fortunate individuals. It is- also possible, although presently undemon

strated , that this novel organization of labor represents a form of 

agricultural intensification proceeding irrigated rice agriculture.

Noticeably lacking among "early •Spanish accounts are references 

to irrigated fields along the west coast of.northern. 'Luzon. Keesing• 

infers (1962:305) from early population"estimates along coastal areas
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that .wet rice, farming was essential to.support fairly high population

densities. Yet, there is no conclusive evidence to confirm the ̂ -
presence of irrigation facilities. Nor is it absolutely clear that 

such forms of intensification were required to support lowland popula

tions. Certainly among the groups living away from the coast in small 

dispersed hamlets, irrigation may not have been practiced.

If irrigated rice agriculture developed prior' to the Spanish 

period, it probably did so in larger settlements along the coast—  

settlements that I have previously suggested were experimenting with 

other forms of intensification. Furthermore, since the Spanish commented 

on irrigation projects in other conquest areas (e.g., the American 

Southwest", see Winship 1896) , it is unlikely that at the time of contact 

in the Philippines, the lowland irrigation system had developed appre- . 

ciably. Documentary accounts indicate that the Spaniards assisted in the 

construction of such, facilities (Phelan 1959) ,. and that in certain areas, 

perhaps. where population density was low, irrigation projects were ini

tiated and enforced by Spanish officials.

Interestingly, the first Spanish accounts of irrigation and 

double cropping practices in northern. Luzon occurred, not along the west 

coast, but in the Upper Cagayan River valley on the.east.coast. In 1592,

. a. Spanish expedition visited this area, and.chronicled large settlements, 

and irrigated rice agriculture.. • Assuming that this practice was derived 

• Keesing suggests (1962:274) ,- . .the irrigation techniques had spread to

the Upper Cagayan from Pangasinah and•the other great flat zones to the 

" .south'-.,v; • Because the Spanish -failed' to--mention irrigation facilities, in y
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the Pangasinan area during the,initial period of contact, irrigation 

may. have developed , in the Upper Cagayan valley prior to the Spanish: 

period and .independently of their influence- Furthermore, irrigation 

techniques may have spread into the mountains of north central Luzon ■ 

from this area, rather than from west coast regions.

By 1632 Dominican priests proselytizing near Ituy in the Upper 

Cagayan valley failed to mention irrigation agriculture. Rather, their 

description of farming techniques (Keesing 1962:281) indicates reliance 

on dry rice or swidden agriculture. . If the two reports of farming 

practices in the Upper Cagayan area are correct, the change noted by the 

Spanish may be related to population dynamics in the area. Between the 

time of Spanish contact and the beginning of the eighteenth century, the 

area around the Upper Cagayan valley experienced a dramatic population 

decline. Settlements occupied in the late sixteenth century were aban

doned , and mission counts document a marked decrease in population size. . 

There is no evidence to suggest, these settlements were decimated by 

disease, or other catastrophes.

Changes in the form of agricultural production, then, were linked 

to changes in population size and density. The loss of personnel no. 

longer made.'intensive agricultural practices necessary, nor, perhaps, 

feasible, since labor availability would have been limited. Additional

ly> the impetus for intensification may have been, in part, to produce 

• a surplus to exchange for gold. • • After Spanish penetration, gold mining, 

suffered a decline in production. .



The reasons for the widespread population decline in the Upper 

Cagayan valley are: unclear. It may. be''surmised that; Spanish contact 

provides:the most plausible answer. To escape the consequences of -con

quest and .religipus. conversion, a considerable portion.of the population 

may have elected to retreat into, less accessible mountain areas. As 

a, result, the.surviving groups in- the Upper Cagayan valley could no 

.longer "suppdrt intensive farming techniques. Possibly the-groups moving 

out may have introduced such:agricultural practices to other mountain 

areas (e.g., northern Ifugao, Bontoc) as population densities there were 

increased.

The search for gold which drew the Spanish to northern Luzon 

eventually led to contact with groups living in the mountains, for it 

was there that the gold mines were, located. '• At this time many of the 

mountain groups were involved'in.mining or trading gold (Scott 1974: 

12—13). The history of Spanish penetration of the mountains of northern 

Luzon differs, however, from lowland' conquest. For a 'number of reasons 

the Spaniards were less successful at conquering the Igorots, as the 

people of the mountains came to be called.

• Documentary evidence confirms the presence of settlements in 

the. mountains inland from the Pangasinan area specializing in gold mining 

and:production during the late sixteenth century, but -an advanced economy 

had: not developed there.' Nor it is certain that.market forces provided 

the impetus for.productive specialization. • Insteadwhat is indicated 

Spanish"''sources,•.'••• are- a 'number of independent communities,

, vsimllar>to coastal barangays , inextricably; linked' through•' trade to - low- 

. land settlements (Scott 1974:13) . • • '-
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Highland mining technology was not sophisticated. Gold was .

most- often, panned from streams or ditches diverted to cross gold bearing . 

deposits (Scott 1974: 1 3 ) P a n n i n g  was done on a seasonal basis during 

heavy rains.. in certain areas tunnels were dug into the. ground to mine . 

gold z and at these locations'the organization of mining production was more .. 

complex.•:Tunnels were supported by timber structures,.and ore was. exca

vated and transported out of the mine for processing. At this point :

the ore was crushed, washed, and then sieved. .

Many more persons were required for this type of mining. As a

result, slaves or captives were regularly obtained through trade.or . 

raiding lowland settlements (Scott. 1974:186). These individuals were 

put to work-in- the•mines controlled by wealthy:households. Thus, social 

differentiation on a scale similar'to coastal settlements existed among 

certain highland mining communities (Scott. 1974 :183)

As was the case in the lowlands,. it is unlikely that all moun

tain groups, displayed the same social organization or relied upon the 

same mix of subsistence and : exchahge .practices . • There are reports, of 

•villages practicing shifting cultivation in the mountains, growing.yams ' 

and c a m o t e s O t h e r  areas. emphasizedvh^ wild animals. Everywhere, -

however, it is likely; that:, -inter-bommunity organization and co.dperation. 

were poorly developed. ; jWealthy;. individuals were unable to extend: their " 

influence -beyond the limits of the settlement of %erritofial:; region. .

.. At the same • time, inter-cdmiminity:relationsifiips, especially 

trade, were vitally importaht to most:groups in northern Luzon. •Gold ;. 

was. traded- down tb ‘ the' lowlands ; for animals ■ or foods tuff s.,in ̂ particular,
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carabao, pigs- and rice. This activity was not peripheral to the main-; 

tenance of these communities; only by periodically feasting other members 

of the settlement, were influential statuses achieved and sustained by 

wealthy persons (Scott 1974:196). Not coincidentally, this type of 

activity perpetuated trading, since goods were continually consumed.

The organization of trade between groups was, more complex than 

anticipated, for it'combined dyadic transactions between individuals of, 

neighboring communities, as well as- such transactions arranged serially 

"down the line" between contagious settlements (Scott 1974:184). Not 

all trading ventures were contained among nearby communities. Wealthy, 

individuals, particularly those who controlled successful mining; opera

tions, often established direct trade relations with, persons.of similar 

status on the coast. Thus, the movement of goods from village to 

village or region to region did not follow a single pattern.

Neither lowland or highland groups were.left unaffected by 

Spanish conquest. Between 1565 and 1650 most of the coastal areas were . 

divided into encomiendas, that is, portions of land were given to 

Spaniards or were set aside for the Spanish crown. Within each encomien- 

da, a system of tribute was imposed on the native population in the form 

of money or labor (Phelan 1959:95). As Phelan notes (1959:98), "In the 

provinces {of Luzon} ...the Filipinos continued to engage in agriculture 

as in pre-Hispanic times' under a complex system of debt peonage and 

sharecropping." This system probably included additional intensification 

of agricultural practices' and- the construction■of n e w ,irrigation facili- .
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While the secular Spanish•population was dividing the land and. 

labor'of the Philippines, Spanish Catholic missionaries were doing 

similarly with Filipino souls. No less than five Catholic orders (the 

Augustihians z the Discalced Franciscans z the Jesuits r the Dominicans, • 

and"the Augustinian Recollects) were represented on the islands. And" 

these apostles set forth to convert the pagan populations of Luzon 

. and the other islandsTogether (although not. always in agreement on 

logistics), the missionaries and.soldiers first conquered, then con

verted lowland groups in northern: Luzon;. . Much of the process of con

version:-had obvious social and ritual implications, e.g., forbidding 

premarital1 sex, renouncing pagan .rites, etc, ; But the missionaries also 

: attempted to modify lowland .Filipino settlement patterns, At the time ■ 

of contact , as has. been, noted:, lowland groups of northern Luzon were 

■ distributed among numerous independent settlements, of varying size; yet, 

most probably contained no more" than 25 to 50 houses, To the priests,

■ however, conversion to Catholicism•included living in relatively large 

settlements. Communities of this size, approaching.1,000. to 2,000 

persons were thought to exert a civilizing effect on individuals 

• recently, converted and lacking a sustained temporal commitment to the 

• church. • Thus,•the fathers as part :of their program, attempted to 

., res'ettle villages, or to . use their term, , the populace' was "reduced" to ■ 

one or two major settlements organized as a grid On the Roman, model.:

, (Phelan 1959:44^47) . . : / \ ^ ^  -

• The missiohaires..p 1 an/ to reduce villages, was not • entirely suc- 

"" cessful., ".andy;;Inv genetal',a- corneromise" ensued:. ;■ Where. there was. only one 

"ohurch :ih :t^ Amajor" settlemerit> local ' inhabitants. often- constructed ^ -
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house used only, on Sundays. Otherwise-, '• they retained their households 

in outlying villages. In other.areas a large settlement with a church, 

was surrounded by smaller hamlets, occasionally with a religious 

sanctuary. Thus,, the Filipino population of northern" Luzon resisted 

wholesale aggregation into large towns, opting instead to preserve 

aspects-of village based'bilateral kin, groups operating independently 

of one another.

The combined complex of conquest^conversation^tribute exacted 

an alternative response from many lowland Filipino groups. During the 

initial period of Spanish domination, and continuing, for the next 200 . 

years, individuals, families,"and groups of families.fled the lowlands . 

for the- foothills and mountains of the- Cordillera (Phelan 1959:140-143). 

Population estimates made for various coastal provinces between 1570 and . 

1620 occasionally document rapid and substantial depopulation, apparently 

unrelated to infectious diseases. This has led Keesing (1962:304) to 

suggest that the major population influx to the mountains of northern • 

Luzon occurred during the first years of Spanish conquest.

Spanish penetration and domination of the mountains of northern 

Luzon alternated between success: and failure. For. Although military 

Ventures 'generally succeeded in" theif short term objectives (e.g., to 

punish raiding:)support, from :the Spanish government to sustain, an 

occupation of the mountains was lacking (Phelan 1959:140) . Nevertheless,.. 

the’Spanish army=did" manage to curtail raiding, and headhunting in the 

lowlands from-mountain refugia. \

• After the lowland areas were- pacified, Spanish policy increasing^

- ly relied on missionaries’ to•Hispanize and Chfistianize mountain groups,
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and to bring them under the domination .of royal authorities» This plan 

had only limited success. Because missionary work was carried out 

sporadically in most areas, pagan groups did not convert in overwhelming 

numbers to the Catholic faith before 1800. Periodically, when mission

aries withdrew from the mountains, native religious practices, reappeared.

Instead, a series of "reduced" settlements were often established 

in foothill zones composed of individuals from the mountains who could 

be induced to move down. These intervening villages acted as inter

mediaries in trade between lowland and highland communities.. Never 

entirely converted to the Catholic faith nor involved in extensive blood 

feuds, individuals from these settlements engaged in lucrative trading 

operations between antagonistic partners.

The Spanish quest for gold in the mountains of Luzon had one 

major effect; it led to the abandonment of mining activities by native• 

groups. This may appear somewhat surprising, but on close., examination 

is understandable. First, because these groups lacked any sort of 

industrial infrastructure or technology, the role and significance of 

mining activities was less developed than might be expected. Second, 

mining was rarely the sole means of subsistence or economic support for 

most households in the mountains after 1600. And finally, wealthy, 

individuals who controlled the production and exchange of gold felt that 

their resources were better protected from the Spanish if gold was left 

in the • ground (and the location of gold deposits, carefully hidden) . ... This 

last policy accomplished its goal, for.the" Spanish; were never able to 

locate extensive gold,deposits in:the mountains, and. only - occasionally 

a n d f  1 ee t ingly at temp ted" to" revive interest in the gold mines.
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• But the Spanish interest in gold, the occasional forays into 

the mountain areas, and their control of lowland-highland trade rela- 

tions, effectively curtailed'mining.activities. In addition, by the 

mid-seventeenth century groups occupying the mining centers of the 

mountains had either moved farther inland to escape Spanish attack 

or continued to practice swidden agriculture in those areas where 

mining formerly provided economic support.

Spanish penetration of northern Luzon proceeded unevenly, and 

thus, Spanish perception of ethnic differences among the native groups 

encountered -in this area was only gradually attained. Various coastal 

groups were first differentiated and contrasted with populations in the 

mountains called 1Igorots1 or 1Tinguians1 (Keesing 1962:19-20). After 

the Spanish conquest of the coast was completed prior to 1620, they soon 

recognized that not one or two, but many different groups lived in the 

mountains of northern Luzon. Explorations-and forays brought the 

Spaniards into contact with most of these groups between 1600 and 1650. 

Most, if not, all of the ■ethno-,linguistic groups now inhabiting the 

mountain zones existed by this latter date. Unfortunately, because the 

area occupied by the contemporary Kalinga.is centered in the highlands 

of northern■Luzon (Figure -14) surrounded on all sides by other mountain 

ethnic groups, Spanish accounts - of the area and its population are 

sketchy prior to. 1900. Shortly after 1600 Spanish missionaries 

established three settlements (Tabang, Fiat, • arid Tuao) up the Chico 

River, the last near•the current eastern-most boundary of Kalinga occu

pation (Keesing 19.62:225-230).'. These missions were located among the 

Itavi of the .'Lower Chico'; River "who :dn the early seventeenth century
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were scattered among many small hamletspresumably cultivating dry 

rice (Keesing 1962:225). Subsequently, these groups were reduced into • 

three mission settlements and wet rice cultivation introduced into the. 

economy.

The first Spanish mission located within Kalihga territory was 

founded at Tuga along the Middle Chico River in 1668' (Keesing 1962:231)« 

This area must have been occupied to warrant the establishment of a 

mission, but little was recorded about the native population. As was 

the case elsewhere in the mountains at this time, the Kalinga lived in 

the highlands and the goal of the missionaries was t o "resettle them in 

communities near the missions. This stragegy was unsuccessful, although 

from time to time a number* of families were induced to settle near the 

Spanish mission. Inevitably, these settlements were abandoned,. and 

ultimately the Spanish missionary effort at Tuga was withdrawn. Hence- - 

forth, the Kalinga area was known through.neighboring ethnic groups or 

from occasional journeys by military or ecclesiastical groups into the 

mountains<' • ,

From, what may be gleamed from Spanish accounts,. at the time of 

contact the Kalinga area was not densely occupied. Small dispersed -

settlements were scattered" in. the mountains close to the major drainages, 

including the Chico, Tanudan, and Saltan River's. • There was. no report 

of irrigated rice .farming, and given the low population density, it was. 

probably unnecessary before 1800.

' To summarize ,• then, after ;i5.60 the native population of. northern 

.Luzon , especially" groups living in the coastal areasexperienced a 

series of abrupt changes. ' A'dispersed settlement pattern was•replaced •



by a system of hierarchically arranged towns and hamlets*. .The productive 

capacity of the land was increased through extensive irrigation projects, 

apparently imposed by.the Spanish, but rapidly accepted by native groups.. 

Population density fluctuated along the coastal areas as individuals 

retreated to the foothills and mountains before the Spanish soldier's.

Many of these subsequently returned, but a portion of the population 

remained in the new zone of occupation, establishing new settlements or 

joining with existing mountain groups.

The native groups inhabiting the highlands did not remain un

affected by the. Spanish conquest. The influx of lowland groups, disrup

tion of mining, trading, and raiding activities, and occasional military 

forays led to equally dramatic.changes in mountain subsistence and 

economic strategies. Gold production declined, agricultural activities 

increased, and new economic arrangements were instituted. Antagonistic 

relations between highland and.lowland groups, always a source of dispute. 

and contention, were intensified during the Spanish period.

The Kalinga-

As the Spanish exploration of northern Luzon was in- progress it 

became necessary to name the different groups with which they came into 

contact. Because most of the west coast lowland populations spoke 

dialects of one language, they were generally referred to as Ilocano by 

the Spanish, Inland from the coast the mountains of northern Luzon 

served as a barrier to effective Spanish penetration,' and hence,- the / 

names assigned to mountain groups less often corresponded to particular 

ethnic, groups:. " • B6r ./example-, ■ the' term 1 Igofot1: which- was applied to most
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of the unhispanized population.of northern Luzon, was derived', from the

word 1Ygolotes1 used initially to refer to mountain, groups near

Pangasinan on the southwest coast of northern Luzon (Scott 1974:2).„

Similarly, the work 'Kalinga* is an Ibanag word meaning. 1 enemy1 

(Keesing 1962 :221) . . The Ibanag occupy a portion of the .Middle Cagayan * 

River valley near the northeast coast of northern Luzon, and during 

Spanish times 'Kalinga1 referred to mountain groups adjacent to the 

Lower and Middle Cagayan valley and along the west.slopes of the Sierra 

Madre" on the east coast of northern Luzon.(Keesing 1962:222, 239). 

Subsequently, as non-Ibanag groups became better known, the term 

Kalinga was applied to ever more remote populations living mostly 

to the west of the.Lower and Middle Chico River which.drains the 

eastern slopes of the Central Cordillera Range. These- groups were among 

the last encountered by the Spanish, and resisted" Christian conversion 

and pacification until after 1900. Today the word TKalinga' refers t o . 

a linguistic unit speaking mutually‘intelligible dialects of two closely: 

related languages. (Dyen 1965:32), and who increasingly identify as mem

bers of a common ethnic group.

Presently the Kalinga are differentiated from several other 

named ■ethnic units in the mountains of northern Luzon, including the 

Bontoc and Ifugao. Yet the transition from one group to the other is 

often indistinct;•neighboring ethnic units-share many characteristics 

and differ only slightly in certain others.. This, has led to a number 

. of studies that attempt to account: for the Variation'among mountain 

ethnic units (cf. Beyer 1948; Eggan 1941, 1954, 1963, 1967; Keesing
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1962; Vanoverberg 1929); In the following section I first provide an

ethnographic summary, of the Kalinga> and then examine several studies .

that attempt to account for the development of cultural variation in the

mountains of northern Luzon before returning to the.dynamics that have

shaped contemporary Kalinga society

• The .Kalinga- occupy one portion of the mountainous, zone of

northern Luzon-. This area is drained by the Chico River and its major

tributaries (Figure 15), and is deeply dissected by."high sierras, steep

mountain sides, and deep canyons” • (Dozier 1966:11). The Cordillera

Central, as this zone of mountains is called, extends for nearly 200

miles along its north-south axis, with peaks reaching elevations of 87 000

to 9 f000. feet above sea level (Wernstedt and Spencer 1967:18). The

geology of the area is not well.studied/ although basement.complex rocks

are comprised of. gabbros-, andesites, serpentine / gneisses, and metamor-

phics1 (Wernstedt and Spencer 1967:19) .. The local sedimentary rock is

often disturbed and partly metamorphosed (Dupree 1954:186)7 the result,

perhaps, of repeated uptrusions of molten-'locks prior, to the Tertiary

(Dupree 1954:189).

. Because the Philippine Islands lie in the tropicsvariation 

in temperature is due primarily-to changes in. relief ̂ The average annual 

temperature decreases by 1 Fahrenheit for every 280 feet rise in ele

vation (Wernstedt and Spencer 1967:71). These'cooler temperatures affect 

the natural, vegetation which .changes'; from frbpical forest to coniferous . 

{- forest between 4-, 000 and 5,000 feet in elevation.

In the Chico. River area 7 '• the. kalinga typica 1 ly:•; 1 ive/ in settle- 

: ments located between 1, 500 :andf3/Q0&f eetlaboye sea v-ievel. - Although .
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seasonal temperatures at this altitude- are minimized by tropical lati

tudes, some.variation does exist, .Temperatures recorded.by Takaki (1977 

44) over a two year period show that the months from April to August 

are the warmest: (Figure 16 ) ., with - temperatures decreasing until January

when they begin to rise again. The monthly average diurnal temperature
: . : o ■ ■■' : ■■■ - - : - ' : - ■' ■ ■ ■ 'changes' by only 15 to : 20 Fahrenheit throughout the year. The maximum

average temperature, for the coldest months, such as January or February,
Qis between. 75 and 80 F.. Lacking freezing weather, the • Kalinga can

effectively grow two crops in a.12 month period.

Rainfall shows greater variation in periodicity and absolute . 

values across northern Luzon ..... Areas along . the southern part of the 

Cordillera such as Baguio City receive relatively greater amounts of 

rainfall (as illustrated by Figure 17), than either' the Kalinga (Figure 

18) or Ifugao (Figure 19) .sections. - Howeverboth" Baguio City, and the 

. Kalinga area exhibit marked seasonal variation in rainfall, in compari

son to. the Ifugao rainfall record. This may reflect the more westerly 

. ■ location of both the Kalinga and Baguio City weather stations.

Kalinga recognize three seasons of the; year characterized by- . 

differences in rainfall and temperature. From mid-June through late 

August, large amounts of- rainfall are expected:,' the relative humidity 

remains high, and the temperatures are warm. Rainfall at this.time 

occurs as heavy but brief showers in .the .afternoon (Takaki . 1977:47) .

The. second season.■ of substantial rainfall begins in November and lasts 

through most of February. Rainfall occurs as intermittent drizzles 

."• (Takaki’ 1977:47) -. The final season .represents the dry portion of the „ 

year beginning.in-late February or early Marchv and extending through
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May. Comparatively little rainfall is expected during tiiis time, and 

relative humidity is low.

As an ethno-linguistic group, the Kalinga subdivide themselves

into endogamous regions (Barton 1949:137^-217; Dozier ’1966;55-59; Lawless

1977:17; Takaki 1977:27). Government imposed political boundaries do

exist, but have little effect on social or political., processes among

the Kalinga (Takaki 1977:360. The region represents the largest and

most cohesive political and territorial unit recognized by the Kalinga.

Takaki notes (1977 :27)

A 1 region1 is a sovereignity. It holds rights of dominion over 
its territory and the members of the region. it is expected 
that these rights be honored by 1 the members of its co(peace)- 
pact regions 1. No superior authority exists outside a 'region 
controlling-judicial processes within it. A. 1 region1 determines 

. its. own course of action in inter-regional affairs.

Each region enters into a series of peace pacts with surrounding

Kalinga and, occasionally, non-Kalinga regions (Bacdayan 1967)i Peace

pacts are. dyadic, involving two sets of one or- more.regions. The pacts

were formerly essential for the survival of each regional society

(Takaki 1977:34), in the absence of supra-regional governing bodies

Thus, regional societies- compete and cooperate with one another, as

Takaki has observed (1977:35),

;■ Concluding and sustaining a. 'peace-pact and manipulating it. to. 
v advantage hinge on:. ;(i) the size' of the regional; population,
• (2) the ability and willingness of the population to act as a \
collective body in taking .defensive; or offensive measures -against 

. other regions, . (3) the economic capacity of the region to par-' 
ticipate in those activities customary .between ."1 cb~pact:: regions;/ : ..; 
as well"as to settle- inter-regional disputes swifhly with pay- - 

' - - ment. of indemnity , 'and (4) the^actual and p.otential- .capacity of :
: ■ the region to - extend, material., advantage to.. other reglohs.

" Population vsize and cohesive kinship relations determine, 'in large part,.
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the formation of regional societies.. Once established, regions .perpe- 

. tuate themselves, through a pattern- of intra-regional marital endogamy 

which serves to create multiple kinship'relations among the regional 

population* These practices, in turn,.provide for regional identity, 

conformity> and cooperation.

Within a region the household forms the basic social unit 

(Takaki. 1977:56). This unit is represented by individuals inhabiting 

a single house, supporting a single hearth, and cooperating economically 

towards the maintenance of the household (Takaki 1977:56). Typically 

a household consists of an "elementary conjugal family" (Goodenough 

1970:18) although this pattern is often modified by divorce or death, 

and the addition of aged parents or unmarried relatives.

Each household operates as a differentiated economic unit. 

Individuals or. couples forming the household unit hold titles to land. 

Each household varies, however, in the amount of labor directed towards 

economic concerns, and the number and extent of agricultural fields or 

other resources held under household dominion.

Households are not distributed randomly or uniformly over the 

landscape. Clusters of houses occur in the same locality forming 

. settlements.. Although each settlement is distinguished by name and may 

be officially recognized, this unit acts neither as. a corporate or inde

pendent political group (Takaki 1977:40),

It is a local group owing its;discreteness to the sharing of a 
; physically distinct residence site, and its unity to. the norm.

of co-residehtial obligations,overlapping with kinship obliga- 
:. tions. ' -
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Kinship, relations among the Kalinga organize economic,.jural, 

and political activities.* Kinship, is the basis: of household, formation 

which functions both socially and economically. A system of .bilateral 

kinship relations creates bonds o f .social, jural,- and economic obli

gations among individuals. This, in turn, provides the•basis for. 

regional integrity and identification.

Kinship also plays an important role in the redistribution of 

resources (Takaki 1977:59). Because kinship relations are employed as 

criteria for private property inheritance and rights to various types of 

resources, property, and products, individuals attempt to manipulate 

their divergent kinship relations within.the bilateral kinship system. 

To*-support claims about kinship relations between individuals it is not 

only necessary to exhibit proper geneaological relations (i.e., someone . 

is your brother or father), but also to have those,relations recognized 

• and- accepted by the society. To. support such kin statuses, redistribu

tion of goods and services is employed to ensure social recognition.

Kinship claims can become especially important among individuals 

forming a "descendant set" (Takaki 1977:63). These refer to enduring 

social entities stemming from a single ancestor, generally an important 

regional f i g u r e - This social-entity -vhas ussbdiated : with it inheritable 

social and jural statuses, rights to certain.powers, possession of car- . 

tain peace-pacts, and access.to certain assets belonging to the 

descendent set.

Although oh. an ideological level the kalinga retain a relative- 

.• ly - egalitarian emphasis , • differences do axis t - among - individuals and.
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households with .respect to the amount of land or- number of carabao, 

owned,/ and the relative influence of family members. The combination 

of regionally-based political units and influential men who hold peace- . 

pact agreements maintaining those units has led some anthropologists 

(Barton 1949; Service 1971; 279-28.2)' to regard the Kalinga as one stage 

of evolutionary development towards state level society. • Others have 

argued that the unequal apportionment of goods and resources in 

Kalinga society is sufficient to disclose the existence of a stratified 

society (Lawless 1977).

Both.interpretations, however, are in error» Influential men do 

act as leaders of Kalinga settlements, but their influence in consensual 

not coercive, and usually does not extend beyond the bilateral kindred. 

While wealth may be inherited from one generation to another, bilateral 

descent reckoning tends to disperse inherited property and goods in the 

absence, of constraining factors - Furthermorewealth, alone, is not a - 

sufficient criterion for inclusion into the category of community leader. 

Individuals who hope to be influential must regularly redistribute a 

portion of. their surplus goods to other members of their descendent set 

and the community.

The Kalinga are sedentary agriculturalists who practice both 

intensive irrigated rice agriculture and swidden (slash and burn) 

cultivation (Barton 1949:7; Dozier 1966:127; Lawless 1977:4; Takaki 

1977:104). : The number and'areal extent of irrigated rice fields vary 

among the' regions (Dozier 1966:4). In general, as one moves from north 

to south, increasing reliance is placed on irrigated rice- fields..
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Among the Kalinga who live around the Chico River, irrigated •

/ _ ■ 
rice agriculture is overwhelmingly practiced. Two rice crops are grown

during the yearly cycle. Beginning in early.December, women of each

settlement plant seeds in seed beds located near the field to be planted..

Although each woman plants her own..seed, several women may plant seeds

in a communal seed bed. Seed beds are prepared just after the" previous '

harvest.in October or November; regular fields are cleaned and plowed

during December after the seed beds are established.

Seedlings are transplanted from- their seed beds to the fields 

in January or as late as February. Weeding occurs intermittently from 

late February to April, generally in two stages: shortly after trans-

planting seedlings., and shortly before harvest.

The harvest begins in May, signaled,. first, by preparations to 

split bamboo (chanog) for bundling rice stalks. ■ Because each rice field. • 

is. planted at the same time, it is harvested at one time. If necessary , 

groups are formed (pap-pango) to harvest the rice in small bundles 

(butok) , tied with the split bamboo. The rice bundles are dried- outdoors 

for one or two days and then are stacked in the granaries near the 

field or in the settlement.

In late May and June, work resumes on the'wet season crop.. Rice ; 

seed is planted at this time in dry seed beds located among swidden 

fields. Men plow, clean, and level the rice paddies. Seedlings are • 

transplanted during the month of July. - Weeding is completed in two 

stages: in August, arid, then shortly .before- harvest which occurs in late

September to early November.
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Two varieties of rice are recognized by the Kalinga, oyak and 

onoy, and are utilized differently.in the yearly cycle. Oyak is a non- 

seasonal variety of rice and can be grown.either during the wet or dry 

season (Takaki 1977:113). Onoy, on the other hand, can be used only 

during the dry season planting of December .through May (Takaki 1977:113). 

Usually both varieties are planted in varying, proportions during the 

dry season. Takaki has identified (1977:114) four morphological differ-, 

ences between the two varieties, and suggests, that on the average the 

non-seasonal variety produces five to seven per cent more rice than the  ̂

seasonal variety when grown during.the same season, but in different beds . 

(1977:115).

As described here, the cycle of intensive rice cultivation places 

severe demands on personnel during two periods of overlap (October- 

December and May-June). This overlap, plus the time and labor involved 

in maintaining rice fields, effectively limits dependence on other 

economic activities. For individuals owning and working rice- fields, 

wet-rice agriculture is promoted at the expense of swidden cultivation 

Swiddens .must be established in late May and June, the period of peak 

harvesting and seed bed preparation activities for wet-rice farmers.

Not surprisingly, swiddens are decreasing in economic importance, 

especially as adequate land is incorporated by rice paddies and swidden 

• fields are moved farther from settlement localities. However, for in

dividuals and households who do not own title to wet-rice fields, 

swidden agriculture can provide produce suitable for exchange. Swidden . 

fields are the source•of most of the vegetable crops (beans and yams)
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which, supplement rice in the diet. Cash crops, most notably coffee and 

tobacco, are tended on small 'kitchen', plots owned by various house

holds.

The forested and woodland•areas surrounding Kalinga settle

ments and along the. upper" portions of valley flanks provide materials 

and food. Fuel , materials for tools and utensils,'construction materials 

food, animal feed,, and cash income, can-all be derived from arboriculture.- 

These:large plants, may be managed' individually or in clusters, or 

planted and tended near rice fields (Takaki 1977:140). Bamboo, coconut 

palm, and banana, are planted and owned in this manner. Avocado grows 

untended on hillsides and is exploited for food for pigs. These re

sources do not demand a rigid schedule of cultivation, and can be com

bined with other activities such as swidden farming, raising•cash crops 

and animals, or share-cropping.

Nearly every household raises or manages some species of animal. 

including dog, pig, and chickens. Carabao are owned on a more restric

tive basis given their large size and great relative value, and play an • 

important role in farming activities:,- exchange/ and ritual or ceremonial 

events.. Meat is eaten infrequently by the Kalinga except during life 

crisis events when meat is distributed on a supra-household basis.

(Takaki 1977:146). Although some variation exists in household consump

tion of meat protein, its special and valued status within the settlement 

insures distribution to kin, neighbors, and friends when available.

Within a settlement, wealthy individuals do not consume significantly 

more meat than the. remaining households (Takaki 1977:146;' cf. Lawless 

1977:33) . '
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Kal.inga do not participate extensively in the market economy 

of the Philippine Islands (Takaki.1977:163). Small amounts of cash 

crops are, raised on a part time basis by certain segments of the popula

tion. These crops are generally traded for market goods such as salt 

and iron or steel products. These products, in turn, are traded for 

rice, the universal commodity of exchange among the Kalinga.

Settlements interact with other settlements both inside and 

outside the local region to supplement material and subsistence,needs. 

Individuals travel across regional boundaries to work in agricultural 

fields for a portion of the harvest. Locally made goods move out of 

the region in exchange for goods and material not locally available. And 

younger people are beginning•• to emigrate in increasing numbers to urban 

areas or towns to continue their education or to seek wage.employment.

Cultural Diversity in the 
Mountains of Northern Luzon

The Kalinga are just one of several groups inhabitating the cen

tral mountains of northern Luzon. Although these societies share 

certain social and-cultural institutions, they also exhibit considerable •

.behavioral diversity that has attracted the attention'of.anthropologists. 

To understand how the ethnographic context provided in the proceeding . 

section has emerged, it is necessary to examine those processes that . 

have affected Kalinga society, and which, in turn, constrain Kalinga 

ceramic design.

Linguistic data from northern Luzon illuminate some, of the. 

historical, relationships amoung different language: groups in the moun-;

• tain'area.• Although all of the languages of the Philippines, are
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related, and belong" to the Austronesian family of languages. (Dyen.1962) , 

the languages of Luzon, and particularly, northern Luzon represent a 

cluster of closely linked languages (Dyen 1962:31) that probably 

developedfrom a single ancestral language.

The method employed to determine the degree of similarity 

between languages is lexicostatistics . (Swadesh 1962). A- standard.list 

of 200 lexical, entries has been developed to identify cognate forms

in any two languages. The statistic, then/ represents the percentage

of shared cognates.

The controversy surrounding 1exicostatistical studies stems not. 

so much from the computation of the statistic, but from the application 

or interpretation of the statistic as a historical tool. Swadesh (1950;

‘also Lees 1953), for instance, has employed percentage calculations as a 

means.of dating events that occurred in the past. To be effective,- how

ever, it is1 necessary to assume that the rate of lexical change between 

two languages proceeds at a uniform rate. Many linguists, have been un

willing to accept this assumption.

In the case of the languages of northern Luzon, the assumption

of uniform language, change is. almost certainly untenable. After the

.Spanish controlled the coastal areas of northern Luzon, they employed 

Ilocano•to conduct missionary activities and to communicate with other 

native groups.. " Thus, since about 1600 the rate of lexical change in . 

Ilocano has probably slowed due to standardization imposed by Spanish 

missionaries .• Other.language groups of northern Luzon were not affected 

: in this manner; in the mountain regions language differentiation has 

continued apace.
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I assume, however, that the departure of lexical forms from an 

ancestral language occurs as a function of spatial and temporal dis

tances or discontinuities.. To make' historical inferences, I also assume 

that most cognates share a homologuous origin. As a result, lexical 

diffusion through contemporary related languages is probably minimal..

If these assumptions are true, of at least not strongly contraindicated, 

it should be possible to infer from the similarity among and between 

languages, when, (in a relative sense) and in what order language differen

tiation o c c u r r e d T h i s  information, coupled with the contemporary dis

tribution of languages may illuminate some of the processes underlying 

cultural variation in northern Luzon..

Within the language cluster encompassing the languages of north- • 

ern Luzon ' (with ttie exception o f . Ilongot) , four subgroupings of varying 

degrees of contrast may be isolated: ' (1). Ilocano,. (2) Mountain Interior, \ 

(3) North and East Coast, and (4) Pangasinan. Each of these.subgroupings 

contains from one to as many•as nine distinct languages. The average . 

lexicostatistic (from Fox/ Sibley, and Eggan 1965:112) between each 

subgroup suggests that language differentiation occurred with respect to 

Ilocano.

Speakers of Ilocano.inhabit the west.coast of northern Luzon; the 

area that was probably first1settled by native groups. Thus, it seems 

likely that speakers of a Proto-Ilocano or North Cordilleran language 

established themselves along the low lying west coast of northern Luzon > 

and subsequently moved.inland, and. to other coastal areas where language 

differentiation took place:'; In order o f  increasing'lexical similarity
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to Ilocano are Pangasinan, Mountain Interior, and North and East Coast 

languages. If these relationships reflect.population movements and 

language differentiation, then the direction of movement proceeded 

from south to north and from west to.east.

Among, the Pangasinan-, Mountain Interior,. and North and East . 

Coast languages of northern Luzon'the degree of lexical correspondence 

is approximately the same, suggesting that the significant historical 

re!ationship occurs between these three'language groups and Ilocano.

.If true, the lexicdstatistical measures- show- the relative order in 

which language subgroups diverged from a west coast Proto-Ilocano - 

language. First, the Pangasinan languages located, in the southern : 

mountains.of northern Luzon separated from coastal languages./ Next, the 

languages spoken in the interior mountains of the central portion of 

.northern Luzon diverged. And finally, languages spoken along, the north 

and east coasts, and-places inland from these areas became distinct 

from Proto-Ilocano. Within the past 300 years, the Tinguian language 

spoken by groups living inland from the. northern Ilocano area has 

diverged (Cole 1922:248-249). The,movement of groups into the Tinguian 

area was noted by Spanish explorers after 1600 who documented a large 

population decline among northwest coast Ilocano- speakers (Keesing 1962: 

121). - '

. The linguistic evidence, then, suggests that: the major languages 

spoken in northern Luzon are off shoots of an Ilocano-like language • 

.spoken - along,, the west coast. . The relative- degree of lexical similarity , 

though - indicates that language'separation at the". subgroup level proceeded



the- Spanish conquest of the Philippines. This, in turn implies that 

prior to 1600 major areas of.northern.Luzon (including the central 

mountains).. were inhabited. Insofar as the' linguistic data account for 

Kalinga speakers in the mountains, it does not support Keesing's sug

gestion (1962:335) that the'Kalinga were derived from populations 

living along the Lower' Chico and Cagayan River valleys of northeast 

Luzon. . The linguistic roots of the Kalingaz as speakers, of a. Mountain ' 

Interior language, lie to the west.

Within the Mountain Interior Language subgroup three language 

clusters have been identified: - ("D Kalinga, (2) If u g a o a n d  (3) Tgorot.. 

Kalinga is least similar to the other two language groups, indicating 

perhaps, an earlier divergence between northern and southern Mountain 

Interior languages. Additional language differentiation has occurred 

within each language cluster. At least two distinct Kalinga languages 

and numerous dialects of these languages•have been reported (Dyen 1962: 

33 ; Fox, Sibley,, and Eggan 1965:106) . Thus, the linguistic evidence 

suggests that cultural variation within the mountainous zone of northern 

Luzon rests on a prehispanic movement into the area, and subsequent 

differentiation as groups settled in all regions of the mountains. This 

view is . in accord with Eggan,1 s conclusion (1954:334) that most of the 

social differences in the mountain provinces'represent in situ processes 

: This is. not to suggest that groups in the mountains of northern

Luzon.were unaffected.by the Spanish and surrounding lowland populations 

But'the notion thatsuccessive waves'of' immigrants'- (of. Beyer 1948)

: moved into the mountains from the coastal areas is unsupported. Immigra 

tibn undoubtedly occurred after 1600’. •. However, except for' a few
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instances, movement did not involve large groups of people, nor was 

unoccupied land in the mountains colonized. If either event had 

occurred, we would expect to find; greater linguistic diversity than 

is now apparent in the'mountain zone.’ More likely, mountain migra

tion involved individual households who either settled on the fringe 

: of the highlands or who exploited existing ties with mountain 

families to escape Spanish missionary and military incursions. The ., 

linguistic, evidence suggests that those individuals moving into the 

interior mountains were assimilated into existing communities, and 

adopted the language of the indigenous groups.

Eggan whose comparative approach revitalized' ethnographic 

research in the. Philippines argued (1954) for an indigenous development 

of cultural variation in the mountains of northern L u z o n T h i s :  argu

ment assumes a rather uniform society characterized early populations 

of the mountains (Dozier 1966:242).. . Thus, from a common cultural 

•base, variability was introduced and elaborated upon. As Dozier notes 

(1966:242):

This population, in its adjustment to varying ecological condi
tions and to population increases across a period of some three 
hundred, years, has'developed local characteristics , but the 
.common cultural;base has not been obliterated.

Although Dozier may be correct as to the essential unity of 

. mountain, populations,• their commonality extends further back than the 

seventeenth century. Certainly by the time- of the Spanish conquest of 

■ the islands, highland groups were sufficiently-differentiated from one 

/another to speak different languages,and to practice somewhat
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different subsistence and economic strategies. It is true,, however, 

that the tempo of change has increased in the past 200' to 300 years.

Dozier and other anthropologists (e.g., Eggan 1941, 1954, 1960, 

1963; Keesing 1949, 1962; Keesing and Keesing 1934; Scott 1958) inter

pret socio-cultural variability in the mountains of northern Luzon 

against the background of'varying ecological conditions. Following 

Eggan1s lead, two processes have.generally been invoked to account for 

the clinal. or trending distribution‘of"socio-cultural features in this 

area: (1) cultural drift, and (2) the introduction of wet-rice■

agriculture.

' The concept of cultural drift, first enunciated.by Sapir (1921: 

•233) to complement linguistic drift, was formulated as an historical 

.process linked to changes in a society1s cultural inventory of traits. 

Sapir did not emphasize cultural d r i f t •nonetheless, he did specify ■ 

several'general features of. drift (1921:157-165) : (1) that it repre

sents directional variation from some norm or mean set of behaviors,

(2) that this variation is usually a function of spatial distance or 

some set of isolating mechanisms', and (3) that the direction of drift 

is affected by unconscious selection on the part of individuals within 

a group.•

- This view of drift which has been discussed and elaborated 

upon (see-, for example 'Aberle 1960:10-13; Eggan 1963; Herskovits 1948:

. 582-588), is congruent with the concept of drift proposed by the 

biologist Sewell Wright to account for genetic differences (1929, 1948,

' 1950). Both emphasize the role of drift among small, relatively isolated
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populations. Although both Sapir • (1921:160) and Wright (1948.) recognize 

that drift has a directionality through time as a result of" systematic, 

changes in the composition of genes or traits r they, diverged in - 

ascribing a mechanism that sustained ' such changes . Sapir invoked (.1921: 

165) selection on an unconscious level, as the primary, determinant of 

drift. This conception of selection was not evolutionary, that is to 

say, opportunistic. Rather, Sapir (1921), like Herskovits, (1948:584), 

specified retention of "pre-existing tendencies."

Thus, language drift -exhibited a consistency congruent with other 

features of the language, and as such, was internally directed. Wright, 

oil the otherhand, demonstrated (1929) the possibility that drift may 

occur, simply as the result of unsystematic random effects on small 

populations. .

Paralleling the different mechanisms promoting drift, the cul

tural or linguistic.and genetic models differed with respect to the, • 

type of traits generally involved in drift. Although genetic drift or 

random events may affect traits- subject to moderate to strong selection 

(Mayr 1970:121), the determination and operation of drift is most easily 

accomplished when those traits under consideration are only weakly se- 

lected or effectively neutral (of. King and Jukes 1969). In contrast.

•' to the biological.model, cultural drift is usually linked to social 

institutions or cultural practices that have obvious selective advan

tages or repercussions (of. Eggan 1963; Herskovits 1948:584-585).

• The anthropological concept of drift with its emphasis on the. 

role and extent of cultural variation, is remarkably non-anthropological.'
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a random stochastic nor;a truely effective selective process. .This may 

help -to explain why cultural drift has never been the focus of much 

anthropological attention. It failed to preserve .the ■typological schemes 

favored by most evolutionary anthropologists (e.g.z Fried 1967; Service 

1962'; compare .Dunne11 .1980)

Although innovative in scope and method, Eggan ' s analyses (.1941, • 

1954, 1963) of social institutions and traits in the mountains of northern 

. Luzon exemplify the dilemma facing the traditional concept of cultural 

drift. Geographical variation of cultural characteristics do show a 

clinal distribution in. the mountain areas, but it is not clear what set 

of factors or mechanisms determine this pattern. Eggan demonstrates 

(1963) how features of social organization, demography., settlement pat

tern, and economy co-vary from one region to .another, in the..mountains.

Yet, it is unlikely, as Binford notes (1963:91), that cultural systems 

1 drift1 by small changes in individual behavior:

Cultural systems change in response, to adaptive pressures, not as 
a result of an autochthonous process where cultural drift leads 
a cultural system toward a greater consistency largely phrased in 
psychological or configurational terms.

Thus, the differences in social, organization,■subsistence, and - 

.'settlement pattern noted among groups living" in the mountains of northern 

. Luzon- cannot be .attributed primarily to cultural drift. This does not, 

however, rule, out the possibility that linguistic' features or decorative 

aspects of material culture (cf. Scott 1961; Vanoverbergh 1929) may re

flect such a mechanism. Eggan seems to be - tacitly aware of this situa- 

/ tioh (see 1960, 1963). Throughout his.discussion of the mountain province.
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he returns to the profound effect that irrigated" rice agriculture has had 

on other social institutions and population density in the area.

Although Eggan does not explicitly outline the. temporal relation-^ . 

ship.between agricultural intensification and other features of northern 

Luzon society, such as population density, it is clear that he assumes 

a temporal priority for changes in agricultural practices. Intensifi- . 

cation, as represented by the. switch" from dry farming of rice or root 

crops to wholesale dependency on'irrigated rice farming, facilitated 

increases in population size- and, occasionally, social complexity.

By comparing all of the groups in the northern Luzon mountains,1 

Eggan derived (1954, 1963) a generalized base from which subsequent 

institutions developed. No absolute date is associated with, this social 

reconstruction; it apparently underwent changes’ at different times and 

in different places. In its broadest form, the mountain populations were 

characterized by shifting cultivation of dry rice (in the northern sector) 

or root crops (in the .southern portion of the mountains) . As. a result, " 

settlements were typically small (from 10 to 25 houses) and dispersed; 

over the landscape. ■ Population density was also low. These "groups had 

a relatively simple political organization; each hamlet represented the 

basic political unit in which kinship relations among a .bilaterally 

recognized kindred played the dominant role. Finally, there was little • 

opportunity for wealth accumulation, and variability among households in v 

wealth was neglible.

Despite, this oversimplified reconstruction, it is relatively 

accurate, especially when' compared" to modern conditions in -the" mountains . • 

Eggan1 s model- is, perhaps, weakest in its treatment of social complexity
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and political organization. As the Spanish noted ■ in.. the. seventeenth

century (see Scott 1974, 1975 z 1979) gold mining in the mountains was

associated with rather significant.wealth differences among households,

and the emergence of a set of leaders within certain settlements.

Among villages located away from significant gold deposits, relatively

egalitarian statuses and equiponderant resources were probably the .

rule..

. This , situation changed.rather abruptly as irrigated" rice, 

technology diffused throughout the mountains of northern Luzon. Current, 

evidence suggests that agricultural - intensification occurred first in 

the Ifugao area- (Conklin 1980; Maher 1974), and then spread north into 

the Bontoc and Kalinga areas, and concurrently,- west and south into 

Benguet .Province:(Scott 1958:90^92). Rice.terraces were still being 

built among dry rice farmers in northern Kalinga regions during the 

middle part of the twentieth - century (Scott 1958 .: 89) .

Eggan argues (1963:351) that implementation of wet rice technology

led to. rapid population increases in the mountainous zone:

• But the introduction of wet rice technology, with.irrigation and 
‘ terracing, and the possibility of growing two•crops a year, has 

raised the population ceiling tremendously...In the south 
{Kalinga area} hamlets.are stabilized and have expanded-greatly.
That this - expansion is due to population increase rather than 

■ immigration is clearly indicated by the genealogies collected 
by Dozier.

Population increases., in turn, led to various social and political 

.developments in different regions o f •the mountains. In general, larger 

populations and increased density -reduced the. spatial scale and size . 

of the bilateral kindred> - which- increased , the rate o f  intensity of dis

putes between social.groups. Eggan attributes' (1963:351) the rise of
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increase. Among the Ifugao an elaborate system of custom law (Barton 

1919) serves, to promote community leaders and to. establish relations 

with respect to the means of production (cf. Barton 1922; Eggan 1963:

354) . . - " ' ' - . .

In addition., irrigated rice technology affected socio-cultural 

institutions in other ways. Although cooperative"multi^household work 

parties exist among dry and.wet rice farmers (Reid 1972; Scott 1958), 

irrigated agriculture has increased the average wealth of the mountain 

population, as well as leading to greater wealth differences within .

communities (Eggan 1963 :351) . ''

Increased population size arid density, and the disappearance of 

periodic shifting of settlements, are associated with wet.rice agricul-. 

ture (cf. Brown and Podolefsky 1976:221). The size of settlements, how

ever , varies throughout the mountain area. The ifugao maintain a system 

of small dispersed hamlets in spite of a population density in excess of 

100 persons per square kilometer (Conklin 1980:11. Roth attributes (1974)

this to the effects of Spanish military incursions into the Ifugao area

in the nineteenth century. : This does not account for the failure of the 

Ifugao to aggregate into larger communities during the twentieth century. 

Large compact settlements separated into autonomous wards exist in the 

Bontoc and Lepanto areas•(Eggan 1960; Jenks 1905; Keesing 1938, 1949;

Reid 1972);. Elsewhere, for instance, among the Kalinga a range of 

settlement size-occurs. This.suggests the kin-based economic (household) 

land socio-political (kindred) units organize' spatial relations, not the 

physiGally,'discrete:fesidential units. .
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Accompanying irrigation in the highlands, is increased socio

political complexity* - The- differentiation by wealth of individuals, 

within communities, the rise of prominent'men who 'arbitrate between 

individuals and sectors of a settlement and who initiate and hold 

peace pacts between regions or wards, and the increasing tendency for 

powerful, statuses to be -inherited, these all illustrate the changes 

associated with irrigation in northern Luzon. Settlement size and 

..contiguity affect- socio-politicai .complexity only inadvertentlyHigh 

population density, linked to wet rice agriculture," is a better predic

tor of such social features ̂

Eggan1s -explanation of the differences exhibited among the 

societies of northern Luzon relied almost completely upon comparative 

information. As yet. there are little, or no historical data that would • 

confirm the hypothesis that major socib-cultural.changes.followed the 

adoption and spread of irrigated rice technology. Ultimately, the 

question is raised, why did irrigated rice technology diffuse through

out the mountainous area? Eggan never addresses this issue,-, although 

he would probably argue the new technology was more efficient, it pro- ■ 

vided more food,•and it allowed a higher density of individuals to sub-. 

sist in- a. given area. • /

This viewpoint, derived from Maithus1 work (1971 {1798}), is 

based on the assumption that population size or increase is dependent 

upon technological improvements in agriculture or increased extractive 

efficiency. Recent •theoretical (Boserup 1965; Dumond 1965) and sub- 

- stantive- (W. . Clarke 1966';. Gleaye and White 1969; Earner'1970;: Netting 

1968).work has questioned.this assumption.
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More importantly, these studies ‘ suggest ..that, population pressure 

acts as an independent- variable promoting agricultural intensification 

or the development of new technologies.. Because under most circum

stances the amount of effort (both direct and indirect human-labor) 

expended in. shifting cultivation i s .less than that devoted to. intensive 

methods, (of. Hanks 1972:63'), agricultural, intensification. requries an. 

exogenous push. Rising scarcity of agricultural resources brought about 

by demand, from increases in population provide the rationale.for intensi

fication under Boserup1s model.

Such an interpretation might well explain, the shift. to - intensive

agricultural technologies in the mountains of northern Luzon. Recently,

the population pressure model was applied to the Kalinga case in which a

gradient of agricultural practices: was noted from north to south (of.

Dozier 1966:4; Scott 1958:87-92), and within the middle Kalinga area from

east to west (Lawless 1977) . For instance, Lawless writes .(1977:111):

In fact, the cropping sequence among the Kalingas rather better 
illustrates the population pressure model on Boserup1s 'terms " •
.{1965:15-16} than do her own illustrations, for the Kalinga go 
from forest fallow to bush fallow to multicropping with virtually 
no change in topography, climate) tools, or exogenous contacts—  
leaving only population growth as the engine of change {of.
Netting 1969:109}.

Lawless concludes from his analysis of the Kalinga data (1977:115);

; The diachronic examination demonstrates demographically that in
tensification follows population pressure. Synchronically in 
the three analytic {Kalinga}. divisions intensification is corre
lated with population pressure. It remains here to say what is 
by now "obvious : the spatial synchronic changes correspond to

, the evolutionary diachronic changes.

Although the population pressure model may account for increas- 

.ing agricultural intensity in the mountains of northern Luzon, and
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especially , the Ka'linga. area, it is" equally clear that Lawless• lacks ■

sufficient, data. to. confirm- the hypothesis. For' instance, Boserup has •

argued (1965 :39) that the. transition.'from dry to w^t agriculture is

accompanied by increasing work per unit area, and hence, must provide

some sort of selective, advantage before the shift will be realized.

Lawless argues. (1977:65):

.... that output per people-hour (sic) in- Kalinga agriculture ' • 
tends to decline with increasing intensification and that 
this decline is more or less offset by longer work hours 
(cf. Boserup 1965:43-55). Such a conclusion is not easily 
demonstrated...

One "average" swidden field was compared - to one "average" rice paddy in 

terms of labor and output. On this basis, Lawless states (1977:68) that 

the swidden field provides more rice per unit labor. There is no 

attempt,.however, to specify in what ways these two fields were represen

tative , and thus ,• comparing labor and output from a single example of 

each type of field is probably misleading.

. Furthermore,.. Lawless * data contradict his conclusions that. 

greater labor input is necessary on inundated rice fields. He states • 

(1977:76) t h a t .to produce the ' same amount of harvest the swidden. ' 

requires approximately 19 peop1e-days (sic) of labor and. the paddy 

"requires approximately 25'people-days, (sic).” • Inspection of his . 

figures (1977:.Tables 3.2 and .4.1) show that when clearing and burning 

the swidden field are included, labor requirements range from 30 to 50 

person-days for swidden fields in comparison to. 20 to 25 person-days for 

paddies.
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At best , then the direct'- labor- input: of swiddens and paddies is 

roughly equivalent (see Hanks 1972:Table 4.5). If indirect labor costs 

are calculated,.irrigated rice agriculture, far surpasses shifting culti

vation in labor input. Draft animals,/ land rental, and capital improve

ments add considerable cost to more intensive agricultural efforts.

These costs', were not . included in the calculations made by Lawless.

Unequal amounts.of rice were harvested from the two fields 

Lawless studied; the swidden field yielded one-fourth the harvest of 

the irrigated field (Lawless 1977:56). Lawless attributes this disparity 

to rats in the swidden, and attempts to correct the yield. Nevertheless, 

the relevant figure is not the ideal or maximum yield from a field, but 

the. actual amount harvested for consumption. Swiddens usually located 

some'distance from; the settlement, experience much greater, damage due to 

rodents, birds', and., insects on a regular basis. Thus, ,the yields from, 

the two types of fields are not equivalent.

To test the.hypothesis that agricultural intensity increases as . 

population pressure rises, Lawless employed current (as of 1973-74) pop

ulation density as a.proxy measure of population pressure. Density 

figures were calculated.for three areas (labeled West, Middle, and East 

Pasil) bordering the Basil. River, a tributary of 'tihe Middle Chico River. 

In order to effectively' test the hypothesis, however., accurate estimates 

of population size and land area must be obtained. •

Unfortunately, national census estimates, for the. Kalinga-Apayao 

area (cf.- National Economic and Development Authority 1974:1-2) are un

reliable (cf. Takaki 1977:765), Lawless'does not describe how population
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figures (1977:18) were derived, although it appears that part of the

data were supplied or verified by the/Kalinga-Apayao Census Branch 

office, Tabuk Poblacion. An example;1 of the possible error is provided 

by the estimates of population size': and number of households listed for 

Dangtalan and Dalupa located -in Middle and East Pasil, respectively. •

In January 1974 Dangtalan. (including the settlements of.Dang

talan, Puapo, and Lunong) had a combined population of 386 persons 

distributed in 67 households ' (Lawless 1977:18.) , with an average house

hold size of 5.76 persons. Yet,:by June 1976 when a house by house 

census of the settlement of Dangtalan was completed, 268 persons were 

recorded in 55 households for an average household size of 4*87. persons...

Although this census was taken just of the settlement of

Dangtalan and did•not include Puapo or Lunong, the average household

size is nearly one person less in the 1976 census. Furthermore, maps . .. 

were completed of the settlements of Dangtalan, Puapo, and Lunong, and 

at that time 77;houses were occupied all year, in comparison, to the 67 

houses enumerated by Lawless. Similarly, a map drawn in 1976 of Dalupa 

and its sitio, Molayong shows 60 houses. Lawless identified 71 houses - 

in 1974(1977:18).

' These discrepancies are not insignificant,. and may -amount to as 

many as 25 to 50 persons for each barrio listed.. Because of increased, 

opportunities outside local Kalinga regions, the number of people living 

in a settlement may be considerably smaller than the number of people 

; born there. For instance, the average nuclear family size-in Dangtalan 

v is : 5. 82." persons-, ' yet the' average resident household size' in 1976 was 

only 4.. 87 persons. :'Takaki1 s survey of? the Uma: region1 to the. south of ,
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Dangtalan confirms this trend,. Between! 193.8’ and 1965, 157 persons 

from Uma had imigrated' to other areas (Takaki 1977:766-769). Most 

migration occurs in the direction of"major towns such .as Lubuugan or 

to the mines in West Pasil. ,

Under these circumstances >.it’is doubtful that population 

density was accurately monitored by". Lawless. In addition, because 

emigration, is obviously an alternative- increasingly open t o 'Kalinga , 

men and women it is unlikely that population pressure/ if indeed it. 

exists, leads invariably to.agricultural intensification (cf. Grigg 

1976).

Even assuming that the population figures and land areas used 

by Lawless, to compute density figures are approximately correct, it- is 

difficult to see how population pressure has affected Kalinga agricul

tural intensification. An examination of Table 12 shows that, both West 

and East Pasil communities derive most of their' rice from irrigated 

fields. East Pasil appears to acquire about 10 per cent more of its 

rice from irrigated fields than does West Pasil. Yet,., the density of ■ 

population in East Pasil is over 20 times greater than West Pasil.--a 

. magnitude, of difference that is difficult to reconcile with a 10 per

cent difference in wet rice cultivation.

While population densities in Middle and East Pasil may, indeed, / 

require the use of intensive cultivation strategies, there does not seem 

to be any compelling reason to believe that West Pasil residents are 

similarly affected. A recent analysis of population density and agri

cultural intensity found a ’strong correlation between"the" two variables
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Table 12. Population density, and;v dependence on wet and dry rice, farming 
for three- Kalinga areas (data, from Lawless 1977:64, 119).

Area Population " 
Density-1 . . ' /

2Wet Rise... 2■ - Dry -Rice- ■

West Pasil : 4.S ■ . 80 20

Middle Pasil 97.6 ■ 85 15

East Pasil 120.6 90 10

1. Persons per square, kilometer.

2. Per cent, of rice-.derived from irrigated or unirrigated fields.



when an exponential model. was specified': (Turner, Hanham, and Portararo 

1978 : 390 ) . They ,suggest that the": rate of increase in ' agricultural j 

intensity increases as population density rises." We. would expect 

. considerably greater, differences in the agricultural intensity of East 

and West Pasil than is reported by Lawless.

Lawless also attempts to buttress his argument with historical 

data on the rate of population growth in the Pasil River area over the 

last 100 years (1977:60-65). Although population estimates for the. 

early part of the century are of questionable accuracy, the population 

• of the area does appear to have grown significantly within the past 60 

to 70 years. Lawless contends (19-77 :61) , however, that the rate of 

growth had decreased during this period from a growth rate of over two 

per cent per year to one per" cent per year, approximating a density 

dependent curve (1977:113). This is an interesting observation, inasmuch 

as it is only when the upper asymptote of the population curve is reached 

that agricultural intensification was initiated. The upper portion of 

the curve corresponds to the period of slowed growth. ,

Thus, although the rate of population growth has declined, popu

lation pressure as manifested in competition over scarce agricultural 

resources rose to beyond tolerable limits, and changes occurred in the. 

agricultural system (Lawless 1977:115). Unfortunately, -this interpre

tation of the relationship between population growth, population pressure, 

and agricultural intensity does not correspond with the sequence of 

.events in the Kalinga Pasil•River area.. Irrigated rice agriculture was 

certainly introduced along the" Pasil River" before,.1930" to. 1940> the .date/: 

Lawless .assigns to/it (.see Table 7-6,%1977:116) . : Clearly, sparsely
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populated areas along- the upper Pasil River, exhibit higher degrees of

agricultural intensification than can be.explained by population 

pressure and-growth,.

Lawless 1■analysis is flawed:— the data employed are inadequate 

to confirm the hypotheses tested, the spatial units of analysis cross 

cut traditional socio-cultural units and fail to consider environmental 

variabilitysuch as available water supplies, all of which may in

fluence agricultural, intensity. And finally, the ideological framework 

which emphasizes the alienation"and exploitation of low socioeconomic 

groups by elites (Lawless 1977:117) in a system still constrained in 

large.part by kinship obligations r is probably an'inappropriate tool for 

viewing some of the changes presently occurring among the Kalinga (cf. 

Takaki .1969 :516)., -

A more realistic reconstruction.of the- relationship between 

population pressure and agricultural.intensification must- include 

accurate historical data/ and consider the effect of Kalinga political 

organization.. By 1900 Kalinga living in the Middle Chico River area had 

been.known for.about 100 years ̂ . During this time no new major settle

ments were apparently established. Tabuk, Tanudan, Balbalasang, 

Balbalan, Guinaang, and Lubuagan were mentioned.at the beginning of - 

the nineteenth century•and then again at the end of the. century (cf. 

Keesing 19.62:23.0-235; Perez 1904; Schadenberg 1975; Scheerer 1921;

Scott 1975:85, 98, 109, 121, 140). Much of the population increase . 

and expansion •occurred towards the end of bhe- nineteenth century. It 

is at this time.that the first settlement in the'Uma region was



established (Takaki n.d. :13) as an- off shoot from the'.Lubuagan region. 

Similarly, by 1900 the Dangtalan region, a daughter' region of Guinaang 

had acquired sufficient.-number of people to establish a peace-pact, 

independently o f :Guinaang, with the Uma region (Takaki n.d.:14). Older 

men and women from .Dangtalan can recall stories about the Spanish 

garrison at Guinaang, occupied, until shortly;after 1896.

At that time it is likely that the subsistence economy of most, 

large -. settlements in established regions depended on irrigated rice 

agriculture. Although unoccupied' areas were located nearby, the effec

tive area for farming in most regions was constrained by blood feuds 

that made it dangerous to establish farm sites at any distance from a 

settlement. What made it possible for settlements or regions to expand 

is unclear. By the middle of the nineteenth century 1 friendship1, pacts 

linked certain regions.. These pacts were precursors of the peace-pact, 

but probably did not function so widely. Barton suggested (1949:168) . 

that peace-pacts developed from codified - trading • partner agreements.. 

Bacdayan has confirmed the existence of inter-regional trading partner

ships (1969:78), although he does not believe the peace-pact institution 

developed naturally out of these arrangements.(Bacdayan 1967). . Thus, 

the impetus for colonizing new land may have been"the gradual diminish- 

ment of feuds between certain regions plus, the impact of dense-, concen- 

trations of population in the major settlements.

New settlements expanded rapidly between 1875 and 1925. If the 

'sequence of events in the'Uma region.is typical, the process began with 

' the use of new areas foriswidden .fields ' (Takaki' n^d. ̂ :13):and^only ‘later 

were .permanent settlements • established-, ■ but only after some inundated-. .
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rice fields were constructed.. It would appear, then, that'although new 

areas -were colonized and agricultural: practices intensified,, intensifi- - 

cation, was undertaken before movement into new regions by:. immigrant 

’ populations...: - This, suggests • that population pressure,. alone cannot 

explain intensification. .External relations between regions created 

artificial concentrations of local.populations and restricted access to . 

land. Furthermore, capital improvements in new farm land preceeded move

ment, indicative, perhaps, of greater rationality than is often attri

buted to subsistence farmers. Such improvements may have .served to 

establish claims to unoccupied or.ambiguously claimed land..

The. status and persistence of colonizing Kalinga settlements was 

best confirmed through successful defensive and offensive maneuvers, and 

rapid population growth. Thus., there was a . certain element of risk . 

involved in leaving- the comparative safety of:the home region to take 

up residence in a settlement butside of its boundaries. Takaki describes 

(n.d. :13~rl4) , however, how aggressiveness and dependence on shifting 

cultivation eventually gave way under the impact of population increase, 

and the need to. establish reliable boundaries with neighboring groups.

In the case of Uma, its emerging status as a region occurred only after a 

series,: of . bBttlee with -a nearby region In: whic^r a: new-;-̂  was

instituted recbghizihg the territorial legitimacy, of the new Uma settle

ments. Given- the .potential risk of this type of venture, it is not diffi

cult to understand why settlement expansion, prior to 1900 occurred so 

slowly, especially -when"., settlements were. some- distance from close 

kinsmen .. /
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After 1906 when' the American occupation of the:Philippines 

curtailed the extent of head.hunting-and blood feuds in the northern 

mountains z agreements between influential persons from different regions ' 

were expanded to include recognition of boundaries and the rights and 

duties of peace-pact holders. Subsequent population growth probably 

reflects the reduction of fighting, more successful expansion of irri- 

gation facilities, and the competition that developed between regions 

in terms of the population they could: muster. It is important to note, 

however, that certain Kalinga regions, have been markedly affected by 

the Philippine national economy and polity.after 1900. Mining along 

the West Pasil River and the selection of Lubuagan as a Municipal 

capital have affected immigration trends, traditional economic strate

gies, and internal political organization.

Among other regions the impact of national events has not been 

great until recently. Yet, these communities are beginning to experience 

the constraints of steady population, increase coupled with finite limits• 

to agricultural production. Certain regions, such as Uma, already - 

consume more rice than.they produce locally (Takaki 1977:837). Else- 

where, younger inhabitants leave the region in search of wage work.. And ... 

Although .Lawless has yet to'demonstrate it, : the fact, remains that if 

population growth continues to outpace agricultural expansion, Kalinga 

farmers will tend smaller plots more intensively (the-involution effect 

cf. ;Geertz 196.3) or may turn increasingly to farm tenancy systems (of. 

Lewis 1971:64), and' the sort of"inequality.Lawless imagines is now . 

present in the Kalinga area will be .a reality.. ■ ;



CHAPTER FIVE

KALINGA. CERAMIC DESIGN ANALYSES

The two Kalinga regions where fieldwork was conducted,. Dang- 

talan and Dalupa-Ableg, share a similar history as well as a common ; 

east-west boundary. The original settling of Dangtalan (see Figure 20) 

was by residents of Guinaang, the' name of a settlement in a region of 

the same name located north of Dangtalan across the Pasil River (Takaki 

n.d.:14). The. first settlement established was Puapo (Figure 21). 

Subsequently t the settlement of Dangtalan (Figure 22) was located near 

suitable land for rice terraces, and for protection on the edge of a

• terrace overlooking the Pasil River. (Lawless 1977:63). The sitio o f . 

Lunong, in turn, was established- (and later abandoned in 1979) near 

additional farmland on the•Katalbawan Creek, a tributary of the Pasil . 

River which forms a portion of •the boundary between Dangtalan and 

Dalupa-Ableg (Figure 23).

The region of Dalupa-Ableg is probably a daughter region of 

Guinaang as well (Barton 1949:35). The settlement of Ableg.was first ;

; founded, and later, Dalupa (Figure 24) was established, .drawing personnel

• from both Guinaang and Ableg (Barton 1949:35). A sitio, Malayong., is 

a farming satellite of the’settlement of Dalupa.

Although visits to Puapo, Lunong, and Dalupa were made during the 

course of Longacre1 s - fieldwork in 1975-76., much- of the 'research focused :

• on the;' settiament of Dangtalan. Thus, much, of the;. analysis to . follow -

157
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will be preponderantly about the potters-of Dangtalan.• - In November 

1975, 268 person were living in 55 households in Dangtalan (House 

number 27/ Figure 22, had a small shed attached, in which lived a 

second household.)-. A census of these households identified 322 

persons who claimed the settlement as their residence or place of birth 

■ (Table.13).. The 54 additional persons were living outside the Dangtalan 

region in 1975. .

• Inspection of Table 13 reveals a relatively large number of 

children and'adolescents (0-19 years in age), comprising over 50 p e r 

cent of,the resident population (and nearly an equivalent proportion of 

those.who claim Dangtalan as their residence). During the year 1975-76, 

the settlement of Dangtalan. experienced a .growth rate of 1.5 per cent> 

excluding emigration and immigration. This exceeds, the growth rate : 

reported by Lawless (1977:60) , but the'.difference is probably not 

significant, 'since there may be considerable year to year variation 

in growth for small populations (of. Takaki 1977:769). Clearly, however, 

the population of Dangtalan (and by implication, Puapo and Dalupa) is 

expanding.

Of the 63 mature .(older than 20 years of age) females resident 

in the- settlement of Dangtalan in 1975-76, 46 were; active potters.

Pottery was collected.or recorded from all but six of .these women during 

the field research. In addition, 9 potters from Puapo, 6 from Lunong, ", 

and 30 from Dalupa were making or had made pottery; vessels were recorded 

from all of these potters except one-in Dalupa.
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Table 13. Composition of Daiigtalan; Population by-Age/ Sex, and . Resi— - 

denoe, November 1, ■ 1975;. ; . - ' •

Age
Male

Residence: Dangtalan Elsewhere
Female 

Dangtalan - Elsewhere

0-9 . %38 1 ' 41 0 80

10-19 . 38 7 28 - 7 ■ 80

20-29 13 7 15 11.' . 46

30-39 15 5 19 4 43

40-49 "  15 2 12 1 30

50-59 7 1 10 0 ' 18

60+- 9 0 7 1 17

No
Information 1 ■ 3 ' 0 • 4 8

136 - 26 - 132 : 28 322
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These data,, especially those 'from Dangtalan., document the wide-, 

spread practice ,of pottery^makihg in the two' regions, under study. Pot

tery is in wide use in nearly every, household. Its function, however, 

is somewhat limited. Two kinds o-f. pots are used for cooking: (1) . a

rice cooking vessel, and (2) a meat and vegetable cooking pot. Other 

vessels are employed as containers , to., hold; and transport, water , and to. 

store a homemade sugarcane wine. Cracked-or worn out.pottery is often 

reused as containers to, collect food•for domestic pigs, or to roast 

coffee beans.

In the area around the Pas.il- River only; these four settlements 

(and, perhaps, Ableg) continue to make pottery, despite its frequent use 

in most households.in many Kalinga settlements, (except for regional- ' 

centers,, such as, Lubuagan) . Although native infgrmants . in other regions 

■claim they lack: "the- technology or resources^ make pottery , the concen- 

tratlon of pottery production in the Dangtalan:and.Dalupa-Ableg regions , 

appears to be artificial, to promote/exchange and social intercourse 

between regions (Takaki .1977 :167) y . In the Uma region,. 'individuals make ' 

various kinds of baskets that are.exchanged: both' within and outside the,; , 

region (Takaki 1977;l61>y-. ■ In both instahcesy craft production is done 

on a part-time basis, and the gqods: are.exchanged'as much for the social 

:opportunities they afford, as for the exchange.-value they represent. .

Nonetheless, in Dangtalan, of the 46 active potters, 13 produced more 

than 20 vessels that were recorded in the sample.. Some of. •the vessels, -. .

- of course, were made over several years, and one •• or two. of the p o t t e r s / 

are no ... longer making/ such large-'huinhers bf ̂vessels ,/ but a - number of '
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these women engage in excess pottery production primarily for exchange \

purposes.

- Pottery-making is unequivocally a female activity in Kalinga 

society. From the procurement of clay to make a batch of pots, to the 

transport of vessels to other settlements for barter, pottery and its 

associated activities are female-linked. Typically, a young girl 

begins to learn the sequence and process of pottery-making at an early 

age by watching- her mother or grandmother during sessions of making • 

pottery (Longacre 1981:60)'. Local girls whose mothers do not make 

pottery, and women who marry into .the settlement and" plan to make ; 

pottery must learn from other relatives, affines, or friends in order 

to, acquire the skill.

For the young girl and mother, the learning process is drawn out • 

over many years, and formal instruction is notably .lacking. The daughter , 

is expected to observe her mother during all phases of pottery produc

tion, and to become familiar with all.the activities involved in making' 

pottery. A young girl is first given a piece of clay to mold or mani

pulate. Eventually, through imitation, the girl1s piece of clay is 

fashioned into a small replica of her mother’s vessels. .

This proces s, continues bn and of f dur ing - most; cef amid production • 

episodes of . a child's early "years. ;And although, her- first vessel may not. 

be completed "for many-years after\the initial instruction, eventually . 

the young woman will learn, every routine of"pottery-making. An as ap- . 

prentice., however., , she is encouraged to participate in all aspects of the : 

production : sequencev from-pro cur ihq- clay to' firing the: vessels -and .apply- .
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Thus, nearly all girls of.'the' settlement. are involved in learn

ing the craft of,making, pots, and continue this activity through; appren-. . 

ticeship and proficiency. At that time, the': young woman and her mother . 

may•each make pots for household use." They continue to work independent- .

ly (of.- Longa ere 1981:61) ' to produce pots, although they may confer on 

the number of pots of. different size ^and;function to make.' Nearly every .

•woman from the settlements of Dangtalan, Puapo, Lunong, and Dalupa,

. who was. locally born, was a'proficient potter prior to marriage.

When a young Kalinga woman marries, she / along with-her husband', ;; 

establishes a new household structurally independent of both sets of 

parents. A new house is built or an old residence converted. Although 

most couples attempt to locate near the wife1s parents (Barton 1949:96), 

lack of space in the settlement or better agricultural opportunities in 

nearby settlements prevent strict, uxorilocal post-marital residence - 

(Longacre 1981:60). At this state in her life, a woman is expected to 

obtain sufficient ceramic vessels for.household use and emergencies that - 

may arise. This practice is documented (Figure 25) by the average number. 

of pots made by women between 16 and 20 years of age, the.normal age of 

, marriage. After an initial outlay - of vessels, pottery production de- 

- creases. ^

Adult women of a settlement work together in groups to make • 

pottery. Membership within work groups is based primarily upon residen- 

• tial proximity (Figure 26) for the'village of Dangtalan (ho information 

was available-on' Dalupa wdfk'groups ,' although ; they do exist)-. All.

•' Lunong potters except two . belong to . one work group within ’ the' hamlet .
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The other two potters make pots with Dangtalan work groups. Three small 

work" groups are present in Puapo. These work groups are not strongly 

localized.'

Genealogical relationships among individuals within work groups 

vary from group to. group (Appendix 'A). Some work groups are comprised 

of entirely unrelated individuals who happen to live near one another 

(see Groups 5, 7 > and 9). Usually these groups include only two or 

three members . Most work groups employ both residential, proximity and 

genealogical relationships among individuals as the basis for work. 

group formation.

Most of the pottery made in a year is completed by women work

ing together in groups during the dry interval from late February to 

early; May. Groups are formed at this:time z but members do not work as 

cooperative task units. ■ Each woman works unassistedf except, perhaps,; 

by a novice or apprentice daughter. ,This type of work group formation 

is not unexpected. Each domestic group comprises a minimal economic. 

unit that is. replicated across the settlement. Within the work group,

. then/ each domestic unit performs .a set of parallel and duplicate tasks 

(Sahlins 1972:78). The autonomy of the household is seldom compromised 

(Balfet 1965:162) when domestic units cooperate to make crafts.

These occasions in which women get together to make pottery are • 

regarded as social events, a time of conviviality. The participation of 

several women in the production process makes the work seems less tedious.• 

Women- can.gossips catch up on local news, and have a chance to talk dur

ing, these, sessions . ' , :
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Pottery production occurs.intermittently during;the wet months .

of the' year (June through January). The number of vessels made de- - ■ ; 

creases'. : Because the rainy season corresponds to the period of .inten

sive rice, cultivation, a task performed chiefly by women, less time 

can be devoted to pottery-making. It also.takes longer to complete 

each.vessel, since rainfall and high humidity slow the drying, process 

Women, therefore, attempt to estimate the number of vessels required; . 

for household use.and exchange in a .year, and produce that number of 

pots during the intensive period of making pottery from February to 

May. In the event that these estimates are low— -that is-, if pottery 

breakage exceeds the amount on hand, or if exchange opportunities exceed 

the supply— :then additional pots are" secured through exchange (in the 

case of excess breakage) or a new pottery-making session may be arranged.' 

Thus, the tempo of pottery production changes over the course of the 

year from an intensive period lasting, just a couple' of months, to a 

more leisurely scheduled period (in terms of pottery-making) during the 

remainder of the year.

The amount of pottery produced by a woman is dependent on several 

factors: (1) household reliance on ceramic vessels (plastic vessels are .

substituted for water storage jars, and iron pots may replace their 

ceramic counterparts for cooking), (2) household size and composition, 

and (3) participation in ceramic exhange. In general, the largest -amount 

of pottery is made by women between about 33 and 43 years of age on both 

an absolute (Figure 27) and per' capita (Figure 25) basis.
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These women, have attained or nearly attained their reproductive

capacity, and most of their children' still reside at home,' Thus, their.

household size, is at a maximum. Furthermore, although by this time most. .

women or their husbands have obtained rice paddies, the" per capita

production of rice for many:such households will be low by the addition.

of children to the domestic group. The average number^of . children born

to Dangtalan women between 35' and '45 years of age is 7.,43 (on average,

about one child per woman subsequently dies before reaching maturity),

As a result, such women have an incentive to increase pottery production.,

especially for exchange to acquire subsistence goods.

. Ceramic vessels are employed in nearly every household for several 

domestic purposes. Three named functional classes' are in everyday - use:

(1) immosso or water jar, (2) oppaya or meat and vegetable cooking ves-.■ 

sel, and (3) ittoyom or rice cooking vessel.. Within each class of cook

ing vessel, named size categories separate pots by the number of.persons 

who can be fed from the pot; (see Table 14 and Longacre 1981:53),.

Water jars are covered inside.and out with a coat of resin to 

■ make them impervious to moisture.. The. cooking vessels receive an 

interior coat o f .resin, and a. coat on the exterior to just below the 

zone of decoration (Longacre 1981:60). Water jars are larger than cook- . 

ing vessels. ; The two. classes of cooking vessels are differentiated by 

rim angle and. aperture to .height ratio. The mean .aperture^height ratio ..

• of oppaya is 1.02, for, ittbyom it is'0.78 {Longacre 1981:54).

" ■ These differences have-,functibnal significance. . The smal 1 er 

' aperture^height. •ratio;.Tor: rice cooking vessels indicates" a more ' L 

restricted' aperture and a taller body. ; Because. the: body, of ." the vessel



Table 14. Kalinga Pottery Classification (from Longacre 1981:53).

Small Size for 
1 or 2 people

Regular Size for 
4 to 6 people •

Large Size for a Very large - ca. 
number of people 30 Gallons

Rice Cooking Oggatit
y

Ittoyom Lallangan
Ittoyom Ittoyom

Vegetable/ Oggatit Oppaya Lallangan (oggan) . Challay
Meat Cooking Oppaya Oppaya • • -

Water jar. Immosso

special : ' T/V V- ,'Y - :
Categories: Im-immosso - a small version of the water jar used by young girls to learn to carry

water jars balanced on their heads«
Amuto - wine jar, conical in shape, large.
Volnay - smaller wine jar, more globular in shape.
Pannogan - water basin.
Chong-Chong - large size pot cover.
Su-kong - pot cover.



is somewhat elongated vertically z .less:surface area of the bottom of '

• the vessel is exposed.to the sourcevof heat■ during cpokihgz and as a •

• result,: the, liquid-in which rice is cooked" boils quicker and is more . 

rapidly absorbed, by the" rice ., '- The" narrow‘ aperture facilitates easy ' 

covering of the cooking of rice.-Meat and vegetable, cooking yessels ; 

do not .require rapid cooking _and' water absorption.• ; They are- often. : 

cooked uncovered in contrast to.rice,, and may require stirring.. Large 

apertures and short bodies", enhance 'access, to and manipulation of such • 

fodds:. / i :

The • sequence of Kalinga" pottery-making has been described else

where (Longacre 1981, in press)v ..I focus, instead, o n .the production 

of ceramic design. Among the Kalinga, making ceramic design is inter- 

spersed with the - final stages: of - shaping a _ pot.. The upper portion of 

the vessel . is first•shaped' to final/form, and then incised.designs are- 

added just below the neck of the vessel. From this point the•potter 

works down the .vessel, shaping, smoothing or scraping: the surface of a

Pot^ . i'-y .y.:.-:-:.-../'.

y After the exterior of a vessel has been smoothed and the vessel 

. wall shaped., the rim of . the. pot is added and smoothed . The shape and 

orientatidn of the rim are produced, using,a cloth, some clay and water 

:" (Icngaci^ ."IBS -Next,::-aftbr ;fihal shaping and. smoothing of the

".. upper portion of *, the vessel the vessel rim* is polished using an opal. •

• Smoothing imparts, characteristic marks on a* vessel" consisting of faint 

indentations.’of varying. length,, width, and ,0riehtation. . - On- the, upper . 

surface bf• the -.vessel: ihese. marks'-1"may’ be ":dbllterated:vby: subsequent.,
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design, events, howeverfaint traces' of ■ polishing can often be . 

observed, ;

After smoothing the upper' body of the vessel a stamped" and 

incised zone, of decoration is added". (Longacre 1981:57) A thin stylus 

of split bamboo (gill) with a notched or pointed.end is employed to 

produce the design. The stylus is pressed onto the" surface of the 

vessel leaving an impressed mark.' The.potter repeats the indentations 

around the exterior of the' vessel'; in a relatively" straight line with 

the same tool creating a band of identical, design units. - Each unit 

of design corresponds to one unit of behavior, the act of pressing down - 

once.

Each vessel may.contain from.zero to three -bands, segregated 

into three categories based on the vertical discontinuity between bands, , 

and the form of symmetry employed" in the repetition of design units 

with a band. Every vessel made in the four settlements conforms to ‘ 

this pattern, of design production.

The first band (Figure 2.8) , which is usually placed above the 

secondhand near the neck of the pot, consists of design units placed 

in translation symmetry (Shepard 1976 :269; Washburn 1977:12) . Each .. 

design unit is repeated in exactly the same orientation around a vessel 

to form the band. The second band/ whichvgenerally :occurs below, the.;

'first• (Figure 2 8 ) , is characterized by transverse reflection symmetry 

(Shepard 1976:269; Washburn 1977:12). Transverse reflection refers.to 

the inversion of the"orientation of alternate design units, along:the 

horizontal axis.  ̂Lohg-itudinaL transverse■ reflection; represents -the same 

:kind'of. inversion, but aTong-- the^ vertical axis;-as well as .the :



F irst Band [ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / •  ' '' ' '

Second Band [

Third  Band [

Figure 28. Bands of Incised Design on Kalinga Ceramic Vessels



178 .
horizontal"axis of movement. Occasionally, a third band (Figure 28) 

may be added to a vessel below the', first or second bands, and is 

represented by either first or second band symmetry.

Although one tool with a flat end is used'overwhelmingly by 

Kalinga potters to create design units, circular, oval, or. point 

indentations may be created. Potters orient the indentations of most, 

incisions placed on the first band in different ways. Most are placed 

at an oblique, angle to the. vertical axis: of the. pot, but both vertical 

and horizontal, orientations.were observed. - .

Once the incised' design- is completed, the vessel is; dried to " 

the leather hard stage. The exterior of the body of the vessel is . 

polished using a piece of. opal (this occasionally blurs incised designs)'. .

A thin clay wash is applied to the vessel interior. After this,, the

pot is dried for 12 to 24 hours.. A final buffing is given the interior

and, exterior of the vessel once the pot is. dry. .

All pots receive an application of red paint (pula) from the lip 

of a vessel to the area of incised decoration (Longacre 1981:57). The . 

extent of red paint applied varies among potters, • although all water

vessels are coated over the entire ‘exterior surface. Pots are then

'dried another three to. four days before firing. After firing a resin 

is .applied to the interior and at least a portion of the exterior of 

all vessels.
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Data.Collection and 

■ Analytical:Procedures ;

When the Kalinga ethnoarchaeblogical research was'formulated, and

it, was, recognized that not.every .pot; of every potter".in the settlement." .

of Dangtalan could be collected or.recorded, a sampling procedure was .

devised (Longacre 1981:61) ,

I selected a sample of potters- including three sets of two and . 
three generations to explore learning frameworks and kin groups 
four pottery-making work groups, and a control group.of potters 
who are neither closely related nor who" work together .

By sampling potters to include a wide range of geneaological and craft

relationships, a representative set of vessels was to be obtained for

study which would inform on these relationships. Each potter, then, was

to be characterized by a series of_design classes and other metrical

observations. 'Various numerical grouping routines (e.g., cluster analy^ •

sis) would employ the information about each potter to create linkages

based on the degree of similarity between potters.

This type of analytical strategy has been used by archaeologists 

(e*g. , D. Clarke 1968 :358-398;; Hodder 1981) to group individuals or 

societies by their material culture. Although procedures which create 

groups may have heuristic value, they are not designed" to explicitly 

test specific hypotheses. Assigning significance to such groupingsf 

therefore, is somewhat problematic, especially, for instance, when 

multiple factors may be operating to;constrain design variability. - 

Furthermore, grouping techniques will, under ordinary circumstances, 

produce, groups,' whether these groups are" fortuitous or not.

‘ In small, communities such a s ‘are present in " the Kalinga area.;., it 

may be possible to identify' "consanguineally . linked persons of two. or more;
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generations f yet this does not ipso facto.guarantee unambiguous testing 

of hypotheses about learning frameworks,- With a maximum of 100 potters 

in the four Kalinga settlements-each‘person linked by generation or 

date of birth, work group, residence,' marriage,' and economic relations 

to a number of other individuals— no control group exists

Furthermore, to link individuals in terms of their design 

repertoires, large samples of pots or instances of design, are required.. 

Longacre collected 284 vessels during his stay in Dangtalan. (198.1:61) . 

However, if the individual is the.sampling unit, relatively large 

numbers of vessels must be collected per potter" to reduce the impact 

of sampling error. Ordinarily, an average of 10 pots per person might 

be sufficient., but since as is subsequently demonstrated, there is an 

allometric effect of increasing vessel" size" on certain design, and 

metrical, attributes, greater numbers of vessels of different sizes are 

necessary per potter.

Thus, the consequences of: . (.1) multiple cross-cutting relation

ships', (2) the sample sizes, of different-sized vessels per potter, and 

(3) the- ambiguity associated with numerical grouping routines, suggested 

that a different analytical approach be utilized.

These, issues highlight several points relevant, to ethnoarchae-- 

ological.research.' If recent trends - in the archaeological"literature': 

are any indication,' archaeologists pay considerably more attention to 

sampling -than their counterparts did 20 years ago (cf. Mueller 1975;

S. Flog 1976c; 1 S. Flog, F . Flog, and Wait 1978) „ ■ : Ethnoarchaeologists , 

however >. have yet to adequately, consider what it is they :are Sampling.
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As a. result, the reliability of sample': observations made by ethno- . 

archaeologists is difficult to determine*' • Does,the' observation> for 

instance, of a set of events associated with a single hunter-gatherer 

family or band over the span of 12 to 15 months provide sufficient 

variability to test hypotheses about their subsistence-settlement. 

system,: much less, long term hunter-gatherer adaptation? •

This problem, can be. attributed partly to the ambiguity about 

what it is we hope t o ' sample* Theoretically, of course , our interest 

lies with human behavior and the', factors that condition its variability. . 

Nonetheless, ethnoarchaeological studies, if they are to have any - 

archaeological relevance, must focus on material culture or the material 

byproducts of human behavior.- Because material items constrain what we 

can say about the past, .sampling strategies should focus on the.acquisi

tion of representative samples of these items or occurrences in both 

temporal and spatial contexts. By a representative sample, I mean ' 

a set of autonomous observations in which potential independent variables 

are well represented.

The observations are not kin groups of work groups, but the 

material output or byproducts, in this case, pots, associated with, 

these groups. If sampling is.conceived in this manner, the sampling 

error inherent when individuals are the cases is minimized. Thus, 

the experimental model is probably inappropriate for- designing many 

ethnoarchaeological sampling strategies. Instead, large numbers of 

material items should be. acquired, and the factors constraining material ; 

variability partitioned'accordingly..
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• Having examined some, of the" sampling problems facing ethno- 

archaeologists z I return to the sampling procedure employed among the 

Kalinga to.acquire a set of ceramic .vessels:. Longacre collected 284 

vessels between. October 1975-.and August 1976, primarily although not - ■

exclusively from the settlement of Dangtalan. As indicated previously, 

these vessels represent a sample of the output of a sample of the 

potters stratified by work group,.and generation•and kin group. A number 

of detailed observations, as well:as scale drawings were made on each 

vessel. Of the vessels recorded,., nearly one-half (125) were sent to 

the University of Arizona; the remainder are housed at the National 

Museum of the Philippines (Longacre 1981:61).

The sample of 284 pots was acquired by Longacre either as gifts . 

or purchases. Most were purchased according to the prevailing local 

value in bundled rice or Philippine pesos. „Thus, this sample of vessels 

contains some self-selected cases'. I.e. , those given as gifts or made • 

intentionally for sale to Longacre. Although Longacre1s presence may 

have somewhat stimulated pottery sales, the price he paid.was not 

inflated, and probably did not. induce potters to produce many more 

vessels than anticipated. The women who contributed the largest number 

of vessels were the very ones who engage in excess production for ex- 

• change on a regular basis. .On the average, nearly 11 vessels were 

collected from each of these potters, in contrast to only five pots for 

those producing.for" household use. •Longacre?s collection, then, .7 

■■ fairly accurately "mirrors the' proportion' of 'pottery made for; Scusehold; "

’ use and-•exchange- by -.Kalinga potters in,"a" given 1 year. 7 Nevertheless,
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because Longacre. hoped to collect. at least. 10 vessels, from each potter

in the sample dufing 12 months of field wofk> , and- since on the average >.

just slightly more than three, pots, are made per potter.per year for

household use/ excess production was encouraged to meet ‘the sample quota

'within the designated period of time Y .

■ .• v Given . the. constraints, under" which the sample of pots was c o l -  Y

leeted, Longacre. managed to approximate his .sampling'plan in terms of

kin group and work group representation. All of the work.groups are

included, and seven kin groups , of .two or more individuals contributed,'

pots. Although the sample does not represent.an adequate temporal cross-

section of pots (since most vessels, were, made during the." year 1975-76). , - ,

generally vessels from a single potter were selected from different- .

batches. :This minimized design- duplication or the effect of excess pro-

- duetion, and increased the * likelihood of . sampling.independent pottery-

• making events. . . . .. ■

- - . In addition to .this first sample of vessels, - a, household inven- %

tory of'Langtalah,'PuapO/.'Lunong./ and.-Dalupa recorded -746 yesselsV'

Each vessel located in the- living area of a house-was identified, and a

number of. characteristics.hotedv Because all households were visited,

all --or nearly ali .living potters are represented in the sample. Further-

, m o r e p o t s . were not self-selected, for Inclusion from the .household ■

.inventory. . ; •:y '--: Y : ' • - ■

The. enuiheratioh of' vessdls in use, however, does not represent

theY'total; ;population•of^vessel$ pr^duced;Yi€ excluded;certain classes of.'

vessels, 'For instance., potters:- engaged in extensive exchange of
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pottery.stockpile vessels beneath their houses, and.these were not 

recorded.. The vessels inventoried, represent only partvof. the current 

systemic sample of the original, population of vessels: made over the 

last 30 years (cf. Schiffer 1972). Most of the oldest vessels have 

since been broken or worn.'out, and many of the- newer ones were traded 

out of the village.

Every Dangtalan potter from the Longacre1s sample, but two, 

contributed at least one vessel to the household inventory. Moreover,- , 

the number of potters included in. the■second, larger sample increased 

from 3.4 to 50 for Dangtalan. Potters from Puapo, Lunong, and Dalupa 

were also represented in the second sample making it possible to study . 

inter-settlement variation.. Thus., the inventory of vessels in every 

household contains vessels sampled over' a longer period of time, pro- . 

duced by a larger number of individuals, associated with•more.settle

ments , kin groups,. and work groups >' Together these two collections 

provide 1,003 vessels for analysis..

. With 93 potters represented, the average potter contributed 

10.78, vessels. ' Because Dangtalan was•the focus of study, most of the ‘ 

vessels were, made by resident -potters of this settlemeht-.'•: The"'"mean ' 

number of vessels‘collected from: Dangtalan was 14.40 per potter, 

compared:to an average of just 5.17- vessels collected from each:potter , 

in 'Dalupa^ - This difference and. the sample size" from each, settlement 

are reflected in the- kind of analyses performed-; it was usually not . 

possible to resolve . Dalupa iritfa-settlemenb>dbsigh trends: with the .- 

same degree' of- accuracy that was -achieved- with - the bangtal.an data . ,
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It. waa^. howeTOry ; practicable to-agg^egate, the' ceramic..design' data, by' 

settlement and- region to .achieve some ' understanding' of inter-coimnunity .. 

differences.

Several kinds of information were collected for each vessel in 

the sample. Unfortunately, the;record of information from the house^ - 

hold;'inventory is not; as, extensive as the -observations made: on the - 

first sample... • Also z. there was more missing information in the- household ; - 

inventoryalthough this affected', less, than five per cent of the sample. 

For. each; vessel, the following observations were made:' .(1) a.drawing 

of the incised design, (2) vessel size and function/ (3) potter's name, 

and (4) year the - vessel was produced , _ Design attributes will be de

scribed as each set of analyses, proceeds; / vessel size and. function, were . 

easily recognizable. From the potterAs name it was possible.to specify 

their: (1) settlement of residence> (2);- kin group/ (3) work group,, and

• (4) year of birth or generation. Settlement and.work group data are 

presented for each potter in Appendix,B. Genealogies of'potters used to 

identify, kin groups are constructed in.Appendix C. "

. Both the year the potter was.born and the.year the vessel was, 

produced deserve close scrutiny.. .The vessels- in.the household survey, 

as •mentioned: previously/ were produced'over a 30 year- interval of time.

For a society without, written records of. pottery production or systematic 

use of . calendars, the accuracy of .recall information'among the Kalinga 

probably decreases, as: the age of the . vessel increases »-•. - Because • Kalinga - 

potters, are easily id,entlfied;Aby;i-heirvprbducts : (tongacre 1981:.62);z ' 

potter'.attribution is not a'/ sbufce of significant. error.. The- date of y
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production is problematic, and consequently, this variable:is .separated 

into -only two categories: (1) those made up to and including 1970, and

(2) those made in 1971 and thereafter'.- I suspect that a five-year 

recall is about as accurate as we can hope to .achieve. As additional 

sets of Kalinga data are collected in future years, we may be able to 

refine the temporal analyses performed here.

The birth year of the potter was also suspect, for the" same, 

reasons; as the date of pottery manufacture. Longacre and his native . 

informants were able.to assign year of birth dates to nearly every per

son in the settlement of Dangtalan, but these obviously represent esti

mates. These data are presented in Appendix B. In all cases, birth - 

dates were checked against geneaological information for consistency..

The .classification, of birth intervals employed 10 year periods (e.g., 

1921 to 1930) to reduce the possibility of error.. Thus, although 

absolute birth dates may not be entirely accurate, the relative order 

and grouping of potters, is approximately correct.

By combining the two samples of vessels from the Dangtalan and ... 

Dalupa regions, a sample of over 1,000 pots was achieved suitable for 

a number of analyses. This combined sample includes sufficient temporal 

and" spatial diversity, although certain birth cohorts are somewhat 

underrepresented, and the reliability of information recall for vessel" 

production and potter birth date may introduce some error. But these 

data, nonetheless, provide an unusual opportunity to test a number of. 

hypotheses about•the; effect of potential independent variables and to. 

evaluate their- impact.. on-‘ design variation. •



Multiway ' Contingency 
' ' TableAnalysis ■

The statistical procedure-selected.for the study of Kalinga

ceramic design.,, though unfamiliar to; many archaeologists, represents

an elaboration of the commonly encountered two-way contingency table

and the chi-square, statistic. ■ Contingency tables are formed by the

intersection of two or more .dimensions, each dimension composed of

two. or more mutually exclusive classes. Generally, in a two-way

contingency table we want to know'if the two dimensions or variables

are associated. For example , we might'want to determine if vessel size

and number of bands on Kalinga pottery are associated (Table 15)» The

Pearson chi-square statistic is often employed in this instance as a

test of significance (Hays 1973':.337) . The statistic is computed under

the assumption that the two dimensions are independent. If the value

of the statistic'is sufficiently large such that It has a low probability

of occurring by chance alone when compared with the values of the
2appropriate, percentiles of the X distribution,.. the null hypothesis or 

•hypothesis of independence is rejected. Thus, we assume there may be

some association between the variables. In Table 15, a chi-square value

of 34.58 has a probability of less than one in one thousand of occurring 

by chance along with one degree of freedom. This is a : significant chi- ’ 

square" value; we reject the null hypothesis and infer a relationship 

between the variables.

There is however, an alternative way to conceptualize this 

.analysis. . The chi-square . statistic may be' viewed" as a' '■ goodness -of - fit ..... 

’measure /(Hays 1973:722) . In this case :our interest lies in' how closely • V
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Table 15. Vessel Size..by Number of Bands, Dangtalan Sample.

Vessel Size
NUMBER OF

0-1
BANDS
■ • 2—3 - - ■ ■

Large V 64 (100.42) 152 (115.58) • 216

Medium-Small 287 (250.58) - 252 (288.42) 539

351 404 755

Pearson chi-square = 34.58, 1 d.f., p < .001 
(Expected values in parantheses)
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expected values calculated under the assumption of independence fit the . 

observed values. The hypothesis of independence- represents a model- and 

the measure provides an unbiased.basis for assessing the adequacy of 

this model. The closer the expected'values are to observed values, the. 

lower the chi-square statistic, the' higher the probability level, and 

the greater the likelihood'that the' model which stipulates independence 

of variables will be found acceptable. The use of the term fit is not 

fortuitous. Expected values' in a two-way table test of independence are 

fitted or computed solely by reference to the row and column marginals 

(the table total enters into'the"calculation-but it is simply the sum 

of either row or column marginal) ..

A two-way contingency table is relatively simple to analyze 

using the chi-square statistic. The same test statistic was employed. 

in both the tests of significance and goodness-of-fit but towards dif- 

ferent ends, the former to reject the null hypothesis, the latter to 

accept the model of independence. • Generally, we attempt•to reject the

null hypothesis in order to postulate a .relationship between two 

variables. But as we shall see the chi-square statistic as a measure 

of gpodhess^of-fit becomes more important in the analysis of multi- • 

dimensional contingency tables formed by the intersection of three or ' 

more variables and which have for many years been difficult to analyze.

'Recent developments, however, have, made it possible to. study, the rela-' 

ti'ons• among variables forming a multiway • contingency table (see Bishop,

• Fienberg, • and Holland 1975;. Pienbefg 1977 ; Goodman 1970 , 1972) .

The likelihood ratio chi-square statistic; (X;) has= been employed 

. to measure the:' gbodness-of^flt of ̂ different inddels: hested::.throu^out'



subsequent: analyses. This- statistic is . similar to the. Pearson chi- 

square statistic, however', the likelihood ratio chi-square statistic is 

based on a logarithmic transformation. Both are asymptomatically 

equivalent (Elenberg.1977:36-37) in their distribution> that; is, they 

have the same probability value near the upper limit of the distribution. 

The likelihood ratio chi-square statistic can be partitioned exactly, 

a relevant feature in multiway contingency table analysis; the Pearson 

chi-square statistic does' not have this property (Duncan and Duncan 

1979:337).

A multiway contingency table- is illustrated in Table 16a 

formed by the cross-classification of: a. number of bands on Kalinga

pottery; b t h e  size of each pot; and, c. the year of birth of the 

potter responsible for each pot, Whereas in the previous example only 

one model (specifying independence) was tested, in a three-way table 

there; are a number of different models (each model specified by differ^ 

ent configurations of marginals representing the- three variables)' that 

may be tested to determine goodness-of-fit'. The simplest model (Table 

17a, model 1), which is specified by the fewest constraints (and hence, 

has. the largest number of degrees of freedom) tests the. hypothesis
• ' ' '  . / • ; ■ ■ , ' , 2 ' ‘ -that all three variables are mutually . independent.. With X " = 103.00,

10 d.f., p < .001, this model does not provide a suitable representa

tion of the relations among\the;variables. (Recall that with goodness- 

! of-fit as the'criterion, low X .values with high levels of probability 

are desirable.) We conclude there•is .some - as yet unspecified■relation

ship: among the' .three' variables! " ..This is "nbt: unexpected'' since- it was
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Table 16. Vessel Size by Year Potter' was Born by Number of Bands' (0.-1, 

2-3 bands), Dangtalan Sample.‘

a.) Vessel Size: Large ' Medium-Small
Year Born No. of Bands: .0-1 2-3 0-1 ' . 2-3.

Before 1921 21 45 . .41 . 16 123
1921-1930 10 . 22 54 40 126 .
1931-1940 15 - 26. 98 70 209
After 1940 /.18 59 : 94.i . 126 297

• 64 152 207 . 252 755

b.) Expected .values under model' 8 2, X = 3.21,. 3 cl.f. , p = .36.
Vessel Size: Large - Medium-•Small '

Year Born . No. of. Bands.: 0-1 2-3 0-1 2-3.

Before 1921 25.02 40.98 36.98 20.02
1921-1930 9.90 ■ 22.10 54.10 . 39.90
1931-1940 13.34 27.66 99.66 68,34
After 1940 15.61 ' 61.25 96.25 123.75

c.) Expected•odds (and log odds), 3-3 bands:- 0-1 bands.;

Vessel Size
Year Born Large .... Medium-•Small

Before 1921 1,64 ( .49) .54 (-.62)
1921-1930 2.23 ( .80) .74 (-. 30)
1931-1940 2.07. ( .73) .69 (-. 37)
After 1940 3.89 (1.36) ' 1.29 ( .25)
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Table 17, Results of Eight Models Tested'in Analysis of Vessel Size by 

Year Potter was Born by.Number of Bands.

a.) Model• Configuration‘ • ■ x2 a.f. •.... P

1 ' {a } {b }' {c > 103.00 10 <.001
2 {a b > {c > 67.53 9 ' <.001
3 {a c > {b } .87.17 - " 7 <.001
4 {b c } {a } 58.61 . 7 <.001 ;
5 {a s } {AC} 51.70 6 <.001
6 {a b } {b c } 23.14 6 . <.001 ■-
7 '{a c } {b c } 42.78 •4 <.001
8 {a b } {a c } {b c } ' ■ 3.21 . 3 - .360 .

A = number of bands; B -= vessel size', C =- year potter was born.

b.) : Hierarchical comparisons <Df related ■models.

Comparison " . ■ x2 ;- a.f. V.p- .

' 1. , 4—-4 103.00 - 67.53 = 35.47 i '<'.001

: 2. 4 - 4= 103.00 - 87.17 = 15.83 3 ' <.005 . ..

3. 4— 4 103.00 - 58.61 ' = ' 44.39 3 <.001

"4» "4- 4= 67.53 - 51.70 15.83 3 <.005 ' ' V

,5. 4- 4 67.53 - 23.14 = 44.39 3 . <.001

6 . 4- 4 87.17 - 51.70 == , 35.47 1 < .001

4- 4 87.17 - 42.78 = 44.39 3 <.001

8 V 4- 4 58.61 - 23.14 = 35.47 1 <.001

:4.
T 4 58.61 -42.78 = 15.83 3 <.005

10. 4:
- 4== 51.70 - 3.21 = 48.49 3 . <.001

11. 4-.4 23.14 - . 3.21 19 ..93 .3 <.005

12. 4 4 42.78 - . 3.21 39.57 1 <.001 ■



previously determined that vessel size, and number of bands are. associated 

(see Table 15).

The seven remaining models of Table 17a introduce additional con

straints (using up degrees of freedom) which specify different sets of 

relations' among the variables. Model 2 treats the three-way table as a 

two-way table by combining number of bands and vessel size into a joint 

variable with four classes... It tests the hypothesis that the joint 

variable, number of bands by vessel size, is independent of the birth 

interval of potters who made the pots. Furthermore, it constrains the .

two variables of the joint variable to be associated. This model.does
2not provide an adequate fit (X = 67.53, 9 d.f., p < .001). Model 3 

and 4 test similar hypotheses; the combination of. joint variables are 

changed. Neither model is acceptable (Table 17a)..

Models 5, 6, and 7 test hypotheses of conditional independence 

(Duncan and Duncan 1979:342). For instance, model 5 tests the hypothesis 

that vessel size is independent of the temporal interval in which a .. 

potter was born when conditioned on the number of bands. •Under this 

model bands are associated with vessel size and birth cohort, but. size 

and birth interval must be independent. Models 6 and 7 test similar 

hypotheses, the conditioning variable is changed in each model. All . 

three models are unacceptable (Table 17a).

The final model represents a non-elementary hypothesis (Duncan, 

and Duncan 1979:342), the hypothesis of- n o ‘three-way interaction. This 

model constrains the three variables' to be inter-related and tests the . 

hypothesis 'that there are no unsystematic relations among the variables. 

Model 8 ‘provides an acceptable fit (X values with a probability level



in excess- oif .05-will be the criterion" for: acceptance) , X . = 3.21/

3 d.f., p = .36.

In this example only one of ." the" eight" models provided an 

acceptable fit. Yetr . this is: not" always the. case.' To select among 

competing models it is necessary to: examine the hierarchical relations 

among the models (see Table 17b). I have described how each model :- 

tests.a particular hypothesisand how these hypotheses' are•generated 

by particular configurations of marginal constraints. The"models are 

not specified.by .equivalent.sets;of -constraints, some are more inclusive 

than others. For example, models 2 r 3, and;.4 are more inclusive than . 

model 1. These models include the constraints imposed by model 1 plus. 

the additional constraint imposed by the joint variable. Model 5 i s .

: hierarchical, to models 2 and 3 (and, of course‘ to model 1) / model 6

V to. models 2 and 4, and model 7 to models 3 and. 4. Model 8 is the most

inclusive model of; this analysis.

- I stated, preyiously that the •likelihood- ratio . chi,--*square: statis

tic m a y -  be: partitioned exactly. The X values of more inclusive .

. models may be sabstracted from values of less inclusive models and the 

difference treated as•a new X value which measures the improvement of 

.the additional constraints of the more inclusive model. This provides 

/" a means to evaluate competing models ̂ ; For instance, the: difference 

. between model 1 and - model 2 is; X = 35.47, 1 d.f./ p < .001 (see Table -

.. . 17b) This comparison demonstrates that by adding an • additional con-

. :straint to.model 1 (the.joint variable vessel size by number of bands),. 

;; ■ mode 1. 2' Impfoves .on■ the^ fit ‘ of model I.; Although model" 2 may ■ not b e . -"



acceptable, it is a more adequate'..representation of the' relations among 

the variables than model 1/ Model 8 improves' over all less inclusive 

models (Table 17b). In the.analyses' that follow two rules' have been 

employed, to select an adequate model:' CD models were identified which 
provided an adequate fit of the data, (p > .05), and (2) the most . 

parsimonious, model (the one with fewest constraints) was selected which 

improved over less- inclusive models and was not improved on by more 

inclusive models (p < . 01) . Under' most circumstances' these rules ensured 

that a unique and adequate model', was selected-' (where such a model 

exists) to represent the relations among variables." In Table 17a, model- 

8 is such a model.

To appreciate the process of generating and selecting a suitable 

model through multiway contingency table analysis more, fully,.the reader 

is directed to easily understood discussions by Duncan and Duncan (1979: 

335-366) and Davis (1974).• Archaeological applications of the procedure; ; 

are described by Spaulding (1976, 1977) , Read" (1974) , and Clark (1.974, 

1976) as a tool to generate economical or underlying typologies. The 

analyses reported here follow the sociological applications in which one 

or more independent variables are tested to determine the extent of 

their effect on different aspects of Kalinga design.

In the previous example it was determined that year of potter * s y 

birth, and vessel size affect the number of bands placed on pots./ It. is 

quite natural to ask, what is the extent: and • direotioh".;bf/-the effect? To 

attempt to answer these questions the', expected." values specif ied , by. model V 

8 (see Table. 16b) ; were employed' to calculate the" Odds on- 2-3 bands for •
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each category of vessel - size.;, arid potter1 s birth. Odds; represent the 

ratio of. two, - values, in this case the', ratio of vessels with 2-3 hands 

to vessels with 0-1 bands (Table 16b).. The expected, odds were trans

formed to logarithmic scale '{the hatural log or log e) ̂ for presenta- 

tion (Table.16c). This change of scale does not"affect relatioris 

among the expected logs.

Although i will discuss the.substantive Implications of this 

analysis shortly. Figure 29' illustrates variation in band use among 

potters born during different.. time intervals and pots of"differing- 

size as constrained by the". model" accepted' in the analysis'. Larger . 

vessels receive more bands and younger potters use 2-3 bands more often 

than older potters.

In the. analyses that:follow, I employ ■this, procedure of testing 

the effects of independent variables'on ceramic design. Throughout 

these analyses I assume that ceramic design is the dependent variable. 

Because this assumption is closely bound to two alternative theroretical . 

frameworks, -I examine it and the analyses reported, here in more detail 

in the final chapter.:

For the presenthowever, I assume the dependence of design ' , 

variability on,- some set of constraining factors. .1 evaluate various . 

models according to their hierarchical relationships as a. means, to 

identify a. model that adequately describes the observed variation.; . It , 

is not: always possible, given the sample size, to test all competing . 

hypotheses. When that occurs, I will iridicate,soy and attempt to choose 

’/the"'^ptythesi^^ ■ appears ̂ dongfuent with:otheri analyses- arid the" set ,
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of expectations.- I do not present the" procedure for selecting; among all 

alternative statistical models. In general," I follow the format pre

sented here, Where I have deviated" from that format, I explain why and 

to what purpose,;. . .

Dangtalan-Intra-Settlement -
:''Design- Analyses . .

The first analysis examines" the--kind of impressed design unit

placed, on the first band. Most Dangtalan potters use an oblique line 

slanted to the right, but other impressions occur,; Multiway contin

gency tables were.formed by cross-classifying.kind of design unit 

by various factors. Despite"a sample of 587 vessels from. Dangtalan 

with the first band present, it was not possible to cross-classify 

this.design class by all independent variables simultaneouslyand 

t h u s t h e  analyses' are presented in a number of stages.

First, the oblique slash was - differentiated from all.other 

design forms and cross-classified by the year the vessel was made and 

the year of birth of the potter responsible for each vessel (Table 18). 

This analysis then, should determine if the kind of incised units

change through time or are affected by the interval into which a potter

was born, dr both.

An acceptable model was generated (X = 4.55, 4 d .f ., p = . 34.) 

that improved over all less inclusive models, and ■which.," in turn, was 

■ not improved on by more inclusive models. This model specifies an •

• effect of year born or birth cohort, but no change through time among 

birth cohorts. 'It should also: be noted' that because older potters have



Table 18. Year Vessel was Made by Year Potter was Born by Kind of Design (Oblique Slash, Other) on 
. First Band, Dangtalan Sample.

<1970
. ■' Year Made .
' V.: '' ' ; : ■ >1970

Year of Birth . Design Unit: Oblique Slash Other . . . .Oblique Slash Other

Before 1921 30(29.60) 7(7.40) 46(46.40) 12(11.60) 95

1921 - 1930 19(17.67) 4(5.33) 54(55.33) 18(16.67) 95

1931 - 1940 15(13.39) 0(1.61) 118(119.61) 16(14.39) 149

After 1940 20(19.39) 1(1.61) 209(209.61) 18(17.39) 248

12 427 64 587

2Acceptable model, X = 4.55, 4 d .f., p = .34 
(Expected values in parentheses)
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had greater opportunity to make older,vessels (i.e., those■produced 

before 1971) than younger' potters ,•there will almost always be .a 

change through time in the use of the', oblique slash that is simply, 

the result of more - older potters making more older pots. .

Before examining the. implications of this analysis, let me 

• turn first to the table that is formed'when kin group is added (Table 

. 19). Because of sample size constraints , the birth cohort categories 

are reduced to two: ' (1) born before 1941, and (2) born in 1941 or

thereafter. The kin groups•• are, derived from .Appendix C , and represent 

the smallest groups with sufficient personnel and pots to be.included 

in the analysis. These groups, do not exhaust kin group affiliation 

among potters, as a glimpse at Appendix C will demonstrate, but they do 

meet sample size requirements...: "

■ Each kin group includes all female members of an ancestor- 

descendant set. All female members within each group, may trace a con- 

sanguineal relationship through the female line bick to a single ancestor.

- It should be emphasized, however, that thesegroups do not act corpo- 1 

-rately , nor do they have symbolic, importance. They are only relevant :

■ • inasmuch as mothers generally teach daughters to make pottery. Each kin

/ • group, then, includes several geneadlogical. lines.of potters linked 

••; through several generations o f .females to an apical female ancestor. In 

. addition, each group:may share design.characteristics in a manner dif- \ 

ferentiating it-frdm other-kin^groupsv.

■ The model specified' in this analysis includes" effects from the ■

. ' ■ birth cbhort ' and kin . group. , as : well : as - speci fying a ' change through time 

^within kihigroup;.■ andybphOT on• the ...form .of'■ design'"used; in' the; first



Table 19. Year.Vessel was Made by Kin Group by Year Potter was Born by Kind of Design (Oblique slash, 
otherj, Dangtalan sample.

Kin Group Year of Birth Design Unit:
<1970 

Oblique Slash

Year Made
>1971

Other •• Oblique Slash Other

- & Before 1931 9(8.78) ' 0 (.22) 26(26.22) 2(1.78) 37

1931 and after 1(1.86) 1 (.14) 93(92.13) 17(17.87) 112

: b Before 1931 14(14.25) 2(1.75) 47(46.75) 15(15.26) 78

. 1931 and after 16(15.61) 0(1.39) 83(83.39) 6(5.61) 105

' C Before 1931 25(24.59) 9(9.40) 9(9.41) 10(9.59) 53

1931 and after 4(3.90) 0(.10) 71(7.10) 5(4.90) 80

69 12 329 55 465

' : - 2 ' - ' ' ' .. Accepted model, X = 4.42, 5 d.f., p = .49
(Expected values in parentheses)
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2 ■ ' . 'band (X = 4.42, 5 d.f., p .= >49). Again, this model improves over all 

less inclusive models tested. We can graph, the effects of the accepted 

model on the use of the oblique slash (Figure 30].

The analysis.of Table 19 departs from that of Table 18 with the 

finding of a temporal effect within birth cohorts. Not only are kin 

groups, and birth cohorts differentiated' but- they are delineated by the 

date of vessel production. . No temporal effect was disclosed when, the 

same set of design was analyzed' across the community. This suggests 

that only by the. introduction of .kin groups into the analysis is a 

temporal shift noticeable.' Because, there is considerable variation 

among the kin groups of a given birth cohort category, the temporal 

.effects, are probably swamped at the scale of the entire settlement (as 

shown .in Figure.31A).- ;

. Thus-,. it appears that although younger women use the oblique 

slash- more often.than older birth cohorts (Figure 31), through time all 

cohorts of all kin groups tend to use the oblique line less often 

(Figures 30A and 31B). This contradiction may reflect the 1 aging1 of 

the design system. Initially, young women use the oblique slash over

whelmingly , but, as they age, new tools are acquired and their reper

toire of other designs on the first band increases, thereby decreasing 

the proportion. of oblique slashes employed. "This would account for the 

preponderance of oblique lines on pots of the youngest cohort, and the 

decrease through time in the.use of the slash across all cohort cate

gories and kin groups. ; As. women- become experienced potters, they 

employ;a greater variety;of designs.
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This interpretation also applies'to kin groups which show the. 

same decrease through time by the. combined cohort categories (Figure 30A). 

Furthermore, when older cohorts are:combined across kin- categories they 

use the slash less often than do the'younger cohorts * And the finding 

of consistent year effects (as represented by parallel lines in Figures.

30A and.3IB) suggests that a fairly regular.process is occurring across 

the entire potter population regardless of birth year or kin group. With 

the. passage of time, potters,use a greater variety of designs on the • 

first band.. But the high proportion of oblique lines' with which young . 

women begin pottery-making and the .relative contribution of pots by 

older and younger cohorts before and after" 1970", transforms what should 

be a decrease through time: to an increase in the use of oblique lines 

(see Figure 3IB for all Dangtalan potters).. Furthermore, because of the 

different relative contributions of; different cohorts to the temporal, 

intervals, the kin groups, which-were.- distinct prior to 1971 converge.-, to • 

approximately the same proportion of oblique.slashes after .1970' (Figure 

30B). . . / \ '

Work group affiliation was.ehtered into a multiway contingency 

table and kin group deleted (Table. 20).. Only vessels made after 1970 

were employed because of sample size considerations. Six work groups 

■of sufficient si%e'were entered into the table. An acceptable model 

was generated that specified a birth effect, but no work group effect.

The Dalupa ceramic data for the-same design attribute were 

a n a l y z e d  using the . variable -. generation, in "place of year born • (Table ■ 21) . 

This table' cahnot be' analyzed in. the' same fashion" as the Dangtalan 

data.. Instead, ;it waA separated: w  ’tables'' the first formed by ;
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Table 20. Work Group. by Year Potter' was Born by Kind of Design

(Oblique Slash?■Other) ,.for Dangtalan Sample Made After. 
• 1970.

Work Group Year Born..
Design 

Oblique- Slash
Unit

Other - -

1 Before 1931'. • ' 6(6.09) 2(1.91) 8
1931 and after .63(62.64) 7(7.36) . 70

2 Before 1931 - 22(21.30) ...'. 6(6.70) ; 28
1931 and after ' 68(65.33) 5(7.67) • , 73

‘ . 3 ' Before- 1931 ; 26(31.20) 15.(9.80) 41
1931 and after' 4(3.58) 0(.42) _ 4

4 Before.1931 11(8.37) 0(2.63) 11
1931 and■after 47 (48.32) 7(5.68) 54
Before 1931 22(22.07) 7(6.93) 29
1931 and after ; 78(80.54) 12.(9.46) . 90

7 Before 1931 18(15.78) . 3(5.02) - 21.
1931 and after 38(37.59) 4(4.41) 42;.:,:

403 68 ' 471

2Accepted model, X = 13.75, 10 d .f ., p = .19 
(Expected values in parentheses)



Table 21. Year Vessel was Made by Generation of Potter by Kind of Design (Oblique Slash, Other)
on First Band, Dalupa Sample.

Generation Design Unit:
-vv" 1970 : 
Oblique Slash

Year Made
" 1970 - '

Other Oblique Slash Other

. ii : i " 7 7  .. . . . 2 . . . . . . .. .
B

s 24 32

i n 13 .. ■ 9 ■ . 10 . . 41 73

IV ■ i : 2 : 1 2 6

• 15 7 ^ "  : 16 67 111

2Table A: Pearson X = 10.72, 1 d .f., p = .001 
Table B: Pearson X2 = 0.07, 1 d .f., p = .79 .
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the intersection of the year the vessel was made by the kind of design

■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ : ■ , ‘ '■ ■■ 2 ■ ' unit for the third generation only (Table 21A).. With X = 10.72, 1

d.f.z p = -.001, we reject the null hypothesis. Before 1971, third 

generation potters of Dalupa used the slash more often than other kinds; 

of designs. After this time they switched to other kinds of design.

The second table formed by the intersection of generation (ex

cluding generation four) and kind of design unit for vessels made after 

1970 (Table 21B), does not show a difference between generations in the
V ' ' 2 .'■■■ " ■■ ‘ Vuse of the. slash (X = .07, 1 d.f., p = .79). Thus, in contrast to 

Dangtalan, there does not appear to be an effect of generation or year :

born on the kind qf design on the first band. Both generations use

other kinds of design extensively after 1971.

. The next set of analyses focus on the types of symmetry used in

the second band on Kalinga vessels. Because this is an optional .design 

treatment, the•number of cases is reduced from the previous example.

The type of symmetry-: (transverse reflection or transverse longitudinal 

reflection) was cross-classified by the year the vessel’was produced 

and year the. potter was born (Table 22). An adequate model including 

the effect‘of year born, but not year made, was identified (X = 8.06,

5 d.f., p = .15)

'When the log:odds on the use of reflected symmetry were graphed,. 

an unexpected pattern.of birth cohort differences emerged (Figure 32). 

Although all birth cohorts use reflected symmetry in significant propor

tions ,. the log odds decrease, from the' oldest birth .cohort to those born 

between 1931' and ' 1940., when' it . once again. increases (exeept f or a slight"

. decline among potters born after' 1950)'. .



v Table 22. Year Vessel was Made by Year Potter was Born by Second Band Symmetry (Reflection, Longi
tudinal Reflection), Dangtalan Sample *

Year Born Design
Symmetry.:

<1970
Reflection

Year

Longitudinal Reflection.

Made >1970
Reflection Longitudinal

Reflection

Before 1921 34(33.39) 2(2.61) - 30(30.61) 3(2.39) 69
1921-1930 . 17(15.71) 1(2.29) 38(39.29) 7(5.71) 63
1930-1940 10(11.31) 5(3.69) 79(77.69) 24(25.31) 118
1941-1950 13(11.61) 0(1.39) 129(130.39) 17(15.61) 159

After 1950 0 3( 4.32) . 2( .68) .29(27.68) 3 ( 4.32) 37
77 V V 10 305 54 446 ',

■ 2Accepted model: X - 8.06, 5 d.f., p = .15

(Expected values in parenthesis)
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The three major kin groups were.introduced.into the contingency / 

table - (Table 23); it was not possible ;to specify a model"that included 

kin or. time effects r although the." birth., cohort categories' are differen

tiated from one another (Figure 32')'. . .However, the' pattern of cohort • 

differences is in marked contrast to that specified for the entire 

settlement. The reasons for this-pattern are unclear. Potters in 

these three kin'groups average 11.88 vessels.per person, in"comparison 

to an average of 6 .70 vessels per'.person' for potters in other kin groups 

in Dangtalan.• Thus, the anomalous pattern may reflect production for 

exchange among kin. groups A.. B> and C. No systematic work group eff ect - 

could be discerned on second; band symmetry, in part,, the result of small 

sample size.

Design-units in the Second band alternate predominantly between: 

a dashed" and- Bolid;: incised" line.' This design class was cross-classified • 

by the year the pot was made and the year the potter was born (Table 2.4) . 

An acceptable model (X = 3.26> 5 d.f., p.= .66) was identified in which . 

birth cohort, but not year made, affect the kind of design unit in the . 

second band. A fairly regular pattern of birth cohort differences, was 

observed (Figure 33A), in which young cohorts use the dashed line in 

increasing proportion compared to older birth•cohorts.

When kin groups were introdhcted into the analysis of vessels ' ,

made after 1970 (Table 25), a model was specified,, which, again, included
- - - ' ' . . 2 ’ ' " ' ■ - year of birth effects, but no kin group effect (X = 5.13, 4 d.f., p =

.27) . Birth .cohorts, of' kin groups A, B,: and C vary in the same manner ,

and magnitude; as :was fpuhd' f o r t h e ' " bangta 1 an pppulation::as n  whole ̂

■AgainV: nb; work';groiip^ -effect: could;\be'identified.



Table 23. Year Vessel was Made by Year Potter was Born by Kin Group by Second Band Symmetry (Reflection, 
Longitudinal Reflection), Dangtalan Sample.

Kin
Group

Year 
. Born

Design 
Symmetry: Reflection

Year<1970
Longitudinal
Reflection

Made

Reflection

>1970
Longitudinal
Reflection

A Before 1930 4 0 .10( 9.10) 1(1.90) 15
1931-1940 2 0 27(26.53) 0( .47) 29

After 1940. 2 0 55(56.20) 5(3.80) 62
B Before 1930 9 1 30(29.79) 6(6.21) 46

1931-1940 1 0 16(15.72) 0( .28) 17
After 1940 11 i 40(41.21) 4(2.79) 56

C Before 1930 28 2 8( 9.10) 3(1.90) 41
1931-1940 1 0 13(13.75) M  .25) 15

After 1940 2 ■ o 38(35.59) 0(2.41) 40
60 4 v , ■ 237 . ' ' ■ 20 321

' - . 2 - ' '' - ': ' " - Accepted model: X = 10.00, 6 d.f., p = .13
(Expected values in parenthesis)

1 - 1 / • ■ ■ . ■ ' ■. - .The model tested included only vessels made after 1970; an earlier analysis showed no temporal
effect. - . ' . : . ' / . . . ' . . /'I 212



Table 24. Year Vessel was Made by Year Potter was Born by Kind of Design Unit (Dashed or Solid Line) 
on the Second Band, pangtalan Sample.

<1970
Year Made

>1970
Year Born Design Unit: . Dashed Line . Solid Line Dashed Line Solid Line

. Before 1921 7(9.02) 28(25.98) 10 ( 7.98) 21(23.02) 66

1921-1930 ' v . ' 9(9.38) 9 ( 8.62) 28(27.62) 25(25.38) 71

1931-1940 8(6.92) 4 ( 5.08) 52(53.08) 40(38.92) 104

1941-1950 6(7.93) 7( 5.07) 91(89.07) 55(56.93) 159

After 1950. 4(3.61) 1( 1.39) 22(22.39) 9( 8.61) 36

34 49 203 150 436

• 2Accepted model: X  = 3.26> 5 d.f., p = .66
(Expected values in parenthesis)
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Table 25. Year Potter was Born .by' Kin Group by Kind of Design Unit

(Dashed or Solid - Line) ‘ on'the Second Band, Dangtalan Sample. 
.Made after 1970.

Kin Group Year B o m  .
Design Unit 

Dashed ■ Line .Solid Line

' A : : Before 1931' : 7( 4.39) 3 ( 5.61) -
1931 and After ' 53(57.24) 32(27.76) ' 85

B Before 1931 14 (.15.82) 22(20.18) 36

1931 and After - 43(41.75) 19(20.25) 62 :

C. Before 1931 8 ( 8.79) 12(11.21) : 20
1931 and After 38(35.02) 14(16.98) 52

163 102 : 265 -

2Accepted model: X = 5.13, 4 d.f., p = .27 
(Expected values in parenthesis)
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Although'I , ^ 3 //unable : to specify, a/temporal effect on the use 

. of the dash;line for the second band among.the birth cohorts, it is 

possible to model .the temporal effects of cohort differences (Figure 

33B). Because the cohorts.are differentiated in their use of the dash 

line, and because.the contribution of vessels by each birth cohort 

changes over time, a :static pattern is transformed into a dynamic trend . 

simply by the replacement of older cohorts with younger potters . (cf.. 

Graves n.d.)* Thus, the proportion of dashed units on the second band 

of decoration has increased between the two time periods represented.

In the example presented earlier- describing the statistical 

procedures, I demonstrated a relationship, among vessel.size, year potter 

, was born, and the. number of bands placed on a vessel. Both, vessel '.size 

and birth, cohort affect the; number of bands. I now consider the number: 

of bands oh Kalinga.pots i n ;greater detail. • A multiway contingency table 

was formed by cross-classifying number, of'.bands (0-1 bands, 2-3 bands)

■ by . year potter was born., size of vessel, and year vessel was. made (Table;

26). Vessels were separated into two size categories (large, medium-to- 

-f small) .
. ‘ ■ - ■ 2 ■

An accepted model was generated (X = 15.57, 14 d .f., p = .34)

• from the four way analysis which improved over less inclusive models^

This model specifies effects from vessel size and birth cohort; . year 

made is not a significant variable in this analysis. Because the year 

a vessel was made does not affect the number of bands on.Dangtalan pots, 

the four-way analysis.is identical to the previously illustrated three- 

■ ;way' ■ analysis":-of >vessel; size by; year of potters- birth by number of. bands- 

. • (Figure 29) . . ■ V



Table 26. Year .Vessel was Made by Year Potter was Born by Vessel Size by Number of Bands (0-1, 2-3 
Bands), Dangtalan Sample.

Year Made: 
Vessel Size:

<1970 .
Large Medium 

Number Of Bands:..
- Small

>1970
Large Medium - Small

Year Born 0-1 V .2-3 0-1 . 2— 3 0—1 ■ 2-3 0-1 2-3

Before 1921 12(14.26) 28(23.36) 4(4.78) 1(2.59) 9(10.75) 17(17.62). 37(32.62) 15(17.43). 123

. 1921-1930 6( 6.10) 11(13.61) 7(8.23) 10(6.07) 4( 3.81) I K  8.49) 47(45.87) 30(33.83) 126

1931-1940 2( 3.09) 7(6.41) 1(3.26) . 5(2.23) 13(10.24) 19(21.35) 97(96.41) 65(66.10) ... 209

After 1940 3 ( 3.51) 15(13.65) 3(2.99) 3(3.85) 15(12.24) 44(47.61) 91 (93.26) 123(119.90) . 297

23 '61 ' 15 1 9 : ■ ■■;■! 41 ; 272 233 755

2Accepted model: X - 15.57, 14 d.f., p = .34
(Expected values in parentheses)



Under the accepted model large, vessels are. more likely to con

tain: 2-3 bands than medium-small vessels across all' birth cohorts by a 

factor of approximately 3.01 (the differences between large and medium- 

small log on odds on 2-3 bands'/ Table 16c) . The relationship between 

the number of bands used on different■sized vessels remains the same 

across all four cohorts, (illustrated; by the parallel lines of Figure ,

29) . Younger potters employ greater ;numbers, of bands on vessels of both 

■ size categories than older.potters.. / Yet/ a majority of large, size ves

sels receive 2-3 bands regardless of birth cohort. Among medium - and 

small vessels more pots received 0-1.bands except among medium-small 

. pots made by the youngest cohort. Even within this cohort, a substantial ■. 

proportion, of medium and small vessels received 0-1 bands .

The accepted model does not include temporal effects. The odds 

on 2-3 bands for large, and medium-small.vessels made before 1971 is the 

same (within rounding error) as the odds on vessels made during 1971 or 

thereafter for the four cohorts. There is no evidence that members of 

the same birth cohort differ in the; number of bands placed on vessels 

- • before and after 1970 . ' This>.however >.does not preclude'cohort-associated.; 

temporal changes. Except for losses due to death and emigration, and 

gain from immigration, the same individuals', are represented in a birth 

cohort observed at two•points in time in the Dangtalan sample. Inter- 

cohort differences as specified by the accepted model provide a dynamic 

component to Kalinga ceramic design (cf.'Ryder 1965). As older cohorts 

die (and cease making pots) and younger cohorts begin making pottery,

. the. number of bands on Kalinga. pottery will change•through time as a 

.. function of this process .and inter-cohort design variation.
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If the expected values under the accepted model are combined 

across the categories of birth cohort and, log odds on 2-3 bands calcu

lated/ the number of bands, -on vessels changes" between the two time 

periods (Figure 34). •As expected the proportion of vessels with 2-3 

bands increases over this, period of time on both large and- medium to 

small vessels- This increase may be attributed to the relative increase . 

in the number of pots made by younger.potters in the sample after 1970. 

And this trend may be said to represent the pattern of settlement-wide 

changes in band use over this period. Note, however> that although, 

differences between the youngest.and oldest cohort are marked (see Figure 

29), these differences are 1 averaged1, in a sense, when plotted by time 

period (Figure 34) ../. Large-, inter-cohort differences will not be imme- ' 

diately expressed as temporal;differences' across a community until the 

output of;youhgef; potters exceeds that of older individuals.

The size effect specified by the preferred model suggests that 

potters attempt to compensate for large vessels with greater amount of 

design. However, if size had been ignored, a much different interpre- 

tation of design variation would, have occurred (Figure 35). Among birth 

cohorts the number of bands on vessels would have decreased over time if 

vessels of'different size had been merged. This trend is exactly oppo

site the results illustrated in Figure 34 for. the settlement as a whole. 

This occurs because vessels of different size are unequally represented 

in the sample of pots made during the two time intervals (Table 27).

Close to 40 per cent, of the'large vessels were made before 1971; only 6 . 

per cent of the smaller vessels were made prior to this date.,.The 

greater proportion of large vessels to medium-small•vessels made before -
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Table-27. Size of Vessel by Year Made (from Table 26). .

* Year Made
Size Before 1970 After 1970

Large. 84 (39%) 132 (61%) 216

Medium-Small 34 ( 6%) . 505 (94%) 539

118 637 755
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1970 elevates the frequency of vessels with 2-3 bands. After 1970, the 

large number of medium-small vessels associated with 0-1 bands dominates 

the class frequency. A temporal, trend would have been isolated simply 

as a result of the differential occurrence of vessels of different size 

in these two time periods.

The different proportions of large and medium-small vessels in 

the two time intervals does not represent random fluctuations. This: 

pattern reflects differential use, breakage, and replacement of different

sized vessels. .Medium and small vessels are in daily use as cooking 

vessels. Each day these vessels are stacked several feet high and taken 

by young girls to the Pasil River, to be washed. Not infrequently during 

this daily trip a batch of pots is broken between the house, and the 

river.

Large vessels, are employed to store water or to cook large amounts 

of food.on special (and. infrequent) occasions. These latter uses require 

less, frequent handling of and access to large vessels. The "vessels are 

■in useT but are not actively utilized on a day-to-day basis (cf. Suili-• 

van 1978:196-197). Hence, the likelihood of vessel breakage is related . . 

to vessel function which: in turn is linked to vessel size. - Large vessels ... 

have longer uselives than smaller, vessels which come into daily use 

. (Table 28);. Replacement rates, therefore, are higher for medium and 

small vessels than for large vessels. . Because.large vessels are replaced 

less frequently, ■ older potters will have;had greater opportunity to,make 

this,class of pot.. This, accounts for the association"between vessel size, 

and birth:cohort•ofv the' potter; older potters have made more large ves- . 

sels than expected. ' - -/ ; '



Table 28. Vessel Function and Size by 'Number' of. Years Since..Production 
for Households in Dangtalan r Dalupa > Puapo., ' and Lunong.

Vessel Size and Function-
Number 

. 0 - 2
of Years 
. 3 - 4

Since 
5 - 6

Production
6+

Large, water, storage jar 23% , 28% 16% 33% (n = 210) •

Large cooking vessel 18% 25% 11% 46% Cn =  106)

Medium cooking vessel . 55% 29% 10% 6% (n =-587)

Small cooking vessel 66% 19%. 16% . 0% (n.= 32)
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Kin group affiliation-was next introduced•as a dimension in 

a contingency table (see Table 29) . A number of modifications were 

made to achieve a table with sufficient frequencies in each cell. Be

cause the previous analysis had not disclosed a temporal effect on the

number of' bands on Kalinga potters, this dimension was dropped. Cate-

gories of year born were reduced to two.

Table 29 was analyzed in the. same;manner as the previous cases.

No acceptable model was generated which included only three-way inter

action , and accordingly, it was not possible to accept a model which
2tested the hypothesis of no four-way interaction (X = 13.23, 2 d . f ,

p = .001).

To determine how kin groups.might differentially affect the 

number of bands on Kalinga vessels, a method of partitioning using 

dummy variable coding'was attempted (see Duncan 1975 for a description 

of this method). By this procedure, a suitable model was derived. " ■

(X = 8.58, 7 d. f. , p > . 25) in which the number of bands on a vessel . 

was allowed to vary differentially across the categories of year born 

for each kin group and for vessels of different size‘(Figure 36). „

Kin group B is differentiated from groups A and C (which were • 

lumped by the model), and the. number of bands is affected by vessel size. 

But, as the figure illustrates, the effect of year born is not the same 

across kin groups. Younger potters of kin group B use 2-3 bands more 

frequently than older potters for large vessels, yet no difference is 

registered among potters of this kin group across cohorts for medium- . 

small vessels. Younger, potters of kin groups.A and C use 2-3 bands 

more frequently than older potters ph:: inedi\im-small‘ vesseis' and. then



Table 29. Kin Group by Year Potter was Born by Vessel Size by Number of Bands 
Dangtalan Sample All Years.

(0-1, 2-3 Bands),

Vessel Size: Large Medium-•Small
Kin Group Year Born . Number of Bands: 0—1 - 2-3 0-1 2-3

A Before 1931 4 5 17 10 36

1931 and after ■ . 5 21 44 . 69 139

V ; b : / ; Before 1931 4 10 35 42 80 ' ■
1931 and after 8 32 42 37 119

c Before 1931 7 38 15 5 65

1931 and after 9 11 21 . .45 86

37 117 174 197 5,5

No acceptable model; most inclusive model: X = 13.23/ 2 d.f., p = .001.

226
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use 2-3 bands less frequently on large vessels than do their older 

counterparts.

This pattern,' of. band use among kin groups is intriguing but 

perplexing. For the settlement as a whole, a systematic relationship 

exists between large and medium-small vessels with respect to the number 

of bands used., Although the general pattern, of this analysis is correct, 

i.e., large vessels are associated with greater numbers of bands than 

smaller vessels, the relationship of bands within kin groups on vessels 

of different size is erratic.

This may reflect sampling error, that is, fewer potters and their

products are represented within any cell of the table. Consequently, a

single potter may have a relatively greater, and possibly, biased effect

on the number of bands within the kin group, and cohort. This possibility

was further•investigated by analyzing the three-way table which results

when year born is eliminated. An. acceptable model was generated 
2(X = 3.91, 4 d.f., p = .42) in which vessel size affects number of bands 

in a systematic fashion. Kin groups do not affect - the number of bands 

when year born is dropped as a variable in the analysis. Under this 

model, the proportion of vessels with 2-3 bands is the same for each kin 

group controlling for vessel size.

Seven work groups are present in Dangtalan. Their effect was 

studied following the procedure described for the kin group analysis., 

except that work groups with sufficient personnel and pots were entered 

in place of kin groups (see Table 30). A suitable model was generated 

■ (x = 9.28.,:. 9" d. f . , . p ; = . 41) • which does not include four-way interaction. 

The effects of this model are illustrated (Figure 37), arid although each



Table 30. Work Group by Year Potter was Born by Vessel 
Dangtalan Sample All Years.

Size by Number of Bands (0-1, 2-3 Bands),

Vessel Size: Large Medium-Small
Work Group Year Born Number of Bands; 0-1 . . 2-3 - ' 0-1 2-3

. 1 Before 1931 4 ( 3.32) 4 ( 4.68) 5( 5.68) 4( 3.32) 17.

19 31 and after 6( 4.23) 11(12.77) 28(29.77) 39(37.23) 84

2 Before 1931 4 ( 3.95) 3( 3.15) 26(26.15) 9( 8.85) 42

1931 and after 4( 3.88) 36(36.12) . 11(11.12) 43(42.88) 94

3 Before 1931 7(10.22) 39(35.78) 22(18.78) 24(27.22) 92

1931 and after 2( 2.77) 2 (1.23) 5 ( 4 . 23) 0( .77) 9

4 Before 1931 . 2( 2.55) 3( 2.45) 12(11.45) 4( 4.55) 21

1931 and after 4( 3.65) 8( 8.35) 32(37.35) 31(30.65) 75

6 Before 1931 4( 2.24) 13(14.76) 2 ( 3.76) 12(10.24) 31

1931 and after 9( 9.27) 12(11.73) 102(101.72) 53(53.28) 176

46 • ■ ■ 131 .... ■ • 245 . 219 641

Accepted model: X = 9.28, 9 d .f., p = .41
(Expected values in parentheses) 229
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work group is associated.with a different set of cohort effects, these 

effects are constrained to he identical across vessel size (in contrast 

to the first kin group analysis). Overall there is a slight gain in the 

number of bands placed on vessels among younger potters which is consis

tent with the settlement wide cohort analysis. The spread of log odds 

on 2-3 bands differs between the two cohorts. Younger potters are more 

variable than older potters as indicated by the range of log odds for 

the two cohorts.

When the variable, year born, is dropped as in the kin group

analysis., a model which specifies both vessel- size a n d ,  work, group effects 
2is acceptable (X = 5.63, 4 d.f., p = .23, see Figure .38) . As expected., 

larger vessels are associated with greater numbers of bands than medium- 

: small vessels-, and this effect is systematic across all work groups. 

Furthermorethe five work groups are differentiated by this model 

(although work groups 1 and 3 have fairly similar log'odds on 2-3 bands).. 

Thus, it is possible to delineate work groups on both large and medium- 

small vessels using the number of bands on the vessels., .

The- effects, of kin and. work groups have been tested and the • 

models selected that specify an association between the number of bands 

on Kalinga vessels and these groups. In both analyses the effect.of ' 

year born on the number of bands used was expressed in different ways 

across different work and kin groups (see Figures 36 and .37).• Among ; 

certain groups , younger potters;employed 2»3 bands more .frequently 

" than older potters , and in other cases the :opposite relationship was 

found— this despite the fact that across the" settlement th;e:.use df 2-3 

bands increased among younger birth=cohorts,-
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.. Although there may not be priori grounds to expect- the effect 

year born across kin or work groups to conform•to the settlement pattern, 

it is reasonable to expect the effect of vessel size to be consistently 

expressed across these groups. Among work groups, this effect is con^ 

sistent with the size effect isolated across the settlement, A systema

tic size effect was not specified for the accepted kin group model.

When the dimension year b o m  was dropped from the analyses, kin.groups 

were undifferentiated with respect to the number of bands employed,. 

whereas work groups continued to be delineated, .

Each kin group: is composed of female members related by descent 

to a- woman four' to. six generations distant. Inclusion of all- of these 

individuals, many ,o.f whom share only distant consanguineal (and design 

learning) relationships, into a single kin category, may diffuse design • 

similarity.: The kin model which was isolated and the differential 

effects associated with it, can best be explained as an artifact of model 

construction, and are not substantively relevant.•

Our ability to isolate work groups across different categories 

of vessel size might suggest that these groups have a greater effect on 

this class of design than kin groups. •However, work groups were 

distinguished primarily on the basis of the differential contribution of 

pots by one of the two cohort categories within each work group.• This 

does not dilute the methodological usefulness of this analysis, but it 

• does highlight the possibility that work group affiliation, alone, may 

not constrain the number of bands on vessels independently of the effect 

..of vessel size and birth cohort.
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Throughout these analyses the variable year potter was born, has;: 

had a consistent and quite often regular (i.e., linear) effect on ceramic 

design. We.can begin to differentiate, among these cohorts based on the 

set of- design attributes presented here (Table 31). In every analysis 

but one, the younger birth cohorts have employed the predominant design 

attribute in greater proportion than older birth cohorts. Thus, within 

the settlement of Dangtalan it would appear that less design variability 

is associated with younger potters. in comparison with.their older 

counterparts.

This observation, however, must be tempered by the finding that 

‘ through time all birth cohorts use the first band oblique slash .in 

smaller proportions, despite the trend across cohorts for greater use 

of the slash. ■ I suggested earlier that this may represent the process 

of ’aging‘ by the potter. As a woman develops her pottery skills, she 

may experiment with more designs. I was unable to detect such a pattern 

in the other design classes, although the distribution of vessels among 

the temporal intervals makes it difficult to identify such shifts,.be

cause the models are affected by larger case values after 1970. In all 

instances, most of the entries were produced, after 1970. As "the sample 

of vessels, from younger potters is increased through time, this effect . 

may subsequently appear across all design categories.

Of the.four design classes associated with birth cohort differ

ences, it is possible to estimate temporal changes- using the expected 

values under the -accepted model within each table ;(•Table 32) . This 

results;, "as I discussed previouslyfrom cohort replacement; younger ,

' births cohorts have made more 'pottery after 1970 than blder; birth.
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Table 31. Expected Log Odds Values" on Four: Design Categories Across 

Dangtalan Birth Cohorts'.

Log Odds on 
Design Class <1921 1921-1930

. Year Born 

1931—1940 1941-1950 >1950

First Band, 1.39 , 1.20 2.12 2.48oblique Slash

Second Band,
,reflected 2',55 : 1.93 1.12 2.12 1.85
symmetry

Second band.
dashed line -1.05 .08 ■ .31 ..94 .96

Extent of bands,
: 2-3 bands 
medium-small 
vessels

.49 - .80 .73 1.36

Extent of bands,
2-3 bands, -.62 .. ... -.30 -.37 .25
large vessels
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Table 32. Expected Log Odds Values on Four Design Categories Through 

Time. • .

Year Made
Log Odds on 
Design Class . 31970 - >1970

First band, 1.61 • 1.97oblique slash

Second band 
reflected symmetry : 1..97 ' 1.97

Second band;, 
dashed line -.24 .27

Two-to-three bands, 
large vessels .75 .94

Two-to-three bands, 
niedium- smal 1 vessels ' _ -.27 ' ' -.13 .
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cohorts. Out of the five comparisons, four show the effects of trending, 

cohort differences. The form of symmetry on the second band does not 

.change through time, despite cohort differences. In this instance, both 

young and old birth cohorts exhibited higher log odds values than the 

middle birth cohort, • Thus, when expected values were aggregated across 

cohorts for each time period, no discernable difference was noted for . 

second-band symmetry . : '

The temporal changes illustrate the impact younger birth cohorts 

have on design variation across the settlement•of Dangtalan. In all • 

oases, the trend is towards increased use of the most common design cate

gory. Cohort differences, however, are moderated when expressed tem

porally . Thus, although the difference between'the youngest and oldest 

birth cohort may be substantial, the temporal effect averages those 

differences,.creating a continuity of design, change within the settle

ment..

Neither kin nor work group effects are well represented in this 

analysis. = Of the two, kin groups apparehtly have.a. greater impact on 

design variability than work groups as was shown in the analysis of first 

band design units." Although: both-kin groups and work groups, were 

delineated in the final analysis of number of bands, it appears unlikely 

at this time that they have any significant or easily isolated effect. . 

This should not be construed to suggest.that neither•factor has any, 

effect on Kalinga ceramic design. Analyses of both work and kin groups

were hampered by low cell counts when a class of ceramic, design was

cross-classified by three to five work or kin groups, in addition, to . \

-the inclusion of at least .one other.variable, '
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The results of the analysis of the kind of design (oblique slash 

or other) used on the first band do indicate systematic kin group dif

ferences . This finding is compatible with expectations that design units 

or- units of composition are more easily disembedded from the design 

system, to vary across a settlement. Kin groups, reflecting different 

broad^-based, learning frameworks f, represent one way for such design units 

to.be differentiated within a settlement. Because the second band is 

often omitted from a vesselcomparable design - units may not be so 

differentiated.•

However', the. presence or absence of the second band does seem to ■ 

be constrained by kin group affiliation. Because the number of bands' on 

a vessel is affected by vessel size, the presence or absence of the 

second band will probably be similarly linked. to the size of the. pot.

Large vessels were selected and. cross-classified .by second band presence, 

the year of vessel production, and the year the potter was born. An 

acceptable model was identified, but•it did not include either year made 

or birth cohort effects (X - 9.60,. 7 d.f ., p = .21).

When vessels from all years were aggregated and.cross-classified 

by the presence or absence of the second.band, vessel size, and kin 

group (Table 33), a suitable model.was specified including both vessel 

size and kin group effects•(X = 3.62, 2 d.f., p.= .16). Under this 

• model, kin groups A, B , and C are distinguished: from one another in their 

use of the second band (Figure 39) / across the two size categories of 

ceramic vessels. Furthermore, the effect of vessel size is expressed 

.similarly•across the kin groups, as indicated by the.parallel lines.

Thus, it is unlikely that this separation of kin groups represents a
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Table 33. Presence or Absence of Second Band by Vessel Size by Kin ■ -

Group, Dangtalan Sample:All Years.

Kin Group Vessel Size
Second 

:■ Absent
Band

Present

, A " Large
» . . ” ' 

' 8(10.05) 28(25.95) 36

Medium-Small 64(61.95) 81(83.05) 145

b ; v Large : 18(19.82) ‘ 47(45.18) ; 65

Medium-Small , ' 65 (63.18) 73(74.82) ■; 138

: c . Large 16(12.13) 48(51.87) ■ 64

Medium-Small 27 (19.87) 59 (44.13} 86

198 336 , : ' 534 -

■ 2Accepted model: X = 3.62, 2 d.f., p = .16
(Expected values in parentheses)
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fortuitous sampling event. As one fond, of design.composition, the de

cision to include a second band is probably affected by the model of 

pottery-making available to most young women— their mother, and hence, 

their kin group.

There are good reasons why neither kin group nor work group may 

affect the. distribution of bands, on Kalinga pottery. The number of 

bands.placed on a vessel, (in contrast to the presence or absence, of the 

second band, or the kind of first band design unit) represents a major 

structural component of design (cf. Friedrich 1970; Washburn 1977) that 

serves to constrain;subsequent design behavior. Both Friedrich (1970: 

338) and Washburn (1977:7). have suggested that most members of a communi

ty: .will be exposed to the full range of structural design variability, . 

and thiis./ihfQrmati;oh:--will/.-'circula‘te.- .freely, at:..any one time and place ; 

within the community.. As a ■result ,: structural designs', may be expected 

to vary randomly across social groups, within a :community , 'a s .they 

appear.to do with respect to Kalinga kin groups. Constraints imposed by 

vessel size and the;’general, conditions surrounding each birth cohort1s 

acquisition of design information, at different points- in time provide 

the systematic effects observed in this study (with the possibility 

that work groups.may conditionally affect band use).

Given the level of resolution available in this study,- it was 

not possible to isolate individual- changes in design. Yet, intra

cohort change was observed for the kind of. design unit placed on the 

first band. Since the same individuals are represented in the same 

cohort at any two points in time for these analyses, the observed 

/changes - may: be - the" f mctioii. of shifts in individual, behavior. = Such. .



longitudinal, design changes.have been documented by ethnographers 

(see Bunzel 192.9; Holm 1974) , and Stanislawski (1974, 1978) has argued ■ 

that longitudinal'design changes should-accompany the loss of motor 

dexterity associated with old age.

■ The Kalinga pottery design data, however, suggest that other

’aging1 effects may be more -important as a source of intra-cohort

change. In particular, I argue that as inexperienced potters gain . 

confidence in their .ability to make designs, and: perhaps also,, as a 

result of excess, pottery production, the design repertoire of a potter 

may increase leading' to experimentation and greater design variability. 

Equally important, these changes are not distributed uniformly over all

design classes/ but seem.to be channeled into designs that" are most

.easily'^ :

Inter-Settlement and Inter-Regional •
Design Analyses

Because every household in Dalupa, Lunong, and Puapo, as well, as 

Dangtalan was inventoried, inter-settlement and inter-regional.design . 

analyses were performed. This type of design- analysis is important for 

it is usually at the scale of the Settlement or community that archae^ 

ological analyses of ceramic design proceed. 'Unfortunately, of the . 

approximately one thousand.vessels recorded from these settlements, 

nearly 85 per cent were made by potters of the Dangtalan region, the 

area of most -intense study. - The impact of this unequal apportionment 

of vessels is occasionally visible in. the analyses that follow,•i .e., 

the"factors^influencing-design-variation in Dangtalan swamp.the Dalupa,. 

P u a p o a n d  Lunong sample.. T h u s t h e  dif ferences that we observe in
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these analyses are unusually robust, in the sense that they were

identified despite sample size differences.

Multiway contingency tables were again constructed for .several

classes of ceramic design, and the following variables introduced:

(1) region or settlement of potter residence, (2) year of vessel produc-

tion, and (3) size of vessel. . Potters living in the settlements of

Dangtalan., Puapo, and Lunong were included within the Dangtalan region;

Dalupa potters represent the Dalupa-Ableg region. . Year of vessel

production was separated:into the; two intervals (before 1971, 1971.and .

thereafter) employed in the proceeding analyses.' Both large and medium-

to-small vessels were identified. The same procedure for selecting an

adequate model to represent the observed, data was followed for this

study as was: previously described.

The kind of design unit used in the first band was initially

cross-classified by settlement and year made (Table 34). The design.

unit was dichotomized into the•oblique slash and'all others. The
' •• • ' 2 ■ ■ ■' ■ : - accepted model (X = 2.23, 4 d.f. , p == .69) constrains- year made, but

not the settlement within the Dangtalan region, to affect the design

unit. Thus > this analysis corresponds with the intra-settlement analysis

which indicated, a change through time in. the use o f .the oblique slash

(Figure.31). And' when the expected log odds on the slash are graphed.

(Figure 40), a remarkably similar trend.is apparent; Dangtalan region

potters.chiefly use the oblique slash, and do so increasingly through -

time; ■■ The slightly, elevated rate of change of Figure 40 in comparison

to Figure V3î  may reflect - the ••contribution;, of; Puapo - and Lunong potters. •



Table 34. Settlement by Year Vessel was Made by Kind of Design (Oblique Slash, Other) on First Band, 
Dangtalan Region. " ' •. \

Settlement
Design . 
• Unit:

: ' <1970 
Oblique Slash

Year

Other
Made >1970 
Oblique Slash Other

. Dangtalan 91(98.96) 22(24.04) 366(367.75) 62(60.25) :■ 54i

: Puapo ' 3( 3.94) 2( 1.06) 52 ( 49.84) 6(8.16) 63

Lunong : / 17(18.11) 6(4.89) 52 ( 52.41) 9( 8.59) 84

111 30 470 ’ .; . 77 . 688

/Accepted model: = 2.23, 4 d.f., p = .69
(Ejected values in parentheses)
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^It is ppssitle, however,, to differentiate/potters of .the differ- :; 

ent' settlements within .the - Dangtalan. region. :if the categorization of 

. design unit is altered to (1) oblique slash and .(2) horizontal dash 

• (Table 35, X =1.71, 4 d^f^, p = .42). With this .modification, not 

; only^ is there a :change over time in the use of the oblique slash, but.

_ the.settlements employ the slash in different, proportions (Figure 41).

" However, the- rate of change: is constrained to be .identical across, the . 

.settlements,■suggesting a similar process is■operating on,potters of the; 

bangtalan region,. Note also that Dangtalan potters lie approximately 

midway between Puapo and Lunong potters•with respect to the use of the 

. oblique slash...

; The sample of. vessels from the Dangtalan settlements.was aggre- 

.gated and compared with■Dalupa-Ableg vessels using the distinction v 
; ;between- the.oblique slash and the horizontal dash,(Table 36a). It was; 

not possible, to specify a non-complex model to account, for: design • 

variation between the. regions (X = . 8.61, 1 d .f , p =• . 003) . The, reasons 

.. for-, this become, clear ..when the three-way table is subdivided, first into ,• 

a two-way table subsuming, the variable / year made (Table 36b). Dangtalan

potters, as expected , use the oblique, slash; Dalupa-Ableg potters employ ■,■

' the horizontal dash to a large, extent.

Treating each, region separately and re-entering the distinction. .

.. of year made. (Table 36c) •/ demonstrates that' potters- within each . region 

; -diverge^ in the use"of"; design imits; on first: bands .;(see •

. Figure 42) . As Dangtalan potters emphasize the. use of the . slash, Dalupa % .';v;

. Is pbttefs-\shifts towards flh^ of-the dash,. And the:. obs erved Vlo g :' ;

.:.odds suggest; .they are changing in opposite directions at approximately



Table 35* Settlement by Year Vessel was Made by Kind of Design (Oblique Slash, Horizontal Dash) on
First Band, Dangtalan Region.

Year Made
<1970 >1970

Settlement Design Unit: Oblique Slash Horizontal
desh Oblique Slash Horizontal

dash

Dangtalan 91(89.91) 12(13.09) 366(367.09) 25(23.91) 494

Puapo 3( 4.09) 2 ( .91) 52( 50.91) 4 ( 5.09) 61

Lunong 17(17.00) 0 ( .00) 52( 52.00) 0( .00) , 69

111 14 470 29 624

2Accepted model: X = 1.71, 2 d.f., p = .42
(Expected values in parentheses)
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Table 36. Region by Year. Vessel was Made by Kind of Design.- (Oblique

Slash, Horizontal Dash)'..on. First Band.

a.
<1970

.Year Made
>1970

.Region Design 
Element:

Oblique ' Horizontal Oblique Horizontal 
Slash ' Dash . Slash Dash -

Dangtalan 111 . . ̂ . 14 . , 470 29 - .' 624 /

." Dalupa-Ableg ' 15' 19 
■ 126 ' 33

27 ' ' 83 ; 
. '' 497 : . 112'

144
768

' 2No accepted model:. X =. 8.61, 1 d»£., p == :003 ' .

, (All Years)

Region Design
Unit

Oblique. 
: Slash

Horizontal 
• • - Dash

Dangtalan 581 43 624

Dalupa-Ableg ■42 , 
623

'102 
145 ;

144
- 768

2Pearson X = 257.30, 1. d.f., p < .001

c. Dangtalan Design Unit Dalupa-Ableg Design Unit

Year Made - Oblique " 
Slash

Horizontal 
.Dash .

Oblique Horizontal 
/..Slash. ... Dash.

< 1970 111 14 125 15 19 34

■>. > 1970 470 29 499 ' 27 83 n o
.581 43 624 42 . 102 ' 144 . :

Pearson/2 ' " *
X = 4.52, Id.f. , p < .05:

Pearson
2 . . .- ' X = 5.10, Id.f., p> < .025
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the same;rate. The underlying mechanism- for the change among Dangtalan . 

potters is.y of course, the birth cohort differences • (Figure 43B) , 

expressed, over time through unequal numbers of pots associated with- 

each cohort (Figure 43A).

Among Dalupa potters this mechanism does not appear to operate. 

Recall that no difference could be isolated between Dalupa potters of • 

different generations with respect to. the first band design unit 

(Table 21). Within the third generation potters, however, a temporal 

effect was present. Thus, the change that has occurred leading, to 

increased use of the dash is limited to the boundaries of a single 

generation of potters. Prior to 1971, several women from Dangtalan, 

including potters #47, 63, 64, 81, and 87, moved to Dalupa. Although 

at first they continued to employ the slash, through time, and espe^ 

dally after 1970, they began using the horizontal dash - that was the 

traditional design unit, of older Dalupa women.

Second:.band symmetry was analyzed, first by individual settle

ments , and then by region. No difference was detected in the proportion

of reflected symmetry design units among vessels from the four settle- -
' 2 ■ ■.■■■'- ■:'ments, nor was there any change through time (X = 11.08,. 7 d.f., p = .

.11).. However, when settlements were collapsed into, regions (Table 37), 

differences appeared in the use of reflected symmetry (X = 1.40, 2 d.fl,' 

p = .50), although time was still insignificant. It is possible to . :

separate Dalupa-Ableg and Dangtalan regional potters on the relative, 

propoitioii of vessels with reflection symmetry (Figure 44)." Dangtalan . 

potters/- use if half again as often as•.Dalupa-Ableg potters.. -
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Table 37. Region by Year Vessel was Made by Symmetry (Reflection, Longitudinal Reflection) of Second
Band.

Year Made
C197Q >1970

Region Symmetry: Reflection Reflection ,

Dangtalan 83(72.52) 11(14.48) 318(321.48) 62(58.52) 474

Dalupa-Ableg 15(14.51) 5 ( 5.49) 22 (22.49) 9( 8.51) 51

98 16 . 340 71 525

Accepted model: x l =  1.40, 2 d.f., p = .50.
(Expected values in parentheses)
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Finding no change through time within regions is congruent with 

the Dangtalan intra-settlement analysis of. this design class. Reflected. 

symmetry varied considerably among.Dangtalan birth cohorts and showed 

no tendency to increase or decrease across cohort categories, Under the 

accepted model, log odds on reflection symmetry based on aggregated 

expected values from both regions do show a change between time: inter

vals ■ (Figure 44). The change is slight and may be insignificant.

Dangtalan and Dalupa-Ableg regions are clearly separated when 

the kind of second band design unit is cross-classified by year and ■ 

region (Table 38a). Dangtalan potters employ the dashed line more often, 

whereas the.Dalupa-Ableg potters prefer the solid line (Figure 45). 

Although no temporal effects were discerned'in the Dangtalan region, 

some of the settlements appear to show a shift through.time in design 

unit use..

It was•not possible to specify a "non-complex.model involving 

settlement by year vessel was made by second band design unit. Further

more , because of small sample size, Puapo and Lunong were, combined.

By separating the three-way table into two two-way tables (Table 38b), 

Dangtalan and. the joint sample from Puapo-Lunong 'are -delineated within 

each time period.

Dangtalan settlement potters do not change significantly in. 

their use of dashed lines between the. two line intervals, but Puapo 

and Lunong potters do (Table.38c). This may be due to the small sample, 

of pots collected from the two smaller settlements with second bands 

.present. .;Alternatively, the shift through time may reflect an •



Table 38 v Region or Settlement by Year Vessel was Made by Kind of Design. Unit (Dashed or Solid Line)
on Second Band. .

• V a - . : / ' . : -
■ . <1970

Year Made
>1970

Region i Dashed LineUnit: Solid Line Dashed Line Solid Line

■ Dangtalan 60(63.71) 53(49.29) 214(210.29) 159(162.71) 486
Dalupa-Ableg 2 ( 3.10) 18(16.80) 6 ( 4.80) , 24( 25.20) 50

n . 220 183 536
- • . • • 2. • • • Accepted model: X =1.58, 2 d.f., p = .

(Expected values in parentheses)
.45 ...

Vessels Made: <1970 >1970

Settlement Dashed Line Solid. Line Dashed Line Solid Line

Dangtalan 55(50.44) 40(44.52) 95 178(186.88) 139(130.12) 317
Puapo-Lunong 13( 8.44) 18 36( 27.12) .10 ( 18.88) 46

53 : 11,3 214 149 363

Pearson Pearson
2' X = 5.51, 1 d.f., p < .05

2

X = 8.12, 1 d.f., p < .01 256



Table 38. Continued»

Year Made

Dangtalan 
■ Design Unit 

Dashed Line Solid Line

• Puapo-Lunong 
Design Unit 

Dashed Line Solid Line

' <1970 ;; 55(53.73) 40(41.27) 95; 5(11.53) 13( 6.47) 18 -

>1970 178(179.23) 139(137.73) 317 36(29.47) 10(16.53) : 46 .

233 ,■■■: ,7, : 412 41 23 .  7 /

Pearson
■ 2
X = .10, 1 d.f., p > .50

Pearson
2X = 14.24, 1 d.f., p < .01

(Expected values in parentheses)
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increasdng tendency o f "PUapo-Lunpng potters to share more design charac-. . 

teristics with Dangtalan potters. .

The“ number of: bands, oh vessels, was examined to determine,- what, 

if any, effect region, settlement,, time: period,, or vessel size had on 

this design class. There are at least two ways to view the design class 

of number of bands: (1) as the extent of band coverage, and (2) as the-

departure from the community or regional standard.

Number of bands was first dichotomized into, one or two bands 

(the .most common design expression) and zero or three bands. This 

design class was cross-classified by settlement (combining the Puapo- 

Lunong output), vessel size, and year made (Table 39). A model was 

identified that, included vessel, size and settlement effects but no 

temporal effect (Figure 46).. ‘ Larger vessels are more likely ̂ to receive 

the, 1 traditionalf design treatment than medium or small yessles., This 

effect is expressed similarly across all settlements. ;

Although the three, settlement classes are delineated by this 

•analysis, Puapo-Lunong and Dangtalan are■virtually indistinguishable, 

and form a marked contrast to balupa potters. When'analyzed by region, • 

a similar pattern results (Figure 47). This suggests that, despite the 

effect of vessel size, .Dangtalan region potters depart, more often from . 

the commonly encountered one or two band model•of design production. The - 

source of this variability is unclear. More potters reside in the 

Dangtalan region, and collectively they produce more vessels than 

Dalupa-Ableg potters'. Larger. potter populations. then, • may enhance 

design variation. .



Table 39, Settlement by Vessel Size by Year Vessel was Made by Number of Bands Expressed as Tradi
tional (1 or 2 Bands) or Uncommon (0 or 3 Bands) Usage.

Settlement : Vessel
Size

: / ' ■ ̂
Number n Q U—jof Bands:

Year
1970

1-2

Made
>1970

0-3 1-2

Dangtalan Medium-Small 4(5.38) 31(29.62) 67(66.65) 367(367.35) 469

Large 8(5.99) 64(66.01) 8( 8.98) 100( 99.02) 180

Dalupa Medium-Small 0( .78) 11(10.22) 5( 5.53) 73( 72.47) 89

Large K  .99) 26(26.01) . 3( 1.69) 43 ( 44.31) 73

Puapo-Lunong Medium-Small 0( .13) 1( .87) 17(14.53) 94( 96.43) 112

Large 1(1.96) 27(26.04) K  2.38) 33( 31.62) 62

V 14 160 101 n o 985

Accepted model: X = 6.22, 8 d.f., p = .62
(Expected values in parentheses).
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The number of bands most, commonly employed was subdivided into 

categories of one band and two bands., and cross-classified by region,

vessel size., and year (Table 40) . A marginally acceptable model was
• 2 ■'generated (X = 12.3.5, 7 d.f. , p = .09), that includes regional and 

vessel size effects, but no change through time. Under this model, 

although vessel size effects increase somewhat, regional differences 

are even more pronounced than in the previous example (Figure 48).

Potters in the Dalupa-Ableg area rarely employ two bands on pots, not . 

even to compensate for size; Dangtalan potters show a marked, preference 

for two bands. That both regions share common conceptions about the 

effect of vessel size is, illustrated by the parallel lines (Figure .

These two analyses demonstrate how potters in the Dangtalan.. 

and Dalupa-Ableg regions express variation.from the norm of design, • 

as represented by number qf bands,,, and how within the most commonly > 

occurring class of; band.number, potters from the.two regions are even 

more sharply differentiated. Dalupa potters overwhelmingly.prefer to 

employ one band on vessels, although larger vessels continue to receive 

more bands than smaller pots. Dangtalan potters are characterized by 

greater reliance on two bands, and furthermore, are more likely to 

vary to a greater extent from the standard of using one or. two bands.

To measure the extent of band coverage on vessels, number of 

bands was separated into two categories of .CHI bands and 2—3 bands, 

and cross-classified by settlement or region, vessel size,.and year • .

made. . It was. not possible to identify a non-complex model when settle- • 

ments were analyzed. Thus , • only-, regional differentiation was studied



Table 40. Region by Vessel Size by Year Vessel was Made by Most Common Number of Bands (One Band,
Two Bands) . ,

Region
Vessel
Size

Number 
of Bands:

<197C
1

Year 
i :

■ 2

Made
>1970

1 2

Dangtalan Medium-Small 13(17.85) 19(18.89) 228(221.68) 233(234.58) 493

Large 27(26.54) 64(62.91) 38( 39.93) 95 ( 94.63) 224

Dalupa-Ableg Medium-Small 5 ( 5.03) 6 ( 1.23) 61( 62.43) ,12( 15.31) 84

Large 17(17.99) 9 ( 9.77) 29( 26.75) 14( 14.69) 69

62 98 356 354 870

Accepted model: X2 = 12.35, 7 d.f., p == .09
(Expected values in parentheses)
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(table 41) . As before, vessel size, but not the year the vessel was

produced, had an effect on the area of band coverage. Dangtalan and
■ ' ■ ■  ■ 2  ' . VDalupa-Ableg were also delineated by number of bands (X = 9.43, 5 d.f., 

p = .09). Although this analysis reveals a slightly greater vessel size 

effect than the two previous cases, there is no overlap between Dangta

lan. and Dalupa-Ableg potters in the relative proportion of vessels with 

two or three bands (Figure 49).

But again the fit of this model is marginal, and ' suggests that 

perhaps some, form of interaction is present in the data.. If the medium

and small vessels from Dalupa are analyzed separately/ there does appear
' 2 - . . 'to be a year effect (X ■ = 9.20, 1 d.f., p < .05). No such association

exists for large Dalupa pots or for medium : to small vessels made in .

Dangtalan. v

Given the. small sample of balupa vessels made before 1971, it •

is difficult to confirm the change through time. If, indeed, a change ,

in the extent of band; use has occurred, the shift has been towards ' 

more medium and small vessels with; only one band or no bands. This, 

may also reflect the movement of the Dangtalan potters to Dalupa, and 

subsequent design change as was found for the kind of first band design 

unit. •

The next step in the analysis of inter-regional design was to 

determine if the first and second bands are deployed in different 

proportions among Dangtalan and Dalupa-Ableg potters. Small sample size 

precluded examination of inter-settlemeht differences or temporal 

changes. The presence or -absence of both the first and:second bands 

was cross-dfassifled by region and vessel size (Table 42). . ■ As expected>



Table 41. Region by Vessel Size by Year Vessel was Made by Extent of Design (0-1, 2-3 Bands)»

Region Vessel
Size

Number 
of Bands:

Year Made
<1970

... 0—1 ■ 2— 3- •
>1970

0-1

Dangtalan Medium-Small 17(19.81) 19(16.19) 305(299.94) 240(245.06) 581

Large 32(31.92) 68(68.08) 43( 45.33) 99 ( 96.67) 242

Dalupa-Ableg Medium-Small 5( 9.05) 6 ( 1.95) 66 ( 64.19) 12( 13.81) 89

Large 18(17.29) •9( 9.71) 31 ( 29.46) 15 ( 16.54) 73

72 102 445 366 985

Accepted model: 2X = 9.43, 5 d.f., p = .09
(Expected values in parentheses)
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Table 42. Presence or Absence of First and Second Bands by Region by Vessel Size, Vessels Made After 
1970/ . . /

First. Band
Absent Present

Region Vessel Second 
Size Band: Absent Present Absent Present

Dangtalan Medium-Small 76(76.45) 53(52.55) 183(184.01) 233(231.99) 545

Large 5( 4.55) 7( 7.45) 34( 32.99) 98( 99.01) 144

Dalupa-Ableg Medium-Small 5( 4.12) K  1.88) 60( 59.41) .12 ( 12.59) 78

Large 2( 2.88) 4 ( 3.12) 26( 26.59) 14( 13.41) 46

88 65 303 357 813

Accepted model: = 1.40, 3 d.f., p = .71
(Expected values in parentheses)
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the presence or absence- of the first-band affected decisions about the 

use of the second band for vessels of different size,and made by ' 

potters of different regions (Figure 50). Dangtalan and. Dalupa-Ableg 

potters are differentiated in their use of first and second bands. "

Except for a small area of overlap between medium and small 

vessels from Dangtalan. and large vessels from Dalupa-Ableg,.the use of 

first and second bands, is clearly quite disparate between the two 

regions. The presence of the first band elevates the likelihood of the 

use of the second band on pots.of all size categories among Dangtalan . 

potters (Figure 50). The converse is•true, for Dalupa-Ableg.potters.

If the first band is present, all pots, are less likely to have a second, 

band than if the first band is absent, .

' Thus, not only are the regions dif ferentiated- by the extent of 

bands used on pottery, but also by the particular configuration, of bands 

present.• By and large, only the first band characterized by translation 

symmetry is likely to be found on. Dalupa-Ableg pottery. ; In contrast,. 

Dangtalan pottery displays- a more complex design structure, often com

posed of two bands of different types of symmetry.; The relationship ■ 

between band presence or absence and vessel size.is similar in each 

region., although, divergent in 'direction.

. If we focus on the ‘ likelihood: of the presence of a. second band, 

given the presence of the first band, both regions are-widely separated 

(Figure"51). : Increasing vessel size increases the proportion of vessels 

with' both bands - across regions. .. But the distribution o'f the log odds 

values for each region Indicate that second bands:are normally a part of .
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the Dangtalan•potters 1 corpus • of designsr and are usually absent from' 

Dalupa-Ableg pottery. -

The final inter-regional analysis involves both first band 

; (horizontal, dashr oblique slash) and second band (dashed line, solid 

line) design units for vessels from Dangtalan and Dalupa-Ableg made 

during the two time periods (Table 43)v An acceptable- model was ; 

specified in which year, region, and first band design unit are 

associated with second band design unit. ..Assuming> for the moment,

. that; the kind of design unit used for the second band i s .dependent on 

the other variables, the log odds on solid design units were plotted 

(Figure 52). The temporal effect is identical across the regions and 

the kind-of design used in the first band. The solid" line is used 

decreasingly through time•compared to the dashed line. .

Earlier, I was unable to specify a temporal effect on the kind 

of second band design unit across regions - (Table 38a, Figure 45) .. although 

Puapo-Lunong potters did appear to use the dashed line more often 

through' time (Table 38c). The finding of a temporal effect in this 

analysis suggests that the.designs on the two bands are not independent 

of one another, especially when region and time are entered.into the 

: table.. Because - the second band is incised, after the first,, the. kind 

of band design unit used is probably- predicated on the kind of unit 

that was incised in the first band. Horizontal dashes lead to greater.

- numbers of solid lines on second bands regardless of region- or time 

'period. But the emphasis is changing.■ First, more vessels with both -

- bands are: produced in -the Dangtalan region, and potters there are using 

oblique slashes on the first band., which, in .turn / cohditiohs:' increased



V- Table 43.. First Band Design Unit (Oblique Slash, Horizontal Dash) by Second Band Design Unit (Dashed 
Line, Solid Line) by Region by Year Vessel was Made.

Horizontal.
Dash

: Year Made
<1979 . . >1970 

F I R S T  B A  N D: - 
Oblique Horizontal 
Slash Dash 
S E C O N D  B A N  D:

Oblique
Slash

Region Dashed Solid Dashed Solid Dashed Solid Dashed Solid

Dangtalan 0(.93) 5(4.07) 35(33.66) 37(38.34) 5(4.62) 10(10 i 38) 177(177.79) 104(103.21) 373

Dalupa-Ableg 0(.18) 5(4.82) K  1.24) 9(8.76) 2(1.28) 17(17.72) 1( 1.31) 5 ( 4.69) 40

0 10 : y 36 46 7 27 178 109 413

Accepted model; X = 3.09 , 4 d. f. , p = .54 
(Expected values in parentheses)
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Figure 52. Expected Log Odds on Solid Line Under Accepted Model; First 
Band Design by Region by Year Vessel was Made.
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use of dashed lines on the second band. Furthermore, potters increas

ingly use the. dashed.line-on.the second band through time.

The inter-settlement and inter-regional analyses document a wide , 

range of design-differences separating potters' residing in the regions 

of Dangtalan and Dalnpa-Ableg;.and considerably less,variation among the 

. settlements within the- Dangtalan.,region:.. As with the intra-settlement 

data, we can begin to describe differences between the regional ceramic 

design systems (Table 44). Eight out of the fifteen comparisons show 

differences in the sign (positive/ negative) of the log odds values, 

indicating marked differences in the proportion of entries in each de

sign category. The range of log odds differences varied from .41 to 

3.49 between regions, and averaged about 1.42. The'average maximum 

log odds difference between birth cohorts- within the settlement of 

Dangtalan was 1.25, and the average difference within the settlement 

over the two time periods was only .24.

Thus, the synchronic inter-regional differences in design are . 

certainly much greater than the.differences due to the intra-settle

ment temporal change, but only marginally greater than the maximum ' 

birth., cohort, differences v The significance of the differences between 

cohorts, however, is moderated by the continuity that usually links 

sequent- birth cohorts. ' When the log odds'difference•between contiguous 

„ categories of birth cohorts is calculated across all design classes, 

the average difference drops to .48..

Furthermore, inspection • of Tables 31 and 44 shows that for those 

design classes common to both the inter-regional and•intra-settlement

analyses, none of the range of log odds values .expressed by birth cohorts ,.-
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Table 44. Expected Log Odds Values for"Eight Design Categories Across 

Dangtalan and. Dalupa-Ableg Regions.

Log Odds on
Region

Dangtalan Dalupa-Ableg
xFirst .band, oblique slash 

(observed.values) ' 2.60 - .89
Second band, reflection 
symmetry 1.61

: . -  :
Second band,' dashed line . .25 -1.71
Number.of bands,

1-2 bands, medium-small 
vessels 1.71 2.57
1-2 bands, large vessels . 2.45 3.27

Most common band number 
2 bands, medium- smal1 
vessels .06 V. -1-43 '

, 2. bands, large vessels .86- . - .60
Design extent.

2-3 bands, medium-small ' - .20 -1.51. -
2-3 bands,, large ' . .76 - .58

Second band present,
.. if first absent, medium- 
small vessels - .37 - .78 .
.if first absent, large 
vessels ' .49 .08

Second band present,
if first presentmedium- 
small vessels .23 -1.56

• if first band present, 
large vessels 1.10 - .69

1Second band dashed line ,
if first band horizontal dash 1.13 2,95
if first band oblique 

■ slash i ■ /' ■ - .22 "1.58 ...

log Todds -values^ ayeraged" for time periods.



overlaps with the corresponding log odds values for .Dalupa. Design 

variation occurs within the Dangtalan settlement, but very little of . 

it extends to. the range of variation of Dalupa-Ableg potters, 

especially if, as I determined in the analysis of the.number of bands 

oh pots, Dalupa-Ableg potters display less design variation than their.. 

Dangtalan. counterparts• .

The notion that ceramic design varies in any simple manner must 

be abandoned. These analyses document the effects- of birth cohort, . 

kin group, possibly work group, vessel size, settlement or region Of 

birth and residence, and the year a vessel was made. Although the. 

situation is more complex than many archaeologists may have anticiapted, 

the impact of most of these factors has been expressed, systematically.

Within the settlement of Dangtalan, birth cohorts were consis

tently associated with different aspects of the ceramic design system. 

Because cohort differences were often displayed as regular or linear 

increases or decreases in design frequencies, and since the contribution 

of vessels from older and younger cohorts varied through time, I was 

able to model design changes'that reflect cohort replacement. Thus, a 

static pattern of design variability is transformed into a. dynamic trend 

visible, across the settlement.

- Kin groups, were associated"with differences in two design classes, 

in contrast to work groups- which could not be reliably linked to the 

• design . system. The kinds of design affected by kin group affiliation . 

are easily disembedded from the design system and readily, substituted. ;

Rarely, were intra-cohort or intra-kin group changes noted.. It ’ 

would appear , ■:;than.,-i''thdt--;-:the- spatial and - temporal context of the learning :
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framework in which a. potter acquires her;skill, and craft, is. the primary 

source of design .variability. In' addition, except for one or two 

instances> the repertoire of designs' first acquired by a potter is re

tained throughout her'lifetime. The few changes that, do occur in the 

set of designs.employed, indicafe that new designs are added to the 

repertoire, increasing design variability with age.

The- inter-settlement and inter-regional design analyses establish 

several facts.. First, potters residing in the settlements within,the 

Dangtalan region are much more similar to one another in the frequencies 

of designs used, than to the Dalupa-Ableg potters. Second, the design 

differences between potters of different regions are not just.a matter 

of scale, i.e., distance. Regional design systems form'marked contrast 

sets at every level.of analysis.. However, in only.one, or possibly two 

instances does it appear that the regions are. diverging through time in 

the forms of design. And finally, these- analyses showed that the Dalupa- 

Ableg potters exhibited less variability in design than their Dangtalan 

counterparts, attributable, perhaps, to a smaller and younger potter 

population in Dalupa compared to Dangtalan.

: Throughout this chapter I have been concerned with the immediate 

factors that determine.Kalinga ceramic design-variability within a 

settlement" and. between settlements and. regions.. A/ number of. models were 

tested, and the effects of certain variables estimated. Yet, notwith- : 

standing, the significance of the -analyses performed here, our attention 

must .return to archaeological theory.' " Forithe--meaning -df Kalinga ceramic 

design cannot- be.grasped without recourse to theoretical concepts and 

assumptions. In the ; f ollowing and concluding' chapter / / then > the



theoretical issues which prompted-this- stiidy in the first place are 

examined, and the implications of Kalinga ceramic design ethnoarchae- 

ology for archaeological theory, described.. .



CHAPTER SIX

CERAMIC DESIGN. THEORY'

The concept which has- , held, this,-research together is / of course / 

the notion, of ceramic.designi The.presentation has moved from method- 

ological to procedural to philosophical issues and back again, to call 

attention to their impact on our understanding of ceramic design as a • - 

concept and as a class of material phenomena. Ultimately, however, if 

we cannot agree on a common theoretical framework for explaining design, 

then advances in the study of ceramic design such as were presented in 

the previous chapters are unlikely, to have much impact. At the same 

time, I believe, the reanalyses of Cronin's and Longacre1s data, as well 

as the Kalinga ethnq archaeological- research have sever ail important, 

theoretical implications,

In. this chapter, then, I explore the theory of ceramic design., 

•focusing first , on the concept of .interaction as a general mechanism 

affecting design similarity. bespite'widespread dependence on this 

concept as the meehahism promoting the trahsfer of; ceramic design 

throughtime • and space, we find considerable ambiguity and fuzziness 

associated with its interpretation. I endeavor to correct this situa

tion.

. But crucial theoretical-.differences' remain that affect our 

ddmprehension of design,;regardless of the amount of fine'tuning
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performed on the interaction concept. At a fundamental- level, archae

ologists differ in the meaning they assign to ceramic design through 

theory.

Two theoretical stances may be identifiedf the symbolic and 

' neutral theories- of style,.that seem to attribute" opposing and contradic

tory significance to the same set of material phenomena.... Yet, these 

theoretical frameworks may be encompassed and reconciled without reducing

• their utility.

Throughout.this chapter I return to the ethnoarchaeological find-

• ings to illustrate'points, as well as to place these results in wider 

context. I also explore the material effects of the processes which . • 

constrain Kalinga design variability, and suggest how archaeologists 

might usefully employ these discoveries to increase their knowledge 

about the past.

Consequently, the dynamic interplay between theory and fact, 

between expectations and reality, and between archaeological and ethno- 

archaeological context is stressed in this concluding chapter. This 

approach does not necessarily lead to certainty, but it will, I am con- 

•vinced, lead to a. more vigorous archaeological theory, and an increased 

appreciation for the factors that determine archaeological variability.

The Interaction Concept

As I described in Chapter Two, the proposition that"ceramic 

design variability was a function of the interaction intensity or .proxi- 

mity between two individuals or groups of individuals, had been.tacitly 

: employed by archaeologists working in the American Southwest since 1900. ;-.v:
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Longacre drew upon this principle to interpret patterned ceramic design 

variation at. the Carter Ranch Site, Thus, despite Binford's claim 

(1965) to the contrary, a similar theoretical orientation supported both 

the so-called 'New Archaeology' and 'Old Archaeology1 (cf. Meltzer 1979)„

Longacre's work, nonetheless, poses a significant theoretical 

q u e s t i o n I s  the interaction intensity proposition adequate to account 

for ceramic design variation at all scales? The answer to this question 

depends, in. part on exactly how the proposition is phrased. Many of 

the analyses S. Plog has performed (1976a, 1977) are predicted on the 

assumption that the underlying traditional model of interaction is 

continuous, i.e., that individuals share design repertoires in direct 

proportion to the number and extent of connections or interactions 

between individuals through time and space. A continuum of interactions 

leads to a spatial and temporal gradient of design differences. Not 

surprisingly, Plog finds little support.for. this model, and hence, re

jects the interaction proposition, substituting an alternative theoreti

cal framework— the symbolic theory of design— in its place (1977) .

I argue, however, that despite what some archaeologists may have 

said or written , no one actually believed o r .expected -design or inter

action to vary in a continuous, uninterrupted manner. The., ability of . 

archaeologists working in the American Southwest to isolate prehistoric 

cultures, using designs on pottery as one indication o f .cultural 

affiliation, is a manifestation of a discontinuous/model of design 

variability and interaction.. Longacre, although he assumed that inter

action varied continuously as a function of geneaological distance, 

maintained that discrete .stylistic boundaries, however- subtle/ should :
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differentiate lineages of prehistoric puebloan potters. Thus, a 

continuous- model of interaction or ceramic, design has never been 

adopted by archaeologists in practice. Furthermore, continuous or dis

continuous. models have no necessary relationship to the .neutral theory 

of ceramic design, as I argue in a later section.

How, then, is interaction employed by archaeologists and 

is it reliable? I contend that no single non-trivial proposition can be 

linked, to the archaeological concept of interaction. This probably re

flects the colloquial manner in which most archaeological theory is 

formulated, as well as our inability to specify relevant sets of inter

action that may affect pottery making. At best, the guiding proposition 

• might be summarized: the closer in time and space two entities or groups

of entities are, the more similar they will be> pari passu. A suitable 

generalization, perhaps, but it does not, and cannot, purport to explain 

why or how, or under what conditions variation is expressed, nor how we . 

might assign significance to such variation.

To construct a model of ceramic design variation, we must first 

identify appropriate behavioral referents and describe their impact at 

various levels of design structure and. scales of human organization...

This is an enormously'complex task, and certainly will not be achieved 

here. I can, however, examine selected aspects of interaction insofar 

as the Kalinga ethnoarchaeological study is relevant to their explica- 

tion. ' ; .  ■ : ;

By.Interaction, I - refer to those events in which.information is 

transferred. For ceramic.design, interactions relevant to the exchange 

of ceramic information are specified. Although i use the term :



* information exchange '• in a manner similar • to S» Plog (1977) z i defer 

for the moment1 oh the symbolic, significance attached to., s.uch transfers, ;

Learning .Frameworks

Although learning'interaction has often been designated as the 

critical set of events structuring ceramic'design variation (cfLong- 

acre 1.964, 1970; Stanislawski 1978; Stanislawski and Stanisl.awski 1974)., 

relatively little observation or study of learning situations outside - 

of classrooms or tightly controlled experimental situations has been 

conducted (but see Dobbert 1975; Gearing 1973, 1975 ; Spindler 1974 for ~ 

current anthropological.work on this problem) . We know that ceramic 

design information is first acquired by an individual through a learning 

process. During this process information is transmitted from one 

individual to another, or even from "disembodied" sources (Goffman 

1963;14) .such as previously constructed pots. In some complex manner, 

each individual is capable of responding to information stimuli ranging 

from subtle gestures and responses (expressive messages, Goffman 1963:

14) to overt instructions. .

• Learning usually represents interaction between two or more . 

individuals • (although•in the.disembodied situation only one person is 

necessary). Such interaction, however, may vary in the structure, com-,

. position, and extent to which information is transmitted to ah individual. 

The setting and mode of instruction affect the uniformity, the quality, 

and the quantity of information transmission.

For instancelearning may consist of a compulsory., - highly struc-. 

V tured and ritualized (that. is ,• constrained)- set of interactions extending:.1



over a number of years as is- .the case in our institutionalized • school 

systems. New information is constantly and consciously generated, to 

be filtered down to the learning situation. Although instructional , 

variability exists- within this system, overt attempts are made to moni

tor information.acquisition for- uniformity, .quantity, and quality on a / 

regular basis so as: to ensure comformity. This, form of learning inter--.

• action may characterize certain .material culture production contexts, ' 

especially those that are highly specialized, involve heavy technologi

cal investment, are expensive, or result in the output of large numbers 

of items. .

A different approach to learning characterizes many non-western - 

societies in a variety of contexts, and this may be of greater relevance 

to our understanding of prehistoric design variation. " Among such groups, 

learning to make things takes place between relatively few individuals 

at any one. time. Especially for craft production of items made and used - 

by most households, kin relations often determine from whom an individual 

will learn. There is no occupational speciality such as. 1 teacher1 as in 

the institutionalized example.

Instead r instruction involves both focused and unfocused inter

action (Goffman 1963:24) . Certain aspects of production will be explained ‘ 

but, quite often, information is simply gleaned from the actions and 

output of proficient potters. As Goffman (1963:24) observes, this repre

sents the 11...management of sheer and mere copresence." Within this 

context,. ..the acquisition of information by the apprentice is rarely moni

tored for uniformity or quality control.\ A s •described in Chapter Five,.. 

The-Kallnga model of learning.tb make pottery conforms closely to these -
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‘ specifications,

And yet, as Boas noted (1927:149), the way in which things are 

made in non-industrial.societies.changes .quite slowly under normal, 

conditions > -

V. .the mind becomes so thoroughly adjusted to the use of definite 
motor habits, and to certain.types of association between sense 
impressions, and definite activities, that a resistance to change.. '. 
appears as the most natural mental attitude; if for no other 
reason/ because it requires the effort of unlearning and relearn
ing. ..this does not imply an absolute stability...

' Boas goes on to suggest (1927 :15:0) that,

The number of original minds is certainly no larger in primitive 
society than in our' own, although I do not believe that it is 
smaller. . The bulk of the makers of objects for everyday use are, 
therefore, imitators not originators, and the mass of uniform 
material that is in use and constantly.seen will restrict the 
free play of imagination of the original minds.

The analyses of Kalinga intra-settlement design variability 

. enable us to define expectable learning effects, and to suggest at least 

one reason why ceramic design changes so slowly under normal circum

stances-. Of all the factors affecting design variation within the . 

settlement of Dangtalan, birth.cohort was most consistently and.regu- ", 

larly expressed. Not only did one1s birth cohort affect units of design 

but also, it constrained structural:design variability. Thus, the - 

impact of birth cohort was felt throughout the entire design system.

Such a finding should not be surprising, although except for 

Binford's allusion (1963) to generational discontinuities, the notion 

of birth cohort effects has not been previously discussed by archae

ologists. Clearly, the temporal context in which a potter learns ‘ her 

*" craft affects- the • set' Of designs she will .employ throughout her lifetime 

The Kalinga analyses suggest,, moreover,. that not only is the temporal "



setting .of learning .important for each individual, but that groups of 

.individuals who go through the learning process at approximately the 

same time.are more similar in terms, of their d e c o r a t i v e  output than 

individuals who are older or younger. I documented birth cohort dif

ferences using 10-year birth intervals; I suspect that were a- larger 

sample of pots available, 5-year birth intervals would show similar 

differencesalthough not of as great a magnitude.

Unexpectedly, birth cohort differences were shown to cross-cut 

the.entire settlement of Dangtalan, and very often these differences - 

could be expressed linearly. I believe these two observations are 

linked.. . if we assume that .new settlements among the• Kalinga are usually 

established by cohsanguineally related individuals consisting usually 

of no more than'20 of 30 persons of approximately the same age or 

generation, then initially the set of design features associated with • 

individuals in the group Would be fairly similar-from one person to 

another. Furthermore, the range, of design.variation would tend to be 

distinctly limited by the small number of personnel

' Given this initial condition (which was quite likely the case),. 

then birth cohort design, differences. could arise \ simply - as i a result of 

random sampling events between cohort-: internals .: T h i s o f  course, is /

. expressed, temporally through,the process of cohort replacement in which 

directional design changes occur as the resuTt of • stochastic processes . 

(Dunne11 1978)' operating on a fairly•small population, of potters.

: In Chapter Three .1 suggested that this process /- or cultural . ■ 

.drift as it has come to be . called (Binford 1963) / was probably not 

operative; oh .gultural ;systems; but might .operate on ^expressive1 traits .
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In the Kalinga area, cultural•drift leads to directional changes in 

ceramic design produced within the context of slow population growth- 

or increase (cf. Binford 1963). . Directional design, variation is. 

generated.within a continuous segment of enculturative activity of a. 

single community, punctuated by potter birth cohorts.(Graves n .d .).

The reason design changes so slowly, as Boas noted (1927:149), 

can be attributed to the rate of cohort, replacement.. In the absence 

of a castastrophe differentially affecting a series of birth, cohorts,

' the differences among cohorts are moderated over time because, each 

cohort continues to contribute pots for use in the community. Thus, 

even striking differences between two contiguous cohort intervals will 

not lead to'immediate•design changes. Because the number of vessels 

made is usually a function of age (cf. Figure. 27), the continuity between 

cohorts leads to gradual design change.

Rapid design changes, on the otherhdnd, the complete replacement 

. of one design system for another within'25 to 50 years, are probably 

due to factors other than inter-cohort differences expressed over time 

through cohort succession.. .More likely these kinds of changes reflect 

socio-cultural.developments which lead to large scale population and >

■ birth cohort turnover or alteration.

Rapid population loss or gain within or across, a community .might 

result in marked design changes, especially'if these events disrupt the 

normal inter-cohort transmission of design"information between potters. 

Foster ' (1965)' suggests- that certain.aspects of pottery manufacture may - 

be known by r el a ti ve iy- few individuals among - specialized - potters", and. if.: 

catastrophe should befall these individuals, ' their -procedures ;might=: be .
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lost, - Although this may occasionally occur, it is unlikely to explain, 

marked yet linked design changes which have occurred, for example, in 

the American Southwest,

Among the White Mountain Redwares recovered from east central 

. Arizona and western New Mexico, the latest design style, Fourmile style

- • (Figure 53) represents a radical departure from earlier and partially ,

contemporary styles (Figure 54, also see Carlson 1970). Although aspects 

of design composition were retained, Fourmile style is characterized by 

a completely. new set of structural rules., involving a different field of : 

design focus and. asymmetrical division of that field. I have suggested 

elsewhere (1978) that this change may signal a shift in the mode of White 

Mountain Redware.production from domestically produced trade pieces to 

vessels produced by semi-specialists in which different potters or com-;:. • 

munities competed for exchange opportunities.. These changes occurred 

during a time, of rapid population aggregation and abandonment of re

gional settlement systems in this area of the Southwest.

If birth cohorts represent the temporal dimension of design 

variation within. Kalinga settlements, then kin groups may be the spatial 

referent of learning-based interactions. Here, howeverthere is•not a

: one-to-one correspondence between kin group and learning framework, for

• the kin groups were composed of several, dyads of learning encounters. 

Because all individuals in each kin group could trace a descendant line 

back to a known ancestor, they do share a common past locus of learning^."

/Unfortunately ,' design variability from other sources", has attenuated kin \ ;

- : group similarity , but sample size considerations necessitated the.use ;

: of ;this^ ieVel ;of inclusion.
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Fourmile  style

Figure 53. Fourmile Style of Design on White Mountain Redware, East 
Central Arizona, (From Carlson 1970).



Tularosa  style Pinedale style

Figure 54. Pinedale and Tularosa Design Styles on White Mountain Redware, East Central Arizona, 
(From Carlson 1970).
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Finding, then, two instances in which kin group, affiliation 

affected design.; variabilitY, may be taken as a measure of the minimal 

interaction effect of a .learning framework. Easily substituted design.. 

attributes best reflect, kin group affiliation. These are features of 

the design system that do not require a heavy information investment, 

that is , they may. be most easily interchanged without having an impact / 

on the coherence of the design system as a whole. Nevertheless, kin 

groups at the level, established here, have less impact than the pervasive 

set of effects associated with birth cohorts. These two factors, 

however, appear, to play the predominate role (controlling for vessel 

size) in structuring intra-settlement design variability.

The intra-settlement analyses suggest , furthermore,' that sub- - . 

sequent interactive effects have less impact or less.systematic effect. 

Again, Boas (1927:149) probably identified the reason for this fact. . 

Subsequent changes are not accretional, new information, must replace old, 

and adjustments made in both the system of knowledge directing design . 

behavor and the behavior itself. These obviously,require.some expendi

ture" of energy and time on the part of the potter.

- In only one ‘instance was work group affiliation associated with 

a class of Kalinga ceramic design. In that case it was unclear if work 

group affiliation, and not the birth cohort of the potters in the work 

group /.was the., causal factor affecting the number of bands placed on 

a vessel. Thus, I was unable to demonstrate an impact from potential 

interaction effects occurring after a potter had become proficient in 

her craft.
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Longitudinal effects on design variability- are more problematic. 

The likelihood, of individual, or intra-cohort change may be influenced by 

a variety of factors. • Hill (1977) has shown that attributes of an 

individual's motor performance in handwriting such as line width and 

spacing show relatively little variation through time.. By.analogy it ■ 

would, appear that.motor habits at this level would:probably be quite 

stable through a potter's lifetime, especially during peak production 

years.

In contrast, Holm (1974) illustrates the changes that occurred 

over a 30 year period in the art of Willie Seaweed, a master Kwakiutl 

mask carver. The forward tip of the eyes of masks is tilted upward and 

the ends of the eyebrows are curved upward through time. Bunzel (1929) 

recorded several.instances of" Zuni potters who abandoned'traditional. 

decorative styles in favor of new combination of colors and design 

treatments^ . In this - Tatter' case , market forces were operating to produce 

an abrupt shift in design style. And it is possible that market‘demands 

affected the development of Willie Seaweed's art during the later por

tion of his life when museums and collectors became the major purchasers, 

of masks.

At present the effects of producing pottery for exchange have 

not been studied among the Kalinga. . The anomalous pattern of second 

band symmetry use among potters of kin groups A„ B, and.C may reflect 

a. distinctive trade'style'• since these potters produce nearly twice as 

many pots as other individuals in the settlement.

■ • Interestingly /. the instances of intra-cdhort., and kin group,. or 

• ihtra-generational change affected only the first band design unit.
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The intra-cohort, shift represents; increased design variability that

might be the result of /experimentation by proficient potters. • Dalupa;

. potters show an intra^-generational, change over time that can be

reliably linked to the migration of several potters from Dangtalan to

Dalupa.,: and a shift to the horizontal dash on the first band.

Both of these instances of . change involve the most broadly

shared and interchangeable class of design. More complex, designs or

aspects of design structure: are not ordinarily linked to longitudinal

design changes. Changes by individuals at this level of design require

relatively greater energy output, since structural changes require

additional modifications of the,design system. I conclude, therefore,

that, in the absence of selective forces, longitudinal or intra-cohort

.changes will be usually expressed within the class of composition designs.

If true, attributes of•design representing different levels of

decision-making and motor performance within a design system hierarchy .

• may be distributed and affected by factors' in quite.dissimilar fashion .

across a. community . ■. Motor: habits such as those discussed by Hill (1977, - ...

1978) may be distributed randomly across individuals and may vary in an

equally random way through time. In- short, interaction’intensity has

• little or no effect, on aspects of .design representing motor performance.

Structural components of design which organize and set.guidelines 

for further design behavior may b e .distributed fairly uniformly across •

• vessels of the same shape and form made by members of a community who 

enter into pottery production at much - the same " time . Design units lying 

between these two states'probably possess the greatest'likelihood for ■.:

. longitudinal or intra^cohort change within an individual ̂ s .lif etime as
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"the case of. " Willie Seaweed and the . Kalinga data indicate. However, 

these relations may be distorted by the effects of a market economy or 

the development of highly self-conscious artistic design system's- 

Furthermore, such design classes, especially those present on nearly 

every vessel produced, closely or accurately mirror.social; constraints: 

or interaction operating; within a community of potters - ;

. From the preceeding discussion,it is clear that not only is 

, ceramic design a.heterogenous phenomena,■but that interaction covers 

a number of potential encounters or "information ■transfers,, even, when the 

context is limited to those relevant, to pottery manufacture (cf- Redman 

1977)- Interaction is functionally variable in terms of its effect on-■

' different levels of design system, .

The lower the level of decoration in the design-; hierarchyand; in .

. motor"performance, the greater the likelihopd' of design;variation.;or 

change, More inclusive levels of design not only vary less frequently, 

but exhibit more predictable pr clearcut patterns of variability, . At the 

■ level of design structure, underlying interaction;processes;tend to.lead 

. to gradual.. structural:, changes and relatively less' intra-settlement' varia-

, " Thus.: far, I have focused on the variation of ceramic design . 

within a community. The Kalinga analyses /document, however,: that design 

;. variability increases as the scale;Of interest shifts - from within a 

: community to between communities. • "Before turning'tb the theoretical/.

; iirplicatiohs' of this- difference,: I describe: the :. methpdplogidal; signifi- 

.. cance ,of thi ''  ̂'" I . . ' : i t



Although the Dangtalan intra-settlement'design analyses'illus

trate the range of variability within a community and some of the 

factors constraining-such variation, it is possible to describe a set 

of characteristics that constitute an.acceptable range of.Dangtalan 

ceramic design, or what might have been called its "design style" .

(Colton.and Hargrave 1937). Design similarity at this level of 

complexity across settlements’and regions has been alluded"to by pre^ 

vious ethnographic (Balfet 1965; Bunzel 1929; Chapman 1936; Guthe 1925; 

Friedrich 1970; Hardin {Friedrich} 1977) and archaeological investiga

tion (S.. Plog 1977; Washburn 1977) among groups in which potters were 

both specialists and non-specialists

Refined documentation of the relationship between design systems 

and communities is beginning to affect our'understanding of prehistoric ; 

design . variability and the processes . which • account for it . Although 

there may be an artistic or imaginative (i.e., individual or random) • 

component of design behavior among societies based" upon traditional , 

social, and economic relations, the basic structural components are 

constrained by design information shared across; a community of interact

ing potters . In other words, there is a consistent and predictable 

relationship between, a community and the range of structural design 

variation it exhibits that sets it off from other communities.

' Thus , structural classes of design are associated with" communi

ties which may comprise a single settlement or a group of closely linked 

; •settlements. • In addition,- these design classes generally, are not 

directly•affected by residentially or consanguineally-based groups with

in the. c o m m u n i t y T h e  methodological importance of this.assertion is ;
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obvious. If such factors as vessel size, function, form and production 

location, are controlled or estimated, it may be possible to plot the - 

distribution of relatively contemporaneous prehistoric communities 

making pottery, and to study relationships among these communities on 

the basis of design structure variation..

• A Theory of Ceramic Design .

I move next from the concept of interaction to considerations 

. about 1 style1, especially as it is conceived in. a theoretical sense.

■ However, as Kroeber remarked (1963:2), style is a broad, if poorly 

defined.concept.. Consequently, it means different things to different 

people. At the outset, then, it: is necessary to distinguish among the 

meanings attached to style in order to. understand its relationship to 

interaction. I then examine two competing stylistic"theories, and 

suggest ways in which their differences may be resolved. -

Among archaeologists'working with ceramics (or other forms of 

material culture which display arresting visual images), style, first 

of. all, may be used torefer to aspects of human behavior and. their . .

‘material outputs. Ceramic, design, for example, is often, considered a 

subset of stylistic phenomena (of. Mera 1939; Deetz 1965)

Two- usages. of style as a material expression predominate in the 

archaeological literature^ The first refers to.attributes of material 

. culture that are stipulated to be stylistic (Deetz 1965:46;. Jelinek .1976 

19; Whallon.1966:2) through argument or analysis. Secondly/ particular 

• patterhs or configuration of attributes.are often described as styles, 

v especially when conventionalized (cf .> Kroeber 1963 13;"Sbhapiro : 1953:267)
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Styles, in this latter' sense, have been studied at the individual level 

‘(Hill and Gunn 1977; Hardin 1977; Muller. 1977) as well as at the group 

or aggregate level (Wasley 1959). Although these two representations 

of style differ in scale (attribute versus configuration of attributes), 

they are linked by an underlying theory of style.

A Neutral Theory of Style

At the core of this theory of style is the stipulation that it 

be non-functional (Dunnell 1978:199) or opposed to functional considera

tions (Jelinek 1976:19; Sackett 1973, 1977:370). Stylistic behavior, 

then, represents choices on the part of individuals which have no. overt 

selective value. Ceramic decoration, for instance,, may represent the 

material correlate of stylistic behavior since it does: not intrinsically 

affect the utility of a vessel. Given this conception, stylistic behavior 

is a function of learning patterns (Sackett 1977:371) or other social 

constraints when crafts- are characterized by a domestic mode of. produce 

tion. (cf. Sahlins .1972:41). Stylistic similarity between products made 

by two individuals, or within two or more communities or regions, is, 

therefore, primarily a function of:the spatial and temporal distances 

separating the entities, reflecting interactive overlap, or proximity.

Thus, a non-functional theory of.style is grounded on expectations 

provided by the interaction proposition.

Stylistic variation, predicated on the proceeding model, should 

reflect the operation of interactive distances. •It has been generally 

presumed that fairly simple temporal and distance decay processes would 

result in -mohotohio'.- stylistic-. variatiohy'in - either ; time. or space (but %



. see S . Plbg .1976b,. for, a contrastive viewi. This - pattern of stylistic 

variation, grounded in theoretical expectations^ explains;the emphasis .

,on isolating stylistic units for- chronological ordering. Monotonic •

temporal variation, in which the frequency of- a class increases to a 

maximum and- then■decreases (but never reverses, itself after the maximum 

has been reached}, provides an unambiguous means for ordering archae

ological .groups (i.e., provenience .lots/ burials:, assemblages) through 

time (Dunnell 1970),

■ ,Dunnell suggests (1978 :199) that a non-functional concept of .

style ”. ...denotes those forms that do. not have detectable selective .

.values,f (emphasis in the original), and thus, being independent of the 

external•environment, stylistic variation■is best explained - as a product . 

■; of "... . stochastic processes coupled with such devices , as Markov chains

to. accommodate, its mode of transmission11 (Dunnell 1978 :199) .

Stochastic models include "random variables. whose• ef f ect on ,phe- 

nomena can only be described for aggregated samples. 'Markov chains, a 

type of stochastic model, employ information about the present state of 

■ a system; '.to ■predict "its • future development (Bartholomew : 1973: IT) <;; This 

type of analysis, howeverexcludes information of the history of a' 

system from future predictions. Stylistic change, because it is his-'

' : ,. tori bally grounded, woul d appear to be: poorly suited: for Markov chain.

1,:^  : ;■_ ; :

: , Mathematical models, however elegant as a means of describing the

variability of a Set of material culture attributes, fail to provide 

behavioral, or theoretical import to those, data. Furthermore, although . 

i style may have little or no selective, value, it is not independent of



ext.ernal, socio^cultwal .conditions •" For i n s t a n c e I . described how 

gradual: design .changes, withiir the settlement of pangtalan are the out-v 

come of birth cohort associated differences expressed temporally through 

successive replacement.of.the cohorts within a stable, or moderately. 

increasing population. Markov, chain analysis.may assign.transition - 

probability values to design occurrences at different points in time, ; 

but it provides; no:understanding of the mechanism underlying; change, or 

more important, the conditions which affect the . rate of. change..

Style reflects rather than affects aspects of the culturai.milieu 

which, surround such phenomena. The passage of time is but: one ref lee- .;

.tion;. style, may also provide information on the adequacy of particular 

evolutionary adaptations or: trajectories. .. Rapid population turnover or 

decrease is depicted : through, stylistic trends , - as -1: argued was the case

in the Late Prehistoric period^ of "east central." Aritona.:. As a dependent . 

variable under the non-functional, model, style may be employed to" inform ' . 

on other aspects,of cultural systems (Fischer. 1961)', to measure social 

interaction or networks, for example. It thus acts as.:-a social indicator 

- (cf.- Duncan 1974):. -.

In summary , then , interaction provides the, mechanism through 

' which. s ty!istic : va.riation - is mapped onto 'dif f ef ent. sets: of phehomena, : ̂

; in particular, selected aspects of ceramic design. An expected pattern of V ;  ’ 

design variation (designated stylistic) is generated when:thb proportion 

or, frequency' of categories :or - classes ;of ; design from different assem- 

:blages are-arranged in time and space to -ekhibit monotbnic ihcrease- or. 

decrease. Traditionally, this pattern .was linked to temporal changes, 

and as.a/result archaeologists stressed the. historical.;nature of "
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stylistic variation. More recent work emphasized interpretations, of 

socio-cultural effects- on ■stylistic diversity from, a synchronic 

p e r s p e c t i v e . Both approaches, nonetheless, share an underlying.theore

tical . framework based,on the.behavioral neutrality of ceramic design 

and inter-personal interaction intensity as. the mechanism for trans

mitting design through time and space. This framework, although it 

has productively.shaped archaeological research for the past 50 years, 

has begun to come under attack.

A Symbolic Theory of Style

During the period of initial archaeological exploration of the 

American Southwest., .beginning as early as 1885 and extending until about 

1920, ceramic design was often conceived,symbolically, that is, as re

presenting and expressing a range of meanings attached by the artisan 

to particular sets ." of "design. ;• Because this, work •presages,, in certain 

respects, a renewed interest in the iconographic value of ceramic design, 

it may be useful to examine vthe theory and method which underlies its; 

rationale and trace its re-emergence as an alternative theory of design • 

in recent years.

Both Frank Cushing (1886) and Jesse Fewkes (1898, 1904, 1909,

1919, 1923) emphasized the role of design symbolism to explain variation 

in prehistoric pottery in the Southwest, in part, the result of their 

ethnographic work among puebloan Indians (see Cushing 1896; Fewkes 1893, 

1900). Although design is dually referenced, as both symbol and artis

tic expression, the symbolic'aspects of design as ritually or totemically 

constituted were" studied" most intensively . The - procedure employed to
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interpret designs relied on 11 survivals" (Tylor 1958 '{1871}: 70-71) in 

which meanings attached to painted design among contemporary puebloan 

groups (notably Hopi and Zuni) represented the survival of associations 

formed in the distant past.

Fewkes constructed (1919:19) the following model to account for 

design differences on prehistoric Hopi pottery. Because women make 

pottery and place design on pots, and assuming that design, has symbolic 

meaning, women determine the symbolic representations on pottery. Fur- : 

thermore, the primary social characteristic of Hopi women is clan affil- 

. iationtherefore, ceramic symbolism should reflect clan affiliation- 

Using the notion of design survivals, identifying symbols by or linking 

symbols to clans, and interpreting quite literally Hopi migration myths 

as oral history, Fewkes (1900) ordered symbolic designs into three tem

poral periods. From this temporal reconstruction, he- inferred the 

migration of particular Hopi clans from different'regions and at dif

ferent time periods to the modern or historic Hopi pueblos. Elsewhere, . 

Fewkes (1909) linked prehistoric groups of the Little'Colorado River area 

with modern Zuni on the basis df sharedsymbolic design features.

The theoretical framework employed by archaeologists such as 

Fewkes and Cushing to explain design variation ̂ included the concept o f ': 

interaction, but it ■differed in usage from that presented earlier.

Whereas in the previous case, interaction was thought to vary continu

ously from the individual to the culture area, under the symbolic model 

• interaction was bounded by social distinctions which led to design dis

continuities . As a result, sets of design symbols "were•consistently 

associated with social "units.
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Yet, at the same time, similarity in design symbolism does. 

decrease, as a function' of social distance. Fewkes suggests (1919) 

that such "design can be partitioned in terms of the spatial and „ 

temporal, emergence of clans among the Hopi,. Thus, the symbolic aspects, 

of design were 'employed in a manner.reminescent of. the traditional 

archaeological art-historical approachwith the•exception that Fewkes 

attributed symbolic meaning to. designs. Although design may express 

clan affiliation, the functional implications of this interpretation 

were never examined, giving it a curious- non-functional cast. By 

linking design to clan ritual and ritual with cultural 11 survivals”, 

which in turn were considered essentially non-adaptive traits, archae- . 

ologists such, as Fewkes- and Cushing failed to. grasp the true signifi- . 

cance of the concept of design they promoted.

By 1920, archaeologists working in the.Southwest had begun to 

reject this approach. Bunzel (1929) failed to find consistently. 

attributed ritual or totemic meanings assigned to contemporary pueblo 

pottery design, and thus, failed to confirm Fewkes.1 linkage. At the 

same time Kidder (1968 {1924}) questioned the accuracy of puebloan oral 

history, especially as it related to clan migration and the. cultural 

affinity of prehistoric ruins. Thus:, archaeologists who developed the ; 

traditional, interactive concept, and initiated a new round o f .design 

studies v(for: example, Kroeber 19.16; Mera 1935, 1937; Nelson 1916;

Schmidt 1928; Spier 1917, 1918) eliminated ritual or meaningful aspects 

of ceramics from study in order to.concentrate on.the•temporal and 

.spatial dimensions of design variation.
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Not until recently ..(Braun 1980.; S. Flog 1977; Wobst 1977) have 

archaeologists begun to re-examine the symbolic potential of material 

culture, in particular, ceramic design. Wobst, intent on developing a 

new conception of style,, argues (1977:321) that within current 

archaeological theory the concept of style is "... strangely self- 

contained , a-cultural, a-systemic.” In contrast, Wobst (1977) proposes-—  

and here ■. he differs from earlier - archaeologists such as Fewkes-^that 

under certain , conditions , attributes' of material culture may have .a 

functional symbolic value for individuals who produce.,: use, and .observe 

these objects.. Such* phenomena, • symbolically conceived and materially 

represented, function to transmit information— information which may; 

convey adaptive advantage to groups employing such objects.

Information encoded on material culture Is constrained in several 

ways (Wobst 1977:323). First, to be decoded by others it must be dis- 

cernable at. some distance. Secondly, because of the nature of material 

culture, messages to be transmitted must be relatively invariant and 

standardized.. And finally, material culture selected to transmit infor

mation must have a high probability of being publicly encountered.

Wobst suggest (1977:323) that given these constraints, informa

tion exchange via material culture will gain in value.as the, social dis

tance of the receiver increases from:- the sender. Infrequently encountered 

individuals are most likely to benefit from a set of standardized., 

recurrent material'messages. As. a corollary , the amount of.stylistic 

behavior should be;positively correlated with the size of social net- 7 

works (Wobst-1977•326). - The more distant'individuals one- knows, the 

greater, the'.need to-transmit information via material culture.
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From this theoretical base ,• Wobs.fdevelops (1977:330) two 

implications: (1) items or forms- involved in information exchange

"...will be clinally distributed within and between social u n i t s - . . . "  

if visible to a small number of.individuals (original emphasis); and 

(2) items or forms' that function to .broadcast signals of group 

affiliation and which enter.into processes of boundary maintenance" 

will be discontinuously distributed between social groups.

' Although the information exchange•model of style, was apparently 

developed to account for1 stylistic differences in dress, adornment z 

and house construction, it has been applied (or more accurately, been 

suggested to apply) to cermaic design as well (of. B r a u n  1977, 198.0;

S. Plog 1977; Watson 1977:389) . In. particular, the trend from greater 

similarity of design over broad areas of the Southwest - (Danson 1957 :90- 

92; Roberts 1931:133-134) to localization of design styles and greater 

homogeneity of design within regions of the Southwest has been interpreted 

in accordance with this model.

Assuming for the moment that ceramic design may serve as an in

formation exchanging device, ‘ what; link does this model have with the. 

interaction concept? Recall that interaction is, itself, a form of• ■ • • . ■ . ..■■■ : . ... - . . .. \ v
.information exchange. Enculturative craft learning and presumably 

interaction still account for the spread of design, but these parameters, 

no longer 'operate autonomously- nor continuously:. Under the. information 

exchange model, adaptive constraints set rather strict limits on the - 

range of design variation within a bounded social group while at the 

same time exacerbating''yairiabiiity^between social units:. Thus, the 7 

influence of boundary maintenance end social group differentiation\7
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transforms continuous spatial design variation into a. discontinuous 

function. Design :continues to vary as a function of social- distance/. as 

it was conceived under the. traditional model/ but within.discrete 

•units, little or.no variation is possible. The crucial locus of some 

design variation occurs at the juncture- of . social groups.

. One aspect of stylistic variation left unexplained by Wobst,

. and.only weakly developed by S. Plog (1977:175-176) is design change 

. under the information, exchange model. The transition from expres

sively 1neutral1 design styles • to symbolically significant styles is 

described by S. Plog (1977:163-172) who links this development to 

increased population.densitydecreased mobility, and expanded social 

networks-, dependent, in part, on exchange of painted ceramics. - Yet, 

the issue, of design • ■ change, subsequent to the emergence of.information 

transmitting styles, is left unexamined.

If design functions symbolically, and if the recognition of 

• messages i s •dependent on recurrent, invariant; signals (designs), then 

design change should slow upon the appearance of information carrying 

design. Decorative alterations, then, that;do,not>contravene or hamper 

the symbolic functioning of other design-features may continue to 

- change through time according to traditional interaction theory. . How

ever,,: changes that would modify or - rearrange symbolic elements or other 

aspects of design would-presumably be selected against.

How, if this is the. case, does symbolic.design vary through - 

time? One intriguing possibility is.that temporal Variation in symbolic . 

design may: be merged•-with-Vthe. interaction: model. , Small design chances, : 

although within : the range of; e^ected:;vafration and. insignificant in
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terms of adaptive information transfer ,* .may > - cumulatively over a period: 

of time, lead to demonstrable differences between those features with• 

the same symbolic value. Incremental changes., .internally generated and 

directionally expressed over time, may result in formal differences in 

symbolic design.

This type of change is often unperceived b y .groups making and 

using pottery, especially those without recorded historical records.

As a result, design functioning symbolically as well as. that which.is 

effectively neutral may be most parsimoniously explained by reference 

to interaction intensities. This does not eliminate the possibility 

of self-conscious reconstitution of symbolic design during different 

intervals by the same social group. Presumably, such changes, would - • 

have adaptive advantages (e.g., serve as signs of social solidarity), - 

and thus, would be explicable under the information exchange model.

The previous point leads to another issue,, the 'intention of 

information, .transfer. To be employed as a signaling device,.meaning 

must be imposed on ceramic design or other stylistic phenomena. The 

significance of the message, in otherwords, .is not inherent in the 

medium or the set of stylistic features, but is,created. As Sahlins 

notes (1976:197) for the symbolic, "This is ah activity of appropria- . 

tion and exploitation/ the employment of sensible contrasts and relations 

as a semiotic code.11 Thus conceived, ceramic design symbolism must be ■-  ̂

meaningfully constituted. If design' features dr other aspects of.mate-* • 

rial culture serve to exchange information .from a sender to a receiver, 

both ;:sdnder- and receiver must be'fully'cognizant; of this^ fact. .



Association of distinctive, modes of material culture with social 

or tribal boundaries (cf. Hodder 1979a, n.d.) does not sufficiently 

demonstrate a functional or intentional connection (see Dutton 1977 for 

an informed discussion of the notion, of intent). If symbolically dif

ferentiated forms of material culture exist, they should be well attested 

to by the relevant social groups, that is, individuals should be able to 

describe differences and assign significance- to■them. If they cannot, it 

would be difficult to argue that such differences are functionally or 

adaptively important at the intentional level suggested by Wobst.

• . Assuming that categories of material culture'potentially may be 

involved in the transfer of information, what is the likelihood that 

•pottery may b e •the medium with which symbolic messages are attached by - 

means of ceramic.design?- Wobst' illustrated information exchange using 

classes of dress•or adornment in Yugoslavia. (1977). These items are • 

portable— are in fact carried by all persons— are highly visible, and 

are subject to distinctive.forms of treatment that have little use- • 

value. Forms of dress, it would seem,.are logical and useful choices 

for sending messages.

Pottery, however, may not be an ideal, medium for such expres

sions. Although portable, .most pottery remains .stationary in and around 

households. -The opportunity to observe pottery, even traded items m u s t  

remain decidedly limited: for socially distant individuals =, those -most 

likely•to be the targets of such messages (Wobst 1977;323)i Thus, if 

pottery functions' to transmit information, it is unlikely to transport 

;i. messages about territorial boundaries, nor is ' it likely : to. be - used as a '



means to identify the group affiliation of individuals one might 

encounter away from a village.

Not even when traded outside a social group or community, is 

pottery likely to reduce potentially stressful encounters or to indicate 

social boundaries:. These social facts are known far in advance of the 

actual trading operation. It is-, perhaps, more reasonable to expect - 

pottery design to function, instead, as a symbol of social group identity 

for members of. a community. Or, in the case of traded pottery, design 

may operate as a trademark, as a signal that two groups have sustained 

economic relations. ■ The information imparted, then, by pottery is un

likely to function in the exact manner- described by S. Plog (.1977:172- 

176), although it may indeed be read, so to speak, in symbolic-fashion.

A Synthetic View

I have described two theoretical frameworks structuring both 

the meaning of ceramic design and the explanation of ceramic design - 

variation. The traditional view of design emphasized its stylistic 

qualities, that is, its apparent lack of function. As a result, to 

account for variability in design, recourse was made to a vague notion 

of enculturation coupled with a more vigorous concept of interaction;. 

Design variation occurs in direct proportion to the extent of interac

tion between the relevant social units, whether they be individuals, 

groups of individuals, or societies. Furthermore, because.design 

lacked function, it did not actively participate in the socio-cultural .

, context of individual, survival or group adaptation. ■ It may reflect 

2 or indicate the operation of various.processes'including selecfiori, but ",

; .it;does hot - Interact as=an independent variable with such .processes.



Consequently,:, ceramic de may. be transmitted, through time and yet 

never be perceived at any significant level, hence .its utility as a 

. measure: of .temporal order, ;

The alternative approach presumes a functional., communicative 

• value' .that.affects design variation ̂ . Conceptualized in this manner , , - - 

' ■ , ceramic design constitutes part of the adaptive milieu, adopted by

individuals and groups in order: to promote or; achieve-social, survival.. 

Design’ behavior is not simply a reflection of prior processes, but rather 

if.interacts with; and may, in fact, affect.processes of social group for- 

" matiori and dif ferentiation . (Binford. 1962 :220) . Ceramic.; design , then , is 

• conceived as a communicative, device; in which rules have been-established 

:for perception and- interpretation of messages by both sender and- receiver 

Clearly.,: these^:viewpoints represent-widely, divefgentconceptual

izations, of the ; same sef of-phenomena-^ceramic design., • Yet, it may be 

possible to construct a ;theory, of design which attempts .to encompass 

■ contributions from;each perspective.. In .so doing archaeologists may 

emerge with .a more powerful' and cbmprehensiye theory for:"explaining 

past events and processes linked to ceramic design, t.

As I mentioned earlier, ceramic design is not a unitary ; 

phenomena- . It comprises;a wide" range o f ■decorative and elaborate fea- .

: tures, some of \ which enter into hierarchical relations - with .others , - and. 

all of which are integrated on individual vessels. Thus,’ any expectation 

that all or most, aspects of ceramic design 'will re:flect or affect. a. 

similar range of processes is in all-, iikeiihobd• false. " /.The diversity and 

, distinctiveness of the ,dlf steps;; to/-coit^letingv-cerainic ' design pfo-

'  ̂vide the; W  host- df factbrs: to; i m ^  design
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Despite the fact that the traditional view of ceramic design 

specified a non-functional role and the symbolic approach emphasized 

its functional value, an underlying commonality exists which links 

these two theories.■ Both continue to reflect a. dichotomous conception 

of human behavior and material culture into those aspects which affect" 

survival - and those which do.not. This conception, while heuristically 

useful as a means of initially structuring - inquiry, now proves a hin- : 

drance to further advance.. If instead, we view function as a continuous 

variable, then the traditional concept of design simply represents a 

lower bound in which functional importance is relatively small, and. the 

symbolic treatment reflects a marked functional value. Between these 

two extremes, the functional importance of design may take on any number 

of values. Conceived in this manner, design may reflect selective 

processes as its functional value approaches zero, and yet, it may 

impinge on such processes when its value as a symbolic marker.nears : 

unity. This raises a series of questions about the impact of mid-range 

functional values. Under what conditions do such features of design 

reflect or influence other processes? Can we predict which design 

■ attributes will take such values? . What implications, does this concept 

•have for the on-and-off characteristic of information exchange (cf.

Wobst 1977)?

Information Exchange and Style

This last question must be examined more closely. The type of 

information exchange discussed by Wobst is symbolic > and the ̂ intentions 

• of both'sender and. receiver of messages.are known. In certain respects
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the information attached to material culture may be relatively unimpor^- 

tanto.. It conveys information of, a particular kind. The: intent of 

the individuals, on the other hand/ provides the dynamic component of 

ihformation exchange, as each person assesses the implications;of the 

. message for the other . . Decisions are made and actions.: ■ taken in ■ light 

of these :mutually-imderstood intentions.

Information^ however> .may be. transmitted in less certain and 

less explicitly intentional fashion (Dutton 1977:389) which in turn 

affects the functional, value of design • Furthermoreinformation 

"gleaned from ceramic design may be differentially perceived as: a result 

of the conceptions individuals hold about design): the set of relations 

linking the maker of the pot .and observer of"design, and the- social 

context of observation:. .Messages may be received that were not 

deliberately\sent,; and conversely, design created deliberately to con

vey a certain message, may not be decoded, or may be incorrectly decoded. 

And subtleties of design introduced into the decorative repertoire of. 

a potter may be perceived and evoke a number of responses. These 

exairples. illustrate'.that .the range of infdrmation contained by ceramic 

design may vary widely , and the aspects" of ; design communicated to others,

- and thus, affecting, the functional value . of design may vary as well. ‘ -. v

It is not unlikely, for example, that, within small communities.. 

in which adult females make pottery, on a regular basis, that proficient 

vpotters’;are able" to.recognize-particular.■potters,\ work 7by.: aspects of; 

design (of . Bunzel 1929) . During fieldwork, •among the Kalinga, Longacre .-,1. 

; "Was: toldiv'that- the pottery .made :;by..-different ■ women ihv was •

easily: recognizable on the basis of numerous, criteria, including aspects V
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of incised design (Longacre 1981:60). Experiments were conducted which 

showed that, indeed, vessels could be properly attributed.

In this instance information contained within the design (among 

other attributes) of a vessel was employed by others to identify possible 

alternative creators., although such information may not have been inten

tionally created for communicative purposes. Information, contained in 

material culture is used to make distinctions in many different contexts... 

The regularity which makes it possible to distinguish among different 

messages is not usually imposed by convention or agreement., it is 

constructed by the viewer from a series o:f sensible observations and 

contrasts. The more relevant the material item is to the receivery the 

better his or her ability to glean information from that item. . Most 

women potters probably have the ability to identify the products of 

other potters. It is unlikely, however, that men. could achieve the same 

degree of accuracy of identification. ;

The functional value of design is also a product of the visibil

ity or obtrusiveness of particular features of design.. Certain domains 

of ceramic design are more clearly visible over a longer distance than 

other domains. Painting, for instance,is certainly more perceptible 

than- incised design. Given the limited visibility of incised designs on. 

Kaiinga vessels, it would be difficult to argue that this type bf treat

ment could realistically be employed as a symbolic, device to signal. . 

social group' affiliation, and hence, to. reduce stressful;encounters> ; 

when much mb re visible features would suffice (cf. Braun 1980:) .

■ ' Similarly/ within a given' decorative - .domain - such as painting, 

larger ‘oomposite' design units are more likely to be decoded than
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individual attributes of design- The former are more obtrusive, whereas 

classes of the latter (especially the metrical aspects of.small attri- . 

butes) may be below the threshold of perception as information carrying 

devices (of. Hill 1977, 1978). This is not to say subtle features of 

design carry no information, but that the more obtrusive the-feature, 

the greater the likelihood that it may have some adaptive advantage.

These observations suggest that the functional value of:ceramic 

design may vary by the level of design. . The larger,' more obtrusive and 

visible, the design, the. greater the likelihood- that it will carry infor

mation that my be easily deciphered b y ' other i n d i v i d u a l s I t  would not 

be. surprising, therefore, to find that the intention on the part of 

the potter to employ symbolically meaningful design is associated with 

less variable or more redundant aspects of ceramic design such as design 

structure.

From the foregoing discussion it is possible t o .construct a . 

matrix of functional value for ceramic design dependent on the level or 

domain of design, the social context of production, and the social 

context of observation. At one extreme lies ceramic design of a highly 

visible obtrusive nature created with the intention of communicating 

some aspect of the social persona of the maker of the vessel to a set 

• of potential observers who participate in the communication system,.and 

who can decode the meaning or the significance of design. \ Contexts 

which may lead to this type of intentionality include ritual activities,

.mortuary: practices, and exchange operations. -/These . contexts lead to 

. heightened self-perceptions of-behavior and material objects, and as a -
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result, provide, the opportunity for creatively manipulating ceramic 

design as a means of sending particular messages.

As the level of. design is reduced / and the visibility of; partic

ular designs decreased, and as,. the. context of both production and obser

vation becomes increasingly m u n d a n e w e  may expect the' functional ..value, 

of design to be correspondingly reduced. Design may continue to convey 

information, but* intention under these circumstances plays only a small 

role, and the ability to glean information from design is restricted to 

individuals who are'familiar with particular forms of material culture 

such as pottery.

Interaction continues to play a role in the transmission of 

design information from person to person under this model. As should be 

evident, interaction is not uniform; it varies in intensity not only 

through time and space but within the socio-culutral sphere that is 

constructed by the participants (cf. Wllmsen. and Roberts 1978:27). . 

Furthermore,.although the conception of design information flowing 

through inter-personal‘interaction-may be essentially correct, there is 

not one source of information and a •single outward spread. Many sources 

of information coupled with as many outwardly moving points of informa- 

‘ tion transfer create a net or web of interactions rather, than a single 

strand. ■■Deciphering a particular- strand of interactions within a 

.community related to.single; variable, say kinship, will, therefore, 

be an immensely complicated analytical task.

Expectations of monotonic interaction falloff of minimally 

functional ceramic design may/be in- heed of reconsideration as well. .... 

For although distance and time may be treated as continuous variables,
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cultural, conceptions of these dimensions plus the organization of social 

relations, often lead to discontinuous breaks in interaction, and corres-. 

pondingly, design, especially at the scale of communities or regions.

Thus, the -expectation that- interaction rates decay as a simple function 

of distance (of. S. Flog 1976b) may be naive when applied;uncritically 

-and without consideration of scale. Populations engage in a creative 

process by which structural constraints are placed on social relations 

that do not necessarily reflect the spatial dimension, although they 

affect the•rate of relevant potter interaction.

If interaction is viewed as the flow of information, then 

functional value represents a frictional force constraining such force. 

Like interaction, the functional value of design, is not continuously 

• operative: at all scales of social•organization and through - the temporal 

.dimension. What i s .suggested by the work of Wobst (1977) and Hodder 

(1979a, n.d.) is that, when the functional values of design reach. . 

critical levels, interaction flow becomes discontinuous, and abrupt 

stylistic differences appear on various'kinds of material culture.

Thus, as the functional value of design increases, the probability 

that interaction, and hence, design similarity, will be constrained is 

increased accordingly. •- The abruptness or magnitude of such differences 

. is likely to" be a function of the size of selective values.

The theory of ceramic design sketched here attempts to synthesize, 

divergent and seemingly contradictory points of view about the functional 

value of d e s i g n I f  the function of design is conceptualized as taking 

on a range of potential values from zero (no selective value) to one 

- (complete-/selecfiye. value) , the contradictory models may be merged. As
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a consequence, the level and domain of design and the social context 

of production and observation will determine functional value, and the 

expectations of design variation and distribution.

In accordance with this model, design may either reflect social 

processes or lead .to.a. contingent effect on the operation of such 

. processes v Our ability to delineate between the alternative states is 

dependent1 on.arguments developed from the theory»

Kalinga Inter-regional ' - , . .
Design Variation

To close this chapter and this study of ceramic design, I return 

to the Kalinga and consider the implications of the inter-regional, design 

analysis. If the neutral theory of style were employed, I would conclude 

; that due to the strict prevalence of•intra-regional endogamy in the . 

Kalinga area (see Table 45), women remain in their natal areas, and 

hence, the likelihood of ceramic design features diffusing across 

regional boundaries is slight (Graves 1980). The material outcome of 

this isolating process is the development of rather sharp and clear cut 

regional design differences as was.demonstrated for the Dangtalan and 

, Dalupa-Ableg regions. ‘

Alternatively, from the same discontinuous pattern of ceramic• 

design variability, I could conclude that ceramic design is used to 

communicate social, or in this case, political group affiliation at. the 

• regional level. . Given endemic feuding- and antagonistic relations 

between, regions as was described b y ' Barton (1949) and Dozier (1966) ,

1 such signaling via material culture conceivably could serve an adaptive - 

: function. ... ' /



Table 45... Census of Adults in the Settlement of Dangtalan by Region of 
Birth between- 1975-76.

Region of Birth Female
Sex

Male

Dangtalan - . Potter 50 . 45
Non-potter 7

Elsewhere Potter 4
12

Non-potter 3 ' •



Neither of these explanations is entirely correct, as I endeavor 

to demonstrate. Potters are not unaware of regional and individual 

ceramic design differences. T h i s i n  and of itself, suggests that 

. certain selective constraints are placed, on design usage. The conver

sion of Dangtalan born potters to Dalupa-Ableg patterns of regional . 

.design after migration to Dalupa, suggests that design has some - func

tional- value.

Its value, however,, is not likely to be identical to that con

ceived by proponents of the.symbolic theory of style. Only one class 

.. of design was altered by these potters, the first band kind of design 

unit. This is the most commonly occurring band, and design units are - 

interchangeable, as well as easily identifiable. Although there is 

ho direct evidence to.confirm the hypothesis, .it seems'likely that. . 

these women conformed to a community or regional wide standard of 

design by changing the most obvious, but not necessarily the basic 

structural components of design.

But.the selective advantage accrued by these women cannot be 

linked to inter-regional feuding and fighting. The■regions of 

Dangtalan and Dalupa-Ableg, derived as they are from a common parent • 

region,-have never had antagonistic relations. Inter-regional communi

cation and interaction occurs on occasion, and no peace-pact has ever 

been.established between the two regions because unfriendly relations 

have never occurred and are unlikely to occur in the future.

Thus., there is no evidence to "suggest that regional design styles 

serve to reduce stressful' encounters between members of different 

.' regions. Such design styles would not be effective ..given their limited



visibility, and. the -fact that women, not men, would be. most likely to 

recognize regional designs.

What purpose, then, do these sharp design boundaries serve, 

and why should women moving into a new: region change their design to 

conform.on a superficial level to Dalupa-Ableg patterns? The shift 

in design use may reflect a desire to identify socially or politically 

with a set of affines in a region where the.women have very few.

; immediate kinsmen. Through this and several other means? women who do 

.not belong, exactly, can come to;be viewed as bonafide members of the 

. regional community. Obviously, no one forgets the sex women are from •

" Dangtalan, but such efforts on their part serve to create an illusion 

and to integrate them.into a.relatively unfamiliar.social setting.,.

■. The. development' and maintenance of regional stylistic boundaries 

is not so: easily interpreted. Although there seem to.be no sanctions on 

• employing design configuration common in one region in a second region, 

such sharing is rarely observed. Yet, the mechanism leading to design 

,.change and.divergence within Dangtalan is internally generated through 

. cohort differences and subsequent cohort replacement.

The - combined effects of: (1) directional change through the

process of cultural drift, (2) weak selection among younger cohorts, 

for reduced design variability in the direction of the community stan- . 

dard, and (3) endogamous intra-regional marital patterns are .sufficient.

. to account for the abrupt design differences separating Dangtalan and 

Dalupa-Ableg potters. It is extremely likely, nonetheless, that the 

adaptive, advantage•of ceramic design formation’ exchange; must be minimal
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compared to the other means available for sending messages in poten

tially dangerous situations r i.e., speaking.

The. sdcial or cultural/significance we assign to. ceramic design 

through our theoretical frameworks' is not unimportant. We must even

tually agree on the- roles design may play as an indicator of past 

events, and as. a mediator in those processes which structure such 

events. Whether design functions to create social boundaries or social 

boundaries function to create design differences, our knowledge of the 

.past systemic context is enhanced. Sharp stylistic boundaries serve to 

signal to archaeologists the operation of socio-cultural processes 

(endogamy is one) limiting the exchange of information.

In the present case, endogamous marital practices reflect the 

operation of .socio-political•processes .among the Kalinga. Beginning 

prior to the turn of the century, population density increased within 

communities„ exacerbated by feuding that^constrained new settlement . 

expansion. Eventually> as new settlements were established in areas 

between antagnostic regions,. and as blood feuding decreased, new 

regional political units evolved. . Regional coherence was based on the 

set of bilateral kinship relations linking members of a region, their 

.attachment to farming localities, and their negotiation of peace-pacts 

with * other territorial units. Regional‘endogamy'serves to maintain 

such cohesion through time, as well as providing an unambiguous means 

of cultural affiliation. In this context pottery production may serve 

a partial symbolic function. ' Inter-regional exchange of pottery links 

- (both materially and socially) distinct political units'. Within 

contiguous,- yet friendly regions such"as Dangtalan and Dalupa-Ableg,



the use of distinct design configurations may promote solidarity or 

affiliation within the regional kin group.
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Table A-l.

Work Group Potter Number Relationship

31
38
45
48.
49. 
62

no relation: 
no relation 
no relation 
mo of 49 
da.of-48 
no relation

1
2

10
21
29
32
39

si of 2 & 27 
si of 1 & 27 
da of 27 
da of 27
distant relation of 1, 2, & 27 
no relation 
no relation

. 4 
11
14
15 
17: 
20 
26 
30

da of 11 '
mo of 4 (see 30)
si of .17 (see 15)
da of mo of mo of 14 & 17
si of 14 (see 15)
no relation
no relation
da of si of mo of 11

6
7

12
34
4.1
42
46:
50

mo of 7 
da of 6
mo. of 34 & 46 , 
da * of 12, si of 46 
no relation 
da of 46
da of 12, si of 34 
no.relation

5
43
44

no relation: 
no relation 
no relation

13:
16
18
19
22
23
28
33
37

distant relation of 33 
si of 51 St 41 
si of 40 
si of 51 & 16 
no relation 
no relation 
.da of -24, si of 37 
distant relation of '■ 13 
da of 24, si of 28
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. Table Ar-1— continued

Work Group Potter Number Relationship .

6 40 si of 18
51 si of 16 & 19
24 mo of 37 & 28

71 - 9 da of 3
■■■' ■ ' ’ v 8 da of 36'.

3 . ; ' ■ - mo of 9
35 mo of 8

' 36 no relation
25 ■ no relation

82 54 • no relation
61 no relation

: ; :92 ' ; 58 . . no relation
■ 60 no relation .

102 53 si of 55
55 si of 53
56 no relation

1All but potter 25. live in Lunong.

Puapo work groups 

mo = mother, da = daughter, si = sister"
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Table B-l.

Potter Number Year of Birth . Generation . Residence Kin Group Work. Group e

.1. ' 1923 3 Dangtalan B
2 ' 1927 3 • Dangtalan B
3 . 1906 4 Lunong A
4 1949 . . • ■ 2 Dangtalan A
5 1930 3 Dangtalan •A
6 1925 3 Dangtalan .H
7 .1951 2 . ' Dangtalan H.
8 1931-1940 3 Lunong L
9 1931-1490 3 Lunong• A

10 1959 2 Dangtalan „ . B =
11 1916 4 Dangtalan A
12 1916 4 Dangtalan A
13 1933 3 Dangtalan A
14 1915 4 Lunong C
15 . 1917 4 Dangtalan C
161 1944 3 - Dangtalan E
17 . 1925 3 Dangtalan • C
18 1935 3 Dangtalan F
19 1935 3 . Dangtalan ■E
20 3 ' 1947 2 : Dangtalan
21 1945 3 Dangtalan B'
22 1951 2 .Dangtalan ; I.
23- 1944 2 •. Dangtalan G

: 24 1907 4 Dangtalan B
25 1937 3 Dangtalan C
26 1930 3 Dangtalan B
27 . 1920. . 3 ; Dangtalan & 

’ Lunong B
28 192? 3 Dangtalan B
29 - 1951 ' ", 2 : Dangtalan • B.
30 1927 . 3 Dangtalan■ A
3ll 1915 4 % "Dangtalan. A
32 1941 3 Dangtalan A
33- ■. 1952 2 Dangtalan A
34 1953 3 .Dangtalan A

: 352 . 3 Lunong L
36 1941-1950 2 Lunong K
37 . ' - 1946 3 ' ' Dangtalan B
38 1941 ; 3 Dangtalan C
39 . 1919 3 • . Dangtalan - K
40 1933 3 , ; Dangtalan F
41 1951 2 Dangtalan ' D
42 A  1945 \ . 2 . : ,, . Dangtalan •: A
43 1945 ■■■' 2 y \ .Dangtalan D
44 1938 . 3 Dangtalan C

7 45 1938 . 3 ' - Dangtalan B
46 . 1930 3 . Dangtalan A

'Np 
vD 

ro 
ro 

vD 
.ro 

VD 
VD 

ro 
CM 

vD 
vD 

vD 
r- 

ro 
CM 

vD 
cm 

ro 
CM 

CM 
vD 

'sP 
vD 

rH 
CM 

vD 
xP 

m 
10 

H 
'SP
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Table B-l— Continued.

Potter Number Year of Birth Generation Residence/ Kin Group ,Work Group
472 , 3 ' Dalupa ^ B
48 1915 ,. ■' 4 Dangtalan •I 1
49 . 1953 : 2 ' : :: Dangtalan I. 1

. 50 1920 3-:x / Dangtalan J 4
51 ;■ 1931 ; 3 ' - - Dangtalan ■ E X 6
522 Dangtalan

• 53 1945-1950 'X V  3 : Puapo ■ . B . 10.
542 ■ ; 2 Puapo .. X C 8
55. 1940-1945 \ 3 Puapo B 10 ■.
56 1935-1940 3 Puapo - C 10
572 . 3 Puapo M
58 . 1945-1950 2 Puapo H 9 '
592 1930-1935 3 Puapo C
60 1945-1950 2 Puapo C 9
612 3 . Puapo 8
62 1945-1950 2 . ' Dangtalan A 1
632 3 Dalupa B
642 3 Dalupa B
. 652 Dalupa
662 : 4 Dalupa .. Q672,3 3 Dalupa R
682 2 Dalupa R
692 .3 Dalupa R
70 2 3 Dalupa Q
712: 3 Dalupa • N'

■ 722 Dalupa
732 • : 4 Dalupa . 0
742 2 ■. Dalupa P
752 Dalupa
762 '' 2 .. Dalupa P
772 Dalupa
782 .Dalupa
792 - '■ 3 - Dalupa Q
80 2 ' ; ‘ 3 ■ Dalupa p
81 . : 3 Dalupa ; B .

: 822,4 , 4 X X Dalupa B
84 2 3 Dalupa P
852 3 Dalupa 0
86 2 x :  3 ■ Dalupa' A
872 X '  3 Dalupa B
882 Dalupa
892 Dalupa
902 2 Dalupa

. . 912 Dalupa
922,2 Dalupa P

■ 932 . Dalupa ’
’ • 942 . ■ 1920-1930 ' 3 X ~ Dangtalan A •
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Table B-l— Continued

Potter Number Year of Birth Generation ; Residence. Kin. Group Work Group
952,3, 4 Dangtalan B
962 '4 ' 4 Dangtalan
972,4 2 :. Dangtalan G
982,4 3 ' Dangtalan G ,
992,4 3 Dangtalan . F

. , 1002 ,4 ' 3 Dangtalan• P ' '■ 1012,4 .. : 4 ... Dangtalan
'102.2,4. Dalupa : R'
■ loo2 ,4 - Dangtalan
1042, ' 3 Dalupa Q, . . ...

*Scin group link through father
2No information on missing entries:

^Married into kin group
4Deceased potter.
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